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ABSTRACT
In the past two decades, whole slide imaging (WSI) has been increasingly used in clinical pathology,
research and education thanks to advances in technology. However, existing digital slide scanners for
WSI are incapable of efficiently scanning cytology specimens in “glass-faithful quality”. In particular,
cervical cytology specimens used for cervical cancer screening need to be imaged at multiple focal
planes and at high spatial resolution. So, the aim of this thesis is to develop novel methods for im-
proving the scan efficiency of cytology specimens. Preliminary investigations narrowed the research
into two directions: to optimise the scan parameters (e.g. the scan map, the focus profile map and the
number of focal planes to be scanned) for scanning cytology specimens, and to investigate the fast
slanted (specimen) scan.
Creating an accurate scan map followed by estimating the focus profile map of the specimen can
significantly reduce the scan time, but previous methods are not robust to slide artefacts such as ink
marker and dusts. The first research aspect of this thesis has focused on the development of a robust
method that not only creates an accurate scan map but also provides a ranked list of focus candidates
required for estimating the focus map. Specifically, tiles representing field-of-views to be scanned at
high resolution are located on the low resolution images and evaluated with regards to whether they
contain foreground objects and how good they are as focus candidates. Four metrics were proposed for
the tile evaluation: threshold index (TI) that measures the image intensity; normalised auto-correlation
index (NACI) that measures the spatial image similarity; auto-phase correlation index (APCI) that
measures the image phase diversity; and entropy index (EI) that measures the predictability of image
intensities. The experimental results indicated that while NACI, APCI and EI are effective for speci-
men delineation, only APCI is capable of selecting superior focus candidates and ignoring artefacts.
Knowing the three-dimensional distribution of the specimen can help to determine the minimal
number of focal planes to be acquired, and hence the minimal scan time. Amethod has been developed
to evaluate the thickness of all cell and cell clumps in cervical cytology specimens incorporating an
exhaustive high-resolution scan, an over-complete wavelet transform across multi-focal planes and
a cell clump segmentation method. The accuracy and usefulness of the method was evaluated and
demonstrated by quantitative analysis of ten Pap stained Thin-prep cervical slides. In particular, it
was found that creating a focus profile map was able to reduce the number of scanning focal planes
from 25.4 to 21.4 on average. It was also shown that the distribution of cells was skewed towards the
cover-slip (top of the slide), so by considering the thickness of the specimen, an improved focal map
i
can be produced to further reduce the required number of 1 micron spaced focal planes to 18.6.
The last research aspect of this thesis investigated the slanted scan method, which is a promising
method specifically designed for rapid scan of thick (cytology) specimens. With the method, the slide
is slanted at a small angle so that cross sections of the specimen can be imaged while the specimen is
moved continuously. Preliminary study concluded that the slanted scan is capable of achieving higher
throughput rates than that of the conventional methods with the constraints on camera frame rates,
stage accuracy and illumination intensity. However, the method suffers from optical aberrations in-
duced by the slide slant, a two-stage deconvolution method was therefore developed to correct these
aberrations. Specifically, phase deconvolution is initially applied to diminish effects of the dominating
coma aberration, followed by a conventional deconvolution method to improve lost image contrast.
A calibration method has also been proposed to estimate the coma aberration and the point-spread-
function (PSF) of the optics utilising actual cytology specimens. The efficacy of proposed algorithms
was quantitatively assessed on simulated data and qualitatively on cervical cytology specimens. Re-
sults demonstrated both an improved convergence speed of the two-stage approach, especially when
correcting the bend in the PSF, and a resultant image quality that was comparable to a conventionally
(flat) scanned specimen.
In summary, the combination of methods proposed in this thesis have the potential to increase
both overall scan efficiency and scan quality of whole slide scanners when acquiring “glass-faithful
quality” images of cervical cytology specimens.
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INTRODUCTION
Pathology is the process that analyses human tissue, cell and fluid samples typically under a micro-
scope in order to study and diagnose human diseases such as cancer. In particular, pathology has
become the single most important modality for the diagnosis of cancer and more importantly for early
detection of the cancer in order to improve the effectiveness of the treatment and therefore improve
health outcomes. As a result, in Australia, the number of Medicare-funded pathology tests have al-
most doubled in the last decade, from 60.13 million in 2001 to a staggering 103.90 million in 2010 at
the cost of 2 billion Australian dollars (AustralianGovernment 2013).
To increase productivity and control the cost of these pathology tests, one promising method is to
digitise the traditional glass slide based pathology into digital-pathology utilising whole slide imaging
(WSI). With WSI, microscopic specimens are converted into digital slides so that the management
and interpretation of these specimens are undertaken in the image based environment, enabling com-
puter aided diagnosis that has potentials to greatly increase the diagnosis productivity. However, the
journey to digital-pathology is significantly harder compared to radiology going to digital because the
the digitised glass slides are hundreds of times larger (gigapixels compared to megapixels), impos-
ing greater technological challenges in terms of acquisition, storage, transmission, management and
interpretation.
Existing digital slide acquisition systems and techniques for WSI are too slow and inefficient for
digitising cytology specimens, because these specimens are relatively thicker and have hundreds of
thousands of cells that are sparsely distributed. As a result, the computer aided diagnosis based on
the WSI systems are not yet cost-efficient. This research project aims to develop methods for rapid
digital slide acquisition of cervical cytology specimens. The outcomes of this research will contribute
to the development of new digital slide acquisition systems with unprecedented scan speed.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 1.1 presents the motivation be-
hind this study where methods have been developed to improve the productivity of cervical cytology
screening. Section 1.2 discribes the current states and problems of digital slide scanners for WSI, es-
pecially when acquiring “glass-faithful quality” digital slides of cervical cytology specimens. Section
1.3 presents the objectives of the thesis and Section 1.4 covers the scope of the research described in
this thesis. Finally Section 1.5 outlines the structure of this thesis.
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1.1 Cervical Cytology Screening
According to the World Health Organization, in 2012, cervical cancer was the third most common
cancer and had fourth highest mortality rate among women, with 527,624 new incidences and 265,672
new mortalities reported (for Research on Cancer 2015). The preventive methods of the cervical
cancer include vaccination and early detection programs like the cervical cytology screening (Pap
test). It is widely accepted that cervical cancer is caused by the infection of the human papillomavirus
(HPV), so vaccines targeting the most common types of HPV virus (type 16, 18, 31 and 45) have been
successfully developed, which can reduce the risk of the cervical cancer by around 93% (Rodríguez
et al. 2013). Even after a vaccination, women still need regular cervical cytology screening, because
the early treatment can effectively prevent the development of the cancer. The five-year survival rate
for the early stage (IA and IB) of the cancer is around 93% (Society 2016). As a result, countries with
effective screening programs, especially industrialised countries, have observed dramatic reductions
in cervical cancer incidences (up to 80%) and mortality (Grabe et al. 2010; Schiffman 2007). Given
the Pap test is increasingly provided in the developing world such as China and India and the fact that
the test has to be repeated performed every 2-5 years, the demand for this particular screening test is
overwhelming on a global scale (Grabe et al. 2010; Wright et al. 2010). Therefore, efficient screening
methods need to be developed to meet the demands and to reduce the costs.
Cervical cytology screening was originally developed by Dr George Nicholas Papanicolaou in
early 20th century. The principle of the test is straight forward, that is, to seek for the morphological
changes of normal cervix cells towards malignant cells. Specifically, the nucleus of the cell becomes
larger andmore irregularly shaped, while the cytoplasm becomes smaller, so the size ratio of nucleus to
cytoplasm increases. In addition, the chromatin distributions of the malignant nuclei are more coarse
than that of normal cells. These cellular level changes can not be directly visualised by human eyes, so
the microscopes, transmitted light bright-field (BF) microscopes to be specific, are normally used. In
general, the sample cells from the transformation zone of the cervix are first collected and prepared as
microscope slides for the screening. When viewed through the microscope, the cells on the slide are
illuminated by light from beneath and absorb the light and hence appear darker than the background
depending on the stain concentrations on the cells.
To detect any abnormalities in the specimen, all the cells on the slide should be viewed and exam-
ined under the microscope, and initially this process is done completely manually by human experts.
As the technology advances, machines and computers have been developed to assist the human experts
in order to improve the productivity, and the following section will focus on the technical perspectives
of this development.
1.1.1 Manual Screening
The traditional, and also the historical, specimen preparation method for cervical cytology screening is
the smear preparation method. Specifically, cells collected from the transformation zone of the cervix
are manually smeared over the glass slide before staining and fixation. This slide is the so-called
Pap smear slide, and it is reported that there are around 10,000-20,000 cells on the slide covering
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a large area (25x50mm of a standard 25x75mm slide) (Malm et al. 2013). As the smear slides are
prepared manually, the quality of these slides could vary significantly. The cellular materials are often
distributed unevenly over the slide. In addition, the cells generally overlap and form dense cell clumps
that sometimes may even prevent light from penetrating through them. There are also many foreign
objects such as blood cells, mucus and inflammation. Nevertheless, this traditional preparationmethod
is simple and cheap, at cost of around 1-2 US dollars (Bengtsson and Malm 2014).
As there are huge number of cells on the slides, in general, a trained cytotechnologist is asked to
initially examine all the cells for any signs of abnormalities. If such signs are found, the cytotech will
put ink markers on the top surface of the glass slide around them. The pathologists will then only need
to review these limited number of suspicious cells and parts to make the final diagnostic decision. A
block diagram of this manual screening process is shown in 1.1. In order to interpret the cellular
details such as the chromatin distribution of nuclei required by the diagnosis, high magnification (e.g.
40) is required, with resolution close to the optical resolution limit (approximately 0.25 microns).
However, the size of field-of-view (FOV) is inversely proportional to the magnification, so the manual
screening is a time-consuming process. In practice, the cytotech could prescan the slide at relative
quicker speed at a relative low magnification (e.g. 10), and then switch to high magnification if
something suspicious is found.
Figure 1.1: Typical block diagram of manual screening, assuming 10% of slides diagnosed as normal
are re-screened for quality control.
The manual screening is also widely regarded as labour-intensive and subjective (Levi et al. 2012).
The test is laborious because a huge number of cells needs to be examined but only a small fraction
of them (e.g. 10-20 cells) may be visually abnormal, and thus conducting these tests could easily lead
to human fatigue, habituation and lack of concentration (Malm et al. 2013). In addition, the visual
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examination via a microscope is not quantitative, so the examination results will also depend on the
knowledge and experience of human experts. As a result, false interpretations in the manual screening
with Pap smear slides have been reported to be as high as 55% (Malm et al. 2013). Moreover, the
diagnosis results from different cytotechs (inter-observer variation) and even from the same cytotech
across different analysis instances (intra-observer variation) often do not agree. To reduce the false
negatives (actually abnormal but diagnosed as normal), a certain proportion (normally around 10%) of
slides initially diagnosed as normal are randomly selected for re-screening (as a quality control shown
in Fig. 1.1) in order to increase the overall sensitivity of the testing process.
1.1.2 Machine Aided Screening
To improve the productivity of the manual screening, systems were first developed to increase the
automation of the screening processes. For instance, the AcCell 2000 cytopathology system includes
a motorised microscope that can automatically move the slide for a fly-over view of a specimen at low
magnification and at a predefined suitable speed. When something suspicious is spotted, the user can
pause the fly-over mode and then freely move the stage and change the magnification lens in order
to examine the suspicious cells in greater details. After the inspection, the fly-over mode is resumed
and the screening continues until the entire specimen is exhausted. This system partially reduces
the workload of the cytotech and ensures the full specimen is systematically and completely viewed.
However, the cytotech still need to fully examine every glass slide, and therefore the productivity
improvement is limited.
1.1.3 Automated Screening
In order to actually increase the productivity of the screening, the machine should be capable of “au-
tomatically” analysing the specimens and producing quantitative results to assist human experts in
the diagnostic decision making. This is generally achieved by converting the analogue signals (light
intensities) into digital images and then quantitatively measuring and interpreting these digital images
utilising computer based image processing techniques. For instance, the area ratio of nuclei and cyto-
plasm for diagnosis of the cancer can be obtained by using cells and nuclei segmentation and feature
extraction techniques, and used as a feature to classify the abnormality of the specimen (Bengtsson
and Malm 2014).
To automate and standardise the specimen preparation procedures and more importantly to make
the appearance of specimens more consistent for consumption of both human and machines, liquid
based cytology (LBC) slide preparation methods were developed. The two most popular LBC prepa-
ration methods for cervical cancer screening are Thin-prep and SurePath preparation methods. With
the Thin-prep method, the collected sample specimens are submerged in a preservative liquid, and
then treated normally using a centrifuge to separate the cervical cells from foreign objects (blood and
mucus). The target cells are then collected using a thin membrane and transferred to a glass slide
before fixation and staining. As a result, the cells are evenly distributed as a mono-layer over the
slide with less overlapping, therefore, are much cleaner than the conventional smears. Moreover, the
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cells are deposited in a circular area with diameter of 20mm, (or 12.55mm using Surepath), so smaller
areas are examined compared to the Pap smear slides. Consequently, the LBC prepared cervical cy-
tology slides have been widely accepted in pathology labs to replace the traditional pap smear slide.
The consistent appearance of specimens is an essential step for quantitative evaluation required by the
computer aided screenings. The only downside to the LBC preparation methods is associated with its
cost because more material like preservative liquids and filters are required as well as complex and
expensive slide preparation machines, thus increasing the cost of making a slide to multiple times that
of traditional pap smear slides (10 US dollars versus 1-2 US dollars) (Bengtsson and Malm 2014).
Apart from the development of the LBC preparation methods, the development of automated
screening systems is closely related to the advances in computer technology. The earliest computer
aided screening system (in 1956) used video cameras and analogue video processing circuits to mea-
sure the nuclei size, but the system had too many false positives because the effective resolution of
the camera was poor (only 5 microns) (Tolles and Bostrom 1956). Since then, the resolutions of digi-
tal camera and the computing power had increased dramatically, enabling more accurate quantitative
measurements of the specimen at faster speeds, and more importantly at much lower costs. The ad-
vances in computer display and storage technology promoted interactive screening programs, which
were marked by the development of the first system capable of saving images of suspicious cells
and displaying them to the users on computer monitors in 1994 (Mango 1994). Eventually, the first
commercial product for true automated PAP screening of a full slide, Tripath, was granted approval
from the Food and Drug and Administration (FDA) in the United States in 1996 (Kardos 2004). The
Tripath company was later acquired by BD Diagnostics and the product was renamed the FocalPoint
Slide Profiler (FPSP) (BD Diagnostic Inc., Burglington, NC). The SurePath LBC preparation method
mentioned above was developed to further improve the FPSP system performance. In 2003, another
automated screening system, ThinPrep Imaging System (TIS) (Hologic Inc., Boxborough, MA), was
approved by the FDA; it uses the Thin-prep preparation method (Bengtsson and Malm 2014). The
technical details of these two systems are described as follows:
FocalPoint Slide Profiler: The FocalPoint Slide Profiler is able to process both conventional PAP
smear slides and SurePath LBC prepared slides. The slides are first scanned at low resolution (4)
and the low resolution images are processed to find fields that are most likely to contain abnormal
cells. Then, approximately 1000 of these fields containing single cells and cell clusters are selected
for a high resolution scan at 20. These high resolution FOVs are processed individually to find any
signs of abnormality, and a score representing the abnormality of the entire slide is produced as well
ten FOVs that are most suspicious. If any potential abnormalities are identified among these FOVs,
the slide is manually screened by a cytotech (Levi et al. 2012). The computer generated score also
guides the selection of slides for quality control, where at least 15% of slides with the highest scores
are selected for manual screening (BD 2016). But more importantly, a maximum 25% of the slides
processed by the FPSP system can be directly archived with no further review (Kardos 2004).
ThinPrep Imaging System: The ThinPrep Imaging System is designed to process Thin-prep LBC
slides only. Similar to the FPSP, the FOVs of the slides are imaged and processed individually at high
resolution to check any signs of abnormalities. Unlike the FPSP system, 22 locations of interests on
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the slides are selected by the system and these positions are revisited under a motorised microscope
that is part of the system. The microscope is called review microscope (RM), which is fitted with
a motorised stage, a mouse and a touch pad for controlling microscope stage movements. If any of
the 22 places is considered abnormal or suspicious, a full manual screening is initialized on the RM
by the cytotech immediately. And it is reported in one study that only around 11% to 19% of slides
are required to be manually screened (Halford et al. 2010). These 22 locations are selected based on
a classification of several features including nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, nuclear size, and nuclear
staining. It is believed that the system is more sensitive than the (ThinPrep slides based) manual
screening (Halford et al. 2010).
Figure 1.2: Typical block diagram of screening with automated screening machine running parallel
with the manual screening. Assuming 25% of slides classified by the automated machine as normal
are directly archived, 75% of slides are required to be manually screened once and 15% of slides are
required to be manually screened twice for quality control.
The automated screening machines can be integrated into diagnosis work-flow in two ways, either
as a pre-screener or as an adjunct screener as shown in Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.3 respectively. When those
machines are used as pre-screeners, the glass slides are processed by the machine, and the tedious
full slide manual screening is required when something suspicious is detected by the machine or if
the machine failed to process the slide. As up to 25% of slides classified as normal can be directly
archived without further examination with the FPSP system, at most 25% of the work-load can be
directly eliminated (Levi et al. 2012). For the rest 75% of slides, the cytotech normally only needs
to review a small number of FOVs (10) unless these FOVs contain suspicious cells, so the overall
productivity of the screening process is significantly increased. According to some studies, up to 31%
more slides can be screened per hour (Duby and DiFurio 2009; Papillo et al. 2008). However, the costs
of the assisted screening are higher due to the expenditure on the machines and other infrastructure
(around 8 US dollars more per test) (Papillo et al. 2008). These automated systems can also be
used adjunct screeners. This is also the only option currently available to pathology labs in Australia,
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Figure 1.3: Typical block diagram of screening using automated screening machine as an adjunct
screener, assuming 10% of slides diagnosed as normal are re-screened for quality control.
where the regulators dictate that each slide must be manually screened at least once (Boost 2009). The
diagnostic output of each slide is a combination of results by the machine and human experts, which
could reduce effects of human errors. However, the overall productivity is not improved and the costs
are indeed higher compared to the manual screening alone, so the adjunct screening can be offered as
an option for patients who are willing to pay extra for an additional machine-based screening.
The limitations of these automated screening machines are mainly associated with the use of glass
slides. It is well known that the stain of the specimens fades under exposure to heat and light of the
microscope illumination units, so the repeat use of a slide may lead to decreasing diagnostic perfor-
mance (Leong and McGee 2001). Repeated handlings of slides also put them into risks of physical
degradation such as scratches, breaks, and contamination of dust and fingerprints. Moreover, the
storage and retrieval of glass slides in large quantities imposes logistical challenges, especially when
several thousand slides are retained for a minimum five years in pathology labs.In a broader perspec-
tive, the use of glass slides makes second opinion of the case more difficult, especially by a remote
consultant, because the slides could be damaged during transportation. These limitations can be over-
come by digitising the entire specimen into a single image (as digital slide) utilising WSI, which has
only been made available in recent years due to advances in computing processing power and the
reduction in hardware costs.
1.1.4 Whole Slide Imaging Based Screening
Whole slide imaging is a relative new modality for pathology, which refers to digitalising the entire
specimen into a digital slide (a single image of the specimen) and subsequentlymanaging and interpret-
ing the specimens in the image based environment. Compared to glass slides, the digital slides do not
have risk of any degradation, they can be easily stored and managed in digital database, and they can
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be efficiently distributed via computer network and, therefore, be accessed remotely in time and space.
So, the digital slide and the WSI are ideal for slide archiving, quality control and reporting, and they
have the potential to greatly improve work-flow efficiency given that pathologists spend considerable
time on non-diagnosis related tasks like searching for and matching slides to paper works (Ghaznavi
et al. 2013). The digital slides also enable remote consultation (second opinion) and remote diagnosis
extending high quality health-care to regional hospitals that lack experienced pathologists (Li et al.
2007; Lu et al. 2015a).
Figure 1.4: Cervical cytology screening based on whole slide imaging with automated screening ma-
chine used for primary diagnosis, assuming the automated screening machine picks x% of slides for
manual screening once and y% of slides for manual screening twice.
A possible system design of theWSI based cervical cytology screening process is shown in Fig. 1.4,
where the prepared glass slides are first converted into digital slides by the slide acquisition system
(slide scanner). These digital slides could be stored into a digital database so that they can be easily
accessed by the cytotech and pathologist through a computer network. These digital slides can be
visulized on computer systems with dedicated software that simulate the functionality of a traditional
microscope such as zoom and navigation. Compared to using traditional microscopes, the naviga-
tion with the digital slide is smoother and more streamlined. More importantly computer programs
can be developed to asisit diagnosis, in particularly the automated screening algorithms can be easily
integrated into this digitised work-flow because the digital image of the specimen has already been
created. Many previous studies had demonstrated that WSI based manual screening could give equiv-
alent performance as that using the glass slide, but only if the glass slide has the adequate quality as
discussed below (Donnelly et al. 2013).
For diagnosis using digital slides to have at least the equivalent diagnostic accuracy of that with
glass slides, and for the WSI based screening to really increase productivity and to be accepted in
clinical diagnosis, the WSI systems must meet two essential criteria:
1. The digital slide must be in “glass-faithful quality”, which means that the digital slide contains
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complete and accurate information of the glass slide that is required for the interpretation of the
specimen by both human and machine. In this way, processing the digital slide is equivalent to
processing the glass slide, and therefore the same diagnostic decisions can be made.
2. The acquisition speed of the “glass-faithful quality” digital slide must be fast in order to actually
increase the productivity of the diagnosis process. Given that a complete manual screening (with
conventional smear slides) takes around 6 minutes, the scan time of the slide must be less than
6 minutes in order to really increase productivity (Boost 2009).
For scanning cervical cytology specimens, the digital slide image should be at multiple focal planes
(as three-dimensional (3D) image stack), at a spatial resolution close to the light diffraction limit
(0.25m/pixel) and free of optical aberrations (Bengtsson and Malm 2014). Conventionally, mi-
croscopes with high magnification objectives (normally 40, with an air objective, i.e., the medium
between the objective and microscope slide is air) are required in order to interpret subtle diagnostic
details in the specimen, such as the texture of cell nuclei. Therefore, when acquiring digital images
of these specimens an equivalently high sampling resolution should be used. The resolving power of
a microscope is commonly calculated by the Abbe distance, which describes the minimum resolvable
feature size in the image plane, as shown in Eq. 1.1.
r =

2NA
(1.1)
Where, r is the Abbe distance from half-amplitude of a microscope point spread function (PSF) to its
centre in image plane,  is the wavelength of the illumination light andNA is the numerical aperture of
the objective (Castleman 1996). The axial resolution of the microscope is also inversely proportional
to the magnification (or NA), described as depth of focus in Eq. 1.2 (Castleman 1996).
depthoffocus =

2NA2
(1.2)
Assuming a microscope with a 40 (NA=0.75) objective illuminated with light centered at 525
nanometer for the optimal image contrast is used for acquiring digital images of specimens, the Abbe
distance of this imaging system is around 350 nanometer while the depth of focus is around 470
nanometer. Therefore, the pixel spacing of the image sensor should be smaller than 0.175 micron in
order to fully sample the specimen, while the distance between imaging planes should be at around
1 micron in order to have every object within the focal depth. Unlike histology specimens that could
be as thin as 4-6 microns, cervical cytology specimens are typically thicker (10 - 30 microns), be-
cause many cells overlap and form thick cell clusters even when the LBC preparation techniques are
used (El-Gabry et al. 2014). Thus, acquiring only one 40 image with a single focal plane could
miss details of some cellular objects and lead to poor diagnostic performance (El-Gabry et al. 2014).
Moreover, secretory cells from the endocervix are often found in thick cell clusters so these clusters
should be sufficiently imaged (Lee et al. 2011; Wright et al. 2013) for the specimen to be considered
adequate. Lastly, the digital images of the specimen should be free from optical aberrations so that the
specimen can be quantitatively measured. Therefore, the cervical cytology specimens are optimally
scanned in multiple focal planes (in 3D) and at high spatial resolution, which has been proposed in a
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number of previous studies (El-Gabry et al. 2014; Farahani et al. 2015; Wright et al. 2013).
In this thesis, we define “glass-faithful quality” as a whole slide image acquired with an in-plane
(spatial) resolution close to the diffraction limit of a conventional bright field light microscope, which
is around 0.250.25m/pixel. The inter (focal) plane resolution should be less than 1m/voxel which
is close to the (half wavelength) depth of field of a microscope lens capable of imaging a spatial
resolution close to the diffraction limit. However, the optimal number of focal planes that have to be
acquired is dependent of the “thickness” of the specimen. This thickness issue largely remains an open
question, which has not been defined in literature and so will be studied in this thesis. Specifically the
“glass-faithful quality” scan of the cervical cytology specimen is defined as the generation of digital
slide images of cervical cytology specimens that when the specimen is viewed on a computer screen
it has the same colour, contrast, resolution and depth of field as a conventional specimen deposited on
a glass slide when viewed under a conventional bright field microscope.
1.2 Whole Slide Imaging
Prior to the introduction of WSI, digital cameras were initially installed on the microscope to take
“static” digital images covering only small sections of the specimen for limited research and clinical
use, because scanning of entire specimen was technologically challenging at the time. The advances
of technology, particularly within last two decades, have led to the development of advanced robotic
microscopy and specialised commercialWSI slide scanners, enabling increasingly convenient and fast
digital acquisition of the entire specimen (Farahani et al. 2015). As a result, there is a clear trend in the
pathology world whereby the use of conventional glass slides andmicroscopes is being replaced by the
WSI (Ghaznavi et al. 2013). WSI is also being used in education and research sectors, because digital
slides can be easily stored, distributed and viewed, opening new learning perspectives (Paulsen et al.
2010). Specifically, specimens of standard and rare cases can be digitised as digital slides that can be
conveniently shared among large groups of students without constraints in time and location, which
are difficult with glass slides. More importantly, the digital slides enable quantitative evaluation and
computer aided analysis of the specimen, such as counting the number of cells and automated aided
diagnosis.
Despite its numerous advantages, the WSI still face many technical and practical issues in terms
of costs, image quality and standards, acquisition speed, data storage and management and regulatory
concerns (El-Gabry et al. 2014; Ghaznavi et al. 2013). The initial setup cost of a WSI system is high,
a typical commercial slide scanner can be more than 100,000 US dollars, and additional infrastructure
such as computer networks and staff training require further investments (El-Gabry et al. 2014). Even
with modern slide scanners, ensuring the consistent performance of the acquisition of digital slides
especially to obtain clear and sharp images is still challenging, because the scanners have to follow
the subtle height variations of specimens to maintain perfect focusing and at the same time be robust
to various artefacts (Ghaznavi et al. 2013; Lahrmann et al. 2013). In addition, the file sizes of digital
slides are normally significantly large and could easily excess several gigabytes (GB) when cytology
specimens are acquired at high resolution and at multiple focal planes (Bradley et al. 2005; Ghaznavi
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et al. 2013; Wright et al. 2013). Large image file sizes are problematic not only in terms of acquisition
speed where downloading this amount data from a camera already takes long time, but also in terms
of data storage and data management, especially when tens of thousands of slides are required to be
processed annually in pathology labs. In particular, insufficient computer processing capacity and
network speed may lead to slow loading and/or freezing of images, resulting in unsatisfactory user
experiences (El-Gabry et al. 2014). Furthermore, the applications of WSI on certain diagnosis are
subjected to the regulation by the governments, for example, no WSI system has yet been approved
for primary diagnosis of specimens stained by the hematoxylin and eosin (HE) stain (El-Gabry et al.
2014).
As the key component in WSI, the slide scanners convert a conventional glass slide into a digital
slide incorporating various techniques in optics, electronics controls and computer programs. The
main trend in last twenty years is to build slide scanners with higher throughput rates, which is one of
essential steps for the adoption ofWSI. Histology specimens are relative easy for currentWSI scanners
to scan, because these specimens are thin (3-4 micron), and cells are bounded together so they have
relatively smooth topology and small depth variation compared to cytology specimens. Moreover,
histology pathologists are examining the structures of the tissues, which can be viewed at a sufficient
level of detail under modest magnification (like 20) (Gilbertson et al. 2006). Given that the depth-
of-field (DOF) of a 20 (numerical aperture = 0.4) objective lens is around 6 micron meters, which is
much larger than that (1 micron) under 40 lens, scans of these specimens at single focal plane are
generally sufficient. A digital acquisition of such a specimen can be facilitated within a few minutes
with most modern WSI slide scanners, therefore the adoption of WSI in histology pathology has been
relative faster than in cytology pathology (Farahani et al. 2015; Ghaznavi et al. 2013; Gilbertson et al.
2006; Rojo et al. 2006).
The acquisition of cytological specimens in “glass-faithful quality”, on the other hand, requires
greater efforts, because cytology specimens are optimally sampled at high spatial resolution and at
multiple focal planes. In addition, cytology specimens are spatially distributed and have rough topol-
ogy, so ensuring the acquired images of cells are sharp and clear is challenging. Although most com-
mercial available slide scanners are technically capable of scanning cytology specimens in multiple
focal planes, they are slow (El-Gabry et al. 2014; Rojo et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2013). As an exam-
ple, in Thin-prep cervical cytology slides used for cervical cytology screening, the cells are deposited
within a circular area with a diameter of 20mm, and the size of scan area is around 314mm2. Assum-
ing the specimen has a uniform thickness of 20 microns and so at least 20 focal planes are scanned.
The estimated acquisition times for the specified specimen by the fastest slide scanners made by lead-
ing commercial vendors (in 2015) are listed in Table. 1.1 below, showing that the majority of these
scanners have an acquisition time of more than 30 minutes per slide (3DHISTECH 2016; Hamamatsu
2016a; Leica 2016; Olympus 2016; Philips 2016; Zeiss 2016). Although the scan times of listed
scanners are considerably shorter compared to the early systems reported in (Rojo et al. 2006) and
(Wright et al. 2013), none of these scanners has a acquisition time less than the eight minutes in order
to compete with manual screening (Levi et al. 2012; Papillo et al. 2008).
The conventional FOV scan method for slide scanners utilises an area imaging sensor and acquires
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Slide Scanner Resolution ScanTechnique
Single Plane
Scan Time
(seconds)
20 Planes Scan
Time (minutes)
Axio Scan.Z1
Zeiss 20@0.22m/pixel FOV 334 111
ScanScope AT2
Lecia 40@0.25m/pixel* Line 216 72
VS120 Slide
Scanner
Olympus
20@0.33m/pixel FOV 167 55
Pannoramic 250
Flash 3D
HISTECH
41 FOV 122 41
Intellisite Ultra
Fast Scanner
Philips
40@0.25m/pixel Line 84 28
NanoZoomer-XR
Hamamatsu 40@0.25m/pixel* Line 62 20
 20 (NA=0.75) objective lens with a 2 adapter.
Table 1.1: Selected commercial available digital slide acquisition systems as of 2015. Manufacturer
names are in bold.
thousands FOV images of the entire specimen that are eventually stitched together to form an montage
image of the specimen (the digital slide). Some slide scanners adopt a line scan method using a linear
array imaging sensor, where the stagemoves continuously from one end of the specimen to another end
producing image strips of the specimen. The line scan cameras are capable of running at high frame
rates and consequently achieve high data-throughput rates, which is why the fast slide scanners listed
in the Table. 1.1 utilise the line scan method. However, both methods still have to require multiple
passes of the specimen in order to acquire images at multiple focal planes. Recently, a novel scan
method, slanted scan, was specifically designed to scan specimens at multiple focal planes (Bamford
andMayer 2009). In the slanted scan, the glass slide is slanted in a small angle (3-5 degrees) so that the
cross-sections, or multiple focal planes of the specimen can be imaged at the same time. By moving
the stage continuously, the specimen images at multiple focal planes can be acquired simultaneously
in one pass of the specimen. Despite its great potential, the method has not been evaluated against the
conventional scan methods, for example, to determine whether the method is able to acquire “glass-
faithful” digital slides.
1.3 Objectives of the Research
As presented in this chapter, WSI is an enabling technology that has potentials to greatly increase
the productivity of pathology tests such as the cervical cytology test. However, existing digital slide
acquisition systems for WSI are inefficient in scanning “glass-faithful” digital slides of cervical cytol-
ogy specimens due to the requirements of images at multiple focal planes and high spatial resolution.
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The aim of this thesis is to develop methods for increasing the scan efficiency of cervical cytology
specimens by focusing on the two following objectives:
• Objective 1: To develop methods for optimising the scanning of cytology specimens for WSI.
• Objective 2: To investigate whether the slanted scan method is capable of producing “glass-
faithful” digital slides.
These two objectives represent two complementary directions for addressing the overall research
problem in this thesis. The specific testable tasks for this thesis are consolidated in the next chapter
after reviewing existing methods for the digital slide acquisition system for WSI .
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2
REVIEW OF DIGITAL SLIDE ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
This chapter reviews the techniques utilised by digital slide acquisition systems for WSI, particularly
for acquisitions of thick cervical cytology specimens at multiple focal planes and at high spatial reso-
lution.
2.1 Overview of Digital Slide Acquisition Systems
The digital slide acquisition system for WSI, or the slide scanner, in essence, is an automated and
computer controlled microscope. The essential components of these scanners consist of illumination
units and microscopic optics lens for image formations, a digital camera for image acquisitions, a
motorised stage for moving the glass slide and a computer for control and image processing. The
image resolution and quality of final digital sides depend upon a combination of all the optical elements
including the illumination, slide-cover-slip system, the tube lens, the objective lens, and the imaging
sensor that converts the analogue signals to digital. Objective lens normally contain both intrinsic and
extrinsic aberrations such as the spherical aberration and geometrical aberrations that affect the image
quality, so high quality objective lens are generally utilised. The pixel size of the imaging sensor
should be sufficiently small in order to meet the Rayleigh sampling criterion used in microscopy
imaging (Castleman 1996). The majority of existing slide scanners utilise charge-coupled device
(CCD) as the imaging sensor, because they have better photon sensitivity and low acquisition noise
producing high quality images, but they have a relatively low data transfer speed (Rojo et al. 2006).
Another popular type of imaging sensor is the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
sensor, which generally has faster data throughput rates and is able to achieve faster frame rates.
The imaging quality of these CMOS sensors have been proved greatly in recent years, so they are
increasingly used in slide scanners in order to achieve faster acquisition speeds. Most commercially
available scanners are fitted with a slide loader so that hundreds of slides can be digitalised with
minimal human interaction (Rojo et al. 2006). To reduce the adverse effects of ambient light and dust,
optics and electronic components are usually enclosed in a dark box (Altinay and Bradley 2013).
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2.2 Scan Procedures in Digital Slide Acquisition Systems
The scanning process of most slide scanners consists of three typical procedures: initial specimen
localisation, subsequent high resolution acquisition and final generation of the digital slide from the
acquired images. The details of specimen localisation and post-processing are described as follows,
and those for a high resolution scan along with the associated scan methods are covered in the next
section.
2.2.1 Specimen Localisation
The first step of the acquisition process is to find where the specimen is located on the glass slide,
both the lateral (XY ) and axial (Z) position, which can be treated as two sub-steps. The size of the
FOV through the microscope objective is generally tiny compared to the size of the specimens, so
hundreds or thousands of field images (FOVs) must be acquired in order to cover the entire specimen.
To this end, it is critical to know the accurate position (XY ) of the specimen, and hence determine
the minimum number of areas to scan to at least avoid scanning blank fields. A general method is to
initially acquire a low resolution image (with the lowest available magnification lens) of the whole
slide followed by a simple intensity based thresholding method such as Otsu’s method to identify the
foreground specimen and generate an accurate scan map of the slide (Altinay and Bradley 2011). It
was reported that doing so for some histology specimens has the potential to save scanning up to 50%
of the size of scan area and likewise save on the scan time and the resultant file size (Altinay and
Bradley 2011). The benefits of delineating the cytology specimens could be even higher due to the
fact that cytology cells are generally spatially distributed. In terms of low resolution image acquisition,
some commercial slide scanners use a macro camera with the aim to reduce acquisition time because
these cameras have faster frame rates as compared to the large high resolution imaging sensors (Rojo
et al. 2006). Apart from using automatic specimen delineation methods, most slide scanners allow
users to manually select the scan map (Rojo et al. 2006).
Finding the correct focal positions (Z) for the specimen is the second vital sub-step before the
high resolution scan, because the DOF of the microscope is small, particularly at high magnification,
compared to the thickness of cytology specimens. The specimen images can easily get blurred, lose
high resolution details and become useless when the scanning focal planes are missed by even a few
microns. Indeed, maintaining the quality of focus to ensure the final digital images are sharp and clear
is regarded as one of most critical aspect of the image quality and also one of most challenging tasks for
slide scanners (Cornish et al. 2012; Ghaznavi et al. 2013; Gilbertson et al. 2006; Lahrmann et al. 2013).
The easiest strategy for mataining the high quality focus is to find the accurate focal depth for every
point or FOV of the specimen before taking the high resolution image (Bradley et al. 2005). However,
this method is extremely time-consuming with average hardware, because the focusing methods need
the microscopic stage to move to multiple focal depths in order to find the in-focus focal depth, hence
it is subject to the mechanical limitations of the stage (Tello-Mijares et al. 2013). Additionally, given
the main imaging sensors for high resolution and large size image acquisition often have low frame
rates, focusing in on a large number of different points can lead to a significant accumulation of scan
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time. An alternative method is to find the focal depth of the specimen after the stage moves a certain
distance if the specimen can be assumed to be reasonably flat locally, but a large number of focusing
operations may be still needed if the topographic variation of the specimen is rough, especially for
cytology specimens. Although various methods have been developed to increase the focusing speed,
such as employing an additional fast camera specifically for the focusing (Farahani et al. 2015; Kaikai
et al. 2015), a more general technique is to estimate the 3D focus profile map (scan map) of the entire
specimen.
The focus map includes the focal depths of interesting specimen objects across the whole slide.
The focus map defines what focal (Z) position the stage should be at for every spatial (XY ) location
of the specimen to be imaged. More specifically, if a FOV scan method (as described in the next
section) is utilized, the focus map should contain the lateral positions (XY ) and focal depths (Z) of
each FOV. The focus map is estimated from the focal height of a limited number of points spread
over the specimen, which are called focus candidates. If the topographic of the specimens is rough,
more focus candidates should be sampled to accurately reflect the variations in the specimen surfaces.
Conversely, few focus candidates are required when scanning smoother specimens. This approach has
been employed in most commercial slide scanners for WSI as well as the FPSP system mentioned in
Chapter 1 for primary diagnosis of cervical cancer (Gilbertson et al. 2006; Hilsenstein 2005; Lahrmann
et al. 2013; Rojo et al. 2006). Another benefit of scanning the specimen in 3D is that specimens with
rough surfaces are more likely to be adequately scanned.
After creating the scan map and focus profile map, decisions need to be explicitly made in regards
to the number of focal planes to be acquired in the high resolution scan. It is generally believed that
the thickness of the LBC based cervical cytology specimens used for cervical cytology screening is
around 20microns, so around 20 focal planes are acquired in some studies (Bradley andBamford 2004;
Evered andDudding 2011). Although some studies had argued that fewer number of focal planes could
be sufficient for diagnosis, the exact number of focal planes required is generally decided empirically.
Thus, commerical available slide scanners allow the user to select the number of focal planes to be
sampled, given that they could not determine the thickness of the specimen automatically (Rojo et al.
2006). On the other hand, it is clear that the number of focal planes needs to be minimised to reduce
the scan time because the size of each focal plane is huge especially at high resolution (around 8GB
found in last Chapter).
2.2.2 Post-processing
After the specimen images are acquired at high resolutions, these images are stitched together to form
a montage and seamless image of the specimen, which is the so-called digital slide. Various align-
ment methods have been proposed for stitching the images together relying on different image clues,
such as the intensity of the images by cross-correlation methods, the phase of the images by phase-
correlation methods and image feature based methods (Bradley et al. 2005; Kuglin and Hines 1975;
Lewis 1995; Yang et al. 2013). Some methods use one or multiple of the above methods, and others
extend the stitching to 3D (aligning images at multiple focal planes simultaneously) (Nozaka et al.
2013; Preibisch et al. 2009). Prior to the stitch, any intrinsic (geometric distortion) and extrinsic dis-
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tortions (rotation of the camera) in the raw images should be corrected in order to effectively match
the individual images (Altinay et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2005). Geometric removals are also essential
for quantitive evaluation. Other improvements on the image quality of acquired images include the
correction of uneven background illumination, the image fusion for removing sharp intensity changes
over the overlapping areas and so on (Kayser et al. 2011; Rankov et al. 2005; Romer et al. 2003; Sun
et al. 2005).
Multiple file formats are available to store these generated digital slides in digital medium, such as
the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) and the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) 2000 (Fara-
hani et al. 2015). The JPEG 2000 format enables the effective handling of a single image larger than
one giga byte as well as progressive transmission, random access and image compression (Bradley
et al. 2005). Despite this, the file sizes of digital slides containing N focal planes of the specimen are
approximately N times larger, in order of several GB, imposing great challenges on its storage, pro-
cessing and analysis. Thus, the number of focal planes should beminimized to diminish overall storage
sizes and acquisition time, given that sufficient diagnostic information ais preserved. However, if the
storage is strictly limited, a possible method is to fuse the images at multiple focal planes into one
image in extended depth of field with everything in focus. This has been demonstrated that to be
superior than viewing only one focal plane but with limited use for only qualitative analysis (Bradley
et al. 2005). The full Z stack images of cells having each individual object in best focus still needs to
be saved for quantitative analysis both by human and computer aided diagnosis systems.
2.3 Scan Methods for Whole Slide Imaging
Details of four existing scan methods that have been proposed and used for WSI are presented in this
section, in particular focusing on how they acquire specimens in 3D.
2.3.1 FOV Scan
The FOV scan is themost conventional and simple scanmethod, and therefore it has been used inmany
scanning systems (Bradley et al. 2005; Rojo et al. 2006). The method can be simply realised on BF
microscopes when they are fitted with a computer controlled motorised microscopic stage and a digital
camera. The motorised stage moves the specimen against the objective lens so that the specimen can
be imaged by the digital camera. Each specimen image is a FOV image of the specimen, and the stage
typically follows a serpentine scan pattern as shown in Fig.2.1 to acquire the entire specimen. Given
the requirement for high resolution image acquisition of cytology specimens, the stage must stop and
rest to wait any vibrations to cease before camera exposure, otherwise the final image will have motion
blur degrading the image quality. During the scan, overlapping FOV images are normally taken so that
the overlaps of neighbouring FOVs can be used to align the images. To acquire the specimen images
in multiple focal planes, a motorised stage moves the stage along the focal axis (Z) in incremental
steps.
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Figure 2.1: A typical FOV scan pattern for covering a large specimen.
2.3.2 Line Scan
Figure 2.2: An line scan imaging sensor (left) and a typical line scan pattern for covering a large
specimen (right).
Line scan cameras (linear array sensor) can also be used for image acquisition as they are able to
achieve high data-throughput rates (Mayerich et al. 2008; Rojo et al. 2006). The trajectory of the
microscope stage in a line scan system is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where the long axis of the imaging
sensor aligns perpendicular to the direction of stage movement so that the system acquires an image
of a long strip of the specimen from one end to the other in one pass of the stage. The obtained image
strips are eventually stitched together to form a whole image of the specimen. In contrast to the FOV
scan, the stage moves continuously at a relatively constant velocity, and only the image overlaps in
one direction (between image strips) are required. Consequently, the lines scan acquires less amount
of raw data and performs one dimensional image stitches compared to the FOV scan (Yu et al. 2011).
More importantly, the line scan cameras are generally faster than area scan cameras allowing greater
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system data throughput rates. However, optical encoders are required on the microscope stage for
synchronisation of stage movement and camera exposure. Improper synchronisation, such as false or
delayed triggers, can easily result in motion blur and/or geometric distortion of the image strips, which
will adversely affect the image quality. On the other hand, the line scanning reduces the geometric
distortion correction from two-dimensional (2D) to only one dimensional because the image sensor is
normally positioned across the optical axis of the lens. Finally, each image strip and each pass of the
stage only sample one depths of the specimen, so multiple passes of the stage are required to sample
thick cervical cytology specimens.
2.3.3 Lens Array Scan
Figure 2.3: Top row: Schematic of the lens array. Bottom left: Close look of the lens. Bottom right:
Relative position of the lens array to the glass slide at the start of the scan. Images reproduced from
(Weinstein et al. 2004) without permission.
In conventional slide scanners, only one objective lens can be used at once so that only one FOV
(or one line in a line scan) can be acquired in one camera exposure. It is clear that the scan speed can
be increased dramatically if multiple objective lenses can be used to take multiple FOVs simultane-
ously. However, the relative size of microscope objective lenses compared to the size of a glass slide
does not allow such design. For instance, a conventional 40 Zeiss objective lens has a diameter of
30mm, which is already larger than the diameter of the specimen deposition area of the Thin-prep cer-
vical cytology specimen (Zeiss 2015). In order to acquire multiple FOVs at the same time, miniature
objective lenses must be designed. Recently, Ronald et al. developed a lens array imaging system for
WSI consisting of 80 miniature objective lenses so that 80 FOVs can be imaged simultaneously as
shown in Fig. 2.3 (Weinstein et al. 2004). A 24 mega-pixel imaging sensor is used to acquire images.
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The acquisition time for a specimen of 2.25cm2 is 58 seconds, at resolution of0.47m/pixel, which
is approximately equivalent to 20 magnification (Weinstein et al. 2004).
The main limitation associated with the lens array scan method is its poor image resolution. Con-
ventional high quality objective lenses are compound lenses that consist of a number of optic lens
elements necessary to correct various optical aberrations, such as chromatic and spherical aberrations,
for achieving optimal image resolution and image quality. In the case of the lens array, on the other
hand, there is limited space in which to pack several optical lenses so the resolution of system is al-
most the double that of the diffraction limit, which is not acceptable for scanning cervical cytology
specimens.
2.3.4 Slanted Scan
Figure 2.4: The schematic of slanted scan method.
Recently, a novel slide scan method, the slanted scan, has been specifically designed to acquire
digital slide of thick specimens at multiple focal planes (Bamford and Mayer 2009). The microscope
slide is slanted at a small angle (around 3-5 degrees) so that multiple depths of the specimen can
be imaged simultaneously in a single pass of the stage. The principle of the method is illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. As the slide is slanted an angle with respect to the optical axis, the cross-section of the
specimen (several focal planes shown as red dots) can be imaged in one exposure. For example, image
line A’ contains information from specimen depth A. Next, by moving the stage perpendicular to the
line imaged at A (perpendicular to the paper surface), multiple image lines from different depths
of the specimen can be simultaneously acquired, thereby forming images of cross sections of the
specimens at multiple focal planes. The acquisition can be done by using several linear array sensors
at appropriate positions, or multiple lines can be scanned via an area scan camera. To acquire the
whole specimen, the stage follows a trajectory similar to that of a line scan system but only one pass
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of the specimen is required. Overlaps are only required between image strips, and these these image
strips eventually stitched together to form complete images of the specimen in each focal planes.
The main advantage of the slanted scan is its ability to scan a section different focal planes of
the specimen so that only a single pass of the stage is required. Rather than slanting the specimen,
an alternative approach is to slant the image sensor, e.g. by placing several linear imaging sensors
at different focal distances in the imaging plane, which had been attempted earlier (Nordin 1989).
However, this method requires the sensor to be fixed at accurate slant locations prior to the scan. So
it would be difficult for it to adjust the slant angle if specimens of different thickness need to scanned,
impeding the robustness and applicability of the system. However, with the specimen slanted, one
can make several interchangeable slide holders for different slant angles, and meanwhile the imaging
system can be still used to perform conventional flat scans. To this end, a conventional slide scan
system can be easily converted into a slanted scan systemwithminimal hardware modifications. Apart
from this, when scanning a Z stack of images of the specimen, cells are more likely to be acquired in
focus, leading to a higher success rate of slide digitalisation.
Figure 2.5: The side image of a cervical cytology cell (a) without (b) and with (a) slide slant. The
slide slant angle is approximately 4 degrees. Notice the shape of cell nucleus is nearly circular so the
shapes of nucleus blur resemble the point-spread-function of the imaging system.
Despite the slanted scan being capable of simultaneously scanningmultiple depths of the specimen,
the slide slant induces optical aberrations resembling that of a lens coma. The main artefacts include
movement of the object blur at different depths (bending of the PSF) and the reduction of the image
contrast compared with images acquired in the conventional flat orientation (Arimoto and Murray
2004; Bamford and Mayer 2009) as shown in Fig. 2.5. The existence of these aberrations means
that the digital images acquired with the method are not “glass-faithful” yet. So, these artefacts must
be corrected in order for the slanted scan method to be capable of producing “glass-faithful quality”
digital slides and more importantly to compete with the conventional scan in terms of image quality.
In addition, the optimal slide slant angle should be investigated, which is also relevant to the thickness
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of the specimen.
2.3.5 Fourier Ptychographic Microscopy
Figure 2.6: Fourier Ptychographic setup and imaging procedure. (a) An LED array placed beneath
a conventional microscope illuminates the sample with unique wavevector k. (b) The object’s finite
spatial frequency support, defined by the microscope’s NA in the Fourier domain (red circle), is im-
posed at offset locations to reflect each unique LED illumination angle. The Fourier transform of
many shifted low-resolution measurements (each circle) are stitched together to recover a complex
sample spectrum with resolution extending well beyond the objective lens cutoff frequency. Figure
reproduced from (Zheng 2016b) without permission.
fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) is a super-resolution technique capable of greatly in-
creasing the resolution of a objective lens by incorporating angular varying illuminations and a phase
retrieval algorithm based image reconstruction method as illustrated in illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (Zheng
et al. 2013a). As high resolution images can be obtained from a lower resolution objective lens, more
celluar objects and hence information can be captured in a single FOV leading to acquisitions of fewer
number of them, which could result short digital slide acquisition time if it is used for WSI. Specifi-
cally, it had been demonstrated that a FPM system fitted with a 2 objective lens was able to produce
a digital slide at resolution equivalent to using a 20 objective lens, where the FOV of the system
is the same as that of the 2 lens, which is much larger than that of 20 lens (Zheng et al. 2013a).
More importantly, the reconstructed images have the same DOF as that of 2 objective lens, which
is considerably larger than that of a 20 ojective lens. So only one FOV image may be needed to
cover the all focal planes of cervical cytology specimens if the FPM extend the final resolution close
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to the diffraction limit. Given the fewer number of FOV images are required, the overall acquisi-
tion time could be small with the FPM. However, hundreds of images are acquired to produce each
high resolution FOV image, and around 40% of overlaps are needed between images for the complex
and computational expensive reconstruction algorithms, the actual acquisition time reduction is lim-
ited (Ou et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2013a;b). More complicating, the method is currently applicable to
microscopes with coherent illuminations only, where ring artefacts appear in the images at cell edges
due to the attenuation of the high frequency signals, which is distinct to that in a spatially incoher-
ent system (Goodman 2005). Apart from this, there are also noticeable artefacts on the reconstructed
images especially in the blank area, which could be contaminations on the light path brought into fo-
cus due to the extended depth of field in FPM (personal communication) (Zheng 2016a). Therefore,
despite its great potentials, the FPM method is not further studied in this thesis.
2.4 Performance Analysis of the FOV Scan, Line Scan and
Slanted Scan
In this section, the performance of the FOV scan, the line scan and the slanted scan as well as their
system requirements are analysed and compared by estimating the scan time of a typical LBC cervical
cytology slide for cervical cytology screening. The lens array scan system is not included in this
comparison because it failed to meet the requirement for spatial resolution needed for digitisation of
cytology specimens.
Settling Time (Tm) 200ms
Settling Time (Tmz) 100ms
FOV Size 2048x2048
Imaging Resolution 0.2m/pixel
Deposition Circular with diameter of 20mm
Scan Area 3:14mm2
FOV Overlaps 20%
Line Scan Overlaps 20%
Acquiring Number of Focal Planes 20
Table 2.1: Scan configurations.
Where specific parameters (settling, exposure times etc) are required we have estimated these
based on commercially available hardware: specifically an Olympus BX40 microscope with 40
objective (0.75numerical aperture (NA)), an AcCell2000motorised stage and a high resolution camera
with 7.4mpixel size (SPOT Insight). This system produces a spatial resolution of 0.2m/pixel (notice
not the effective resolution), which is close to the diffraction limit of the optical microscopes. The scan
target was Thin-prep prepared cervical cytology slides, where the cells are deposited inside an circular
area with diameter of 20mm. It is also assumed that specimen has a constant thickness of 20m and
so 20 focal planes are acquired if the focal distance between the slices was set to approximately the
focal depth of the system (1m). These parameters meet the requirement for digital slide to be “glass-
faithful quality” proposed in Chapter 1. The assumed overlap between adjacent FOVs in FOV scan
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and image strips in line scan is 20%. The scanning parameters are summarized in Table. 2.1, and these
parameters were the same as an experimental scanning system specially designed to scan the Thin-
prep slides at high quality (images at multiple focal plane and high spatial resolution) in (Bradley
et al. 2005). It is assumed that the scan map and the focus profile map of the specimen have already
been obtained, say using a method such as (Hilsenstein 2005), so that there are no extensive focusing
during the high resolution scan. The equations proposed in this thesis only estimate the time for high
resolution acquisition, not only because it generally account for the most part of acquisition but also
based on fact that the post-processing generating the final digital slide could run concurrently with the
scan or during the acquisitions of other slides. Finally, the time estimation equations consider only the
acquisition of monochrome images, but these can be easily extended to a colour acquisition assuming
that each colour plane is acquired in a separate pass, i.e., taking three times longer. Alternatively,
colour images can be acquired in the same time assuming there are separate Red-Green-Blue (RGB)
sensors.
2.4.1 Scan Time Estimation
FOV Scan: The time spent between two FOVs depends on microscope stage movement time (Tm)
and the camera operation time (Tc). Here Tm consists of the stage acceleration time (Ta), cruising
time (Tcr), deceleration time (Td), settling time (Ts) and a variable waiting time (Tws), i.e., Tm =
(Ta + Tcr + Td + Ts + Tws). A typical camera operation cycle starts from exposure of a FOV (Te),
which is then downloaded (Tr) and lastly, waiting for stage to move to the next FOV (Twc), i.e.,
Tc = (Tr + Te + Twc). To keep image contrast constant it is assumed that illumination intensity is
inversely proportional to exposure time.
For an FOV system to achieve maximum scan speed, the stage and the camera operations are
synchronised so that the camera starts exposure immediately after the settling of the stage for the
minimum of Tws and Twc. The shortest possible scan time for a single focal plane scan (T SFPFOV Scan)
is shown in Eq. 2.1, where (NFOV ) is number of FOVs required to image a single focal plane of
the whole specimen. The NFOV is found by counting the total number of FOVs required to cover
over the entire specimen area (scan map) one by one while maintaining the desired overlap area, as
demonstrated in (Altinay and Bradley 2011). The minimum of Tm and Tc is around 200ms and 295ms
for the Olympus platform.
T SFPFOV Scan = max(Tm + Te; Tc)NFOV (2.1)
When multiple focal planes (Nf ) are acquired the scanner needs to capture multiple images at each
FOV. Here we include the time for the stage to change its focal position (Tmz  100ms, smaller
than Tm), stage running time in the focal axis (Trz), settling time (Tsz) and waiting time (Twz), i.e.
Tmz = (Trz + Tsz + Twz). Finally, the scan time for multi-focal plane virtual slide is shown in Eq. 2.2.
TMFPFOV Scan = (max(Tm + Te; Tc) + (Nf   1)max(Tmz + Te; Tc))NFOV (2.2)
Line Scan: In a line scan system the microscope stage moves exactly one (projected) pixel width
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between each exposure of the line scan camera. Therefore, the data acquisition time is defined by the
total number of lines required divided by the scan rate of the image sensor measured in lines per second
(lps). The time for stage to move between two image strips (Tsr = Tm  200ms) is also considered.
It is assumed that the stage moves at a constant speed from the start to the end of the strip while
following the focus profile map, so the Tm and Tmz are not considered. For scans of multiple focal
planes, multiple single focal plane scans are performed sequentially. The scan time for a single focal
plane (SFP) and multiple focal planes (MFP) are given as below, where Nppr is the number of pixels
per image strip and Nr represents the number of image strips (Nppr could be different for different
strips). The Nr is found by counting the number of rows of FOVs in FOV scan, because the image
strips are having the same overlap area.
T SFPLineScan =
NpprNr
fps
+ (Nr   1)Tsr (2.3)
TMFPLineScan = T
SFP
LineScanNf (2.4)
Slanted Scan: The total scan time of a slanted specimen system is estimated by Eq. 2.5. This
equation is the same as Eq. 2.3 as the slanted scan imaging sensor is equivalent to multiple line scans
simultaneously acquiring images at multiple depths of the specimens. Therefore, the total number of
image lines acquired in each focal plane is the same as from a single line scan in a single focal plane,
neglecting the geometry deformation of the pixels in the scan plane due to the slant angle (that is small
given cos(3)  0.9986).
TMFPSlantedScan =
NpprNr
fps
+ (Nr   1)Tsr (2.5)
2.4.2 Results
An FOV scan system needs to acquire over 67,260 FOVs in order to produce one digital slide of a Thin-
prep cervical cytology specimen at resolution of 0.2m/pixel with 20 focal planes. The monochrome
version of the raw data size for the FOV scan is around 282.11GB (8 bit grayscale). However, the
line scan and slanted scan system need only acquire 223.67GB of raw data for the same slide, due to
reduced necessity of overlaps between acquired images, a reduction of 21%.
Next, we select a number of area scan and line scan cameras available on the market and estimate
the scan time and data throughput rate of the system using the equations proposed in Section. 2.4.1, as
if they were attached to the Olympus system. The selected cameras have the same or smaller pixel size
providing at least the same spatial resolution as the SPOT camera. We also assume the Olympus stage
has sufficient speed and precision to accomplish the selected line scan and slanted scan acquisitions.
Table. 2.2 outlines the selected cameras and their key specifications as well as the scan times and
average system data throughput rates (Hamamatsu 2016b; Turnkey 2016). It is assumed that the
ORCA camera runs with the same exposure time as that of SPOT camera used in Olympus system to
simplify the simulation. For line scan cameras, the maximum possible exposure times for achieving
the maximum frame rate were used, assuming they have negligible data download times. Fig. 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Average system throughput rate versus scan time.
Pt. System con-figuration Scan Mode
Camera
Speed
(fps or
lps)
Exposure
Time
Max
Camera
Throughput
Rate(MB/s)
Scan Time
(s)
Average
System
Through-
put Rate
(MB/s)
A SPOT Insight
Tc = 295ms
FOV 3.39 5ms 14.22 19,842 14.22
B
ORCA-
Flash4.0
V2
FOV 100 5ms 419.43 7,399 38.13
C Piranha 2 P2-2X-06K40 Line 12K 83.3s 24.58 9,361 23.89
D Piranha ES-8k-34 kHz Line 34K 29.41s 69.63 3,472 64.42
E Piranha ES-8k-68 kHz Line 68K 14.71s 139.26 1,866 119.86
F Piranha4-8k-70 kHz Line 70K 14.29s 143.36 1,820 122.89
G Custom cam-era* Slanted 12K 83.3s 491.52 468 377.87
H Custom cam-era* Slanted 34K 29.41s 1,392.64 174 1,288.37
only 20 lines read out.
Table 2.2: Simulated scan times and data rates for various scan modes and systems.
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shows comparisons of scan times and data throughput rates of the simulated systems (A-H) in Ta-
ble. 2.2 as a graph.
Figure 2.8: Camera throughput Vs System throughput.
The results suggest that the existing Olympus system performing an FOV scan takes the longest
time among all systems at around 19,842 seconds (Pt.A), or close to 6 hours, which is close to the
actual scan times in early experiments (Bradley et al. 2005). Obviously, this is too long to be clinically
practical. When a faster area scan camera is used, the scan time is reduced to 7,399 second (Pt.B),
but the increased camera throughput rate is not reflected by the increase in system throughput rate.
The relationship between camera throughput rate and final system throughput rate is demonstrated
in Fig. 2.8. The graph shows that the system throughput rate of FOV scan systems hits a limit at
38.13megabytes (MB)/s despite increasing camera throughput. This insists that the maximum scan
time of the current Olympus system configuration is around 7399s (Pt.B), or around 2 hours, which is
impractical.
However, the line scan and slanted scan systems are able to break the 38.13MB/s throughput limit,
and their system throughput rates keep pace with the increasing camera data rates. Specifically, all but
one of the line scan systems have shorter scan times than the fastest FOV scan system (Pt.B). The 12K
line scan system (Pt.C) has a faster frame rate, but the scan time is longer than the fastest FOV scan
system due to slower system throughput rate. The fastest selected line scan camera is the ‘Piranha4-
8k-70kHz‘, which has a readout clock of 70K frame per second (fps), showing the fastest line scan
system that acquires raw data in 1,820s, or 30 minutes (Pt.F). But, the 70K lps camera would have
maximum of 83.3s for each exposure, under such a short period of time, the system either requires
an expensive light source or reduced signal to noise ratio hence reduced image quality.
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Figure 2.9: Camera throughput Vs Illumination intensity.
The camera used in slanted scan systems can either be a combination of several line scan cameras,
or an area scan sensor with only a subset of lines read out (Bamford and Mayer 2009). In this way,
the frame rate can be increased to close to that of a line scan camera. The two slanted scan systems
are assumed to have two area imaging sensors, that only read out 20 evenly spaced lines at the same
frame rates to those in 12K lps and 34K lps line scan system. Comparing 12K fps slanted scan system
(Pt.G) and 70K lps line scan system (Pt.H), the slanted scan system has nearly a six times longer
exposure time. Thus, to obtain the same image quality, system F needs a six times brighter illumination
source regardless other image quality effects. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the estimated illumination intensities
required for the line scan and slanted scan systems. Given the 12K lps line scan system (Pt.C) and the
12K fps slanted system (Pt.G) run at the same clock speed, they will to produce images of the same
quality under the same illumination intensity. However, the slanted scan system has a 20 times higher
data throughput rate than the line scan system. The fastest line scan system (Pt.F), on the other hand,
requires an increase of more than 6 times (72/12) in light intensity as compared to the 12K fps slanted
scan system (Pt.G). But this only achieves a 26.4% increase in the data throughput rate compared to the
line scan system (Pt.G). The 34K fps slanted scan system has the shortest estimated scan time among
all systems, which is able to digitise a Thin-prep cervical cytology specimen slide with multi-focal
planes and high resolution in around 3 minutes. Thus, the slanted scan technique has the potential to
achieve the fastest scan time among the three slide scan techniques under the constrains of exposure
time and mechanical system limits. This is due to a system design that combines fast readout speed
and acquisition of multiple focal planes in a single scan.
Despite being the fastest scan system, the slanted scan system requires the highest precision hard-
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Stage Accuracy FOV scan Line Scan Slanted Scan
Primary direction 20m 0.2m 0.2m
Secondary direction 20m 20m 20m
Focusing direction 1m 1m 0.2m
Note: Assumes focal depth of 1m and a pixel resolution of 0.2m.
Table 2.3: Microscope stage accuracy requirements.
ware. Table. 2.3 shows the minimum requirements for microscope stage positional accuracy. How-
ever, the primary direction of movement for the FOV scan and secondarymoving direction for all other
techniques requires the least positional accuracy as these images can be aligned digitally. The primary
direction of movement for the line and slanted scan technique require pixel-resolution accuracy due
to the synchronous movement of the microscope stage and the camera. The slanted scan technique
requires pixel resolution accuracy in the focus direction in order to correctly track the specimen slant
angle.
The maximum camera data throughputs shown on Table. 2.2 should also be used for selection of
inter-connectors between the camera and the storage system. For instance, a Universal Serial Bus
(USB) 2.0 port (maximum transfer speed 60MB/s) and early generation FireWire (IEE 1394 400,
maximum transfer speed 49MB/s) are sufficient for the Olympus system and the slow 12K lps line
scan system (Pt.C). But, the 100 fps area scan camera, 12K fps and 34K fps slanted scan systems
have much a higher data throughput rate, therefore they require faster data connectors, such as newer
generation USB (625MB/s for 3.0 protocal and 1250MB/s for 3.1 protocal) or Thunderbolt connectors
(more than 1250MB/s) (Network 2016; Tips 2016).
Rather than turning the illumination light source on constantly in the conventional FOV scan,
pulsed light can be alternatively used to reduce the motion blur. In this way, the stage is able to
move continuously if the light pulses are strong and short enough to ensure camera exposure while
minimising the motion blur. Consequently, the scan speed is no longer limited by the stage mechanics
only but also the camera frame rates and the intensity of the light source, which can be considerably
faster than the conventional FOV scan method. For instance, the 3DHISTECH Pannoramic 250 Flash,
one of the fastest commercial systems adopting the pulsed FOV scan method, is three times faster
(2,460s vs 7,399s) than the fastest FOV scan system (Pt.B in Table. 2.2) proposed in our analysis.
But, this scan speed is still considerably slower than some line scan systems and all estimated slanted
scan systems, because the line scan cameras can run at greater data throughput rates.
It also worth mentioning that the shape of scan maps used for estimating scan times of Thin-prep
slides is circular rather than the square scan map used in our preliminary study and it is closer to the
actual deposition area of the specimen (Fan et al. 2013). As a result, the amount of data acquired and
the scan times presented here are less than those calculated in the preliminary study (Fan et al. 2013),
for example, a smaller data file of 83.3GB (via the FOV scan) and a shorter scan time of 49 seconds
for the slanted scan system (Pt.H), highlighting the importance of generating an accurate scan map
before the high resolution scan, especially for scanning cytology specimens in “glass-faithful quality”.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, techniques for the acquisition of digital slides of cervical cytology specimens in “glass-
faithful quality” for WSI are presented and analysed. Specifically, it is shown that initially generating
accurate scan maps of the specimen has great potential to minimise the size of scan areas and the
amount of data to be scanned and ultimately the slide scan time. Scan times can be further reduced
by estimating the focus profile maps of the specimen before the high resolution scan, which is also
important for slide scanners to produce in-focus images and to ensure the final digital slide is of high
quality. Moreover, the actual thickness of cytology specimens, in this study the cervical cytology
specimen, should be evaluated in order to determine the minimal number of focal planes and data to
be acquired and consequently the minimal scan time. This vital parameter is currently determined
empirically in this chapter as well as in previous studies. Furthermore, the thickness of the cervical
cytology specimen will determine the appropriate angle the slide needs to be slanted if the slanted scan
method is utilised.
The equations for estimating scan times of three existing scan methods, namely FOV scan, line
scan and slanted scan, have been proposed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of these methods
in the acquisition of “glass-faithful quality” digital slides from cytology specimens. The simulation
results indicated that the throughput of the conventional FOV scan technique (no pulsed illumination)
is limited by the settling time of the mechanical stage, while the line scan and slanted scan techniques
overcome this limitation due to the fact that the stages move continuously. The simulation results are
in accordance with the current trend among commercial slide scanners where faster scanners are using
the line scan method as shown in Table. 1.1. However, the line scan method is limited by the camera
exposure time because the faster frame rates result in shorter exposure times that could lead to higher
image acquisition noise and poor image quality. The slanted scan has the potential to achieve faster
system throughput rates and shorter scan times than the line scan systems within the constraints of
camera frame rate and illumination. Assuming a slanted scan is scanning 20 focal planes and running
at the same frame rate as the NanoZoomer-XR system mentioned in Chapter 1, the slanted scan has
potential to acquire a “glass-faithful quality” cervical cytology specimen in around 1 minute, which
is significantly faster than the existing systems. But, the slide slant induces optical aberrations, which
should be corrected so that the digital slides acquired with the scan method are in “glass-faithful
quality”.
2.6 Aims of the Thesis
The objectives proposed in Chapter 1 are consolidated into following aims:
• Aim 1: To develop methods for improving the scan efficiency of cytology specimens.
– Aim 1.1: To develop methods to find accurate 3D positions of cells in cytology specimens;
The initial step of digitising a glass slide is to generate a 3D map of the specimen on
the slide. An accurate scan map of the specimen can substantially reduce the amount
of data to be acquired by the slide scanner particularly when multiple focal planes are
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required, and hence the total acquisition time, while an accurate focus profile map of the
specimen ensures that all the specimen images are sharp and clear. Conventional methods
for specimen delineation and selection of focus candidates used for estimating the focus
profile map are independent and not robust in relation to slide artefacts like dust, so a
robust method needs to be developed to generate accurate scan map and good quality focus
candidates. The proposed method needs to be carefully validated with representative glass
slides that contain artefacts.
– Aim 1.2: To evaluate the thickness of the cytology specimen.
Once the scan map and the focus profile map of the specimen is generated, the number
of focal planes to be scanned is determined depending on the thickness of the specimen.
As the existing scans empirically estimate the thickness of the specimen, a quantitative
method is required to calculate the accurate number of focal planes to be used, because
the amount of data and time spend on each single focal plane is considerable especially
when scanning cytology specimens to achieve a “glass-faithful quality” digital result. The
proposed method only needs to determine the thickness of cell clumps because the full
height of the clump should be acquired. The effectiveness of the method will be evaluated
as well as a demonstration of use of the method in terms of potentially improving the scan
speed.
• Aim 2: To investigate and correct the optical aberrations due to the slide slant in the fast slanted
scan method.
Although the slanted scan is shown to have the potential to achieve fast acquisition speed, the
images acquired via the method must be of high quality and free of aberrations in order for the
slanted scanmethod to be considered as an alternative to the conventional flat scanmethods. The
preliminary study of the scan method in this chapter found that the slide slant induces optical
aberrations that cause adverse artefacts and degrade image resolution. Therefore, aberration
correction methods need to be proposed, which should be effective, convenient and evaluated
with real specimens against using conventional scan methods.
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3
A TILE BASED METHOD FOR SPECIMEN
DELINEATION AND FOCUS CANDIDATES SELECTION
This chapter presents the work to attain Aim 1.1, which is to develop a robust method to find the
accurate spatial location of the cytology specimen on the glass slide. To this end, a tile based specimen
delineation method was developed that not only provides an accurate scan map but also provides a
ranked list of FOV as focus candidates needed for estimating the focus profile map. The method first
divides the low resolution image of the slide into tiles representing FOVs at high resolution. These
tiles are then evaluated on whether they belong to the foreground and how good are they as focus
candidates. The method is used as the first step to digitalising the slide followed by the estimation
of the focus profile map of the specimen, the high resolution scan and the generation of the final
digital slide. The proposed method is applicable to not only cytology specimens but also to histology
specimens.
The development of this novel method has been described in a conference article accepted by the
IEEE International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging (ISBI), 2014, and a journal article accepted
byMicron. The conference paper included preliminary work, where the framework of the method was
proposed and two tile-evaluating metrics were evaluated on LBC cervical cytology cells. The journal
article, which is presented in this chapter, extended the number of evaluating metrics to four and
included evaluations of additional specimen types including fine needle aspiration prepared cytology
slides and histology slides.
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3.1 Introduction
The acquisition time of high-resolution microscope slide images is normally prohibitively long, be-
cause the large number (many thousands) of FOV (long strips required in line scan) and the require-
ment to maintain focus over the whole specimen so that the final digital slide image is clear and
sharp (Bradley et al. 2005; Rojo et al. 2006). To reduce acquisition time, it is typical to initially de-
lineate the specimen from a low-resolution scan to minimise acquisition of blank FOVs, and then to
construct a focus map, using a small subset of FOVs, that the system can follow rather than focusing
on each high-resolution image (Altinay and Bradley 2011; Rojo et al. 2006). The most straightfor-
ward approach to find the region of interest (specimen) from the background (blank areas) is to use an
intensity thresholding followed by spatial smoothing (Altinay and Bradley 2011). This scan map can
then be used to guide the acquisition of high-resolution FOVs over the specimen (Altinay and Bradley
2011; Rojo et al. 2006). Once the scan map is constructed, a focus map is formed by interpolating the
focal positions measured from a limited number of FOVs within the specimen’s scan map (Gilbert-
son et al. 2006; Hilsenstein 2005; Lahrmann et al. 2013). Typically, these focus candidates are either
randomly selected or follow a predefined pattern (Hilsenstein 2005).
This has led to the development of robustmethods that reject outliers when interpolating the focus
map. In (Hilsenstein 2005), outlier focus candidates are removed by smoothing the topgraphic of the
focus map. A more sophisticated method is to image image every focus candidate at high resolution
and find whether they contain real cells or contaimnations, such as methods developed in (Lahrmann
et al. 2013; Lopez et al. 2013), where classfication methods were developed to distinguish cells from
foreign objects based on image features of pre-classified images. In this way, one focus candidates
containg cells are used for focus map interpolation to ensure the quality of it.In the absence of such
techniques the interpolated focus map has the potential to be biased towards the artefacts (say) on
top of the slide and hence the images acquired become de-focused and appear blurred. This problem
becomes worse as the magnification increases, because the DOF of the objective lens reduces. For
example, at 40magnification the DOF is around one micron (Castleman 1996), while dust artefacts
are around two hundreds of microns away from the specimen, depending the thickness of the cover-
slip. Another solution is to acquire a large Z-stack of images at more focal planes so that cells are
guaranteed to be included, but this further increase scan times (Bradley et al. 2005). Therefore, in
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this chapter we propose a combined scan and focus map algorithm that aims to be more effective and
efficient by not including these outliers in either the scan or focus map.
Compared to the methods developed by (Lahrmann et al. 2013; Lopez et al. 2013), the algorithm
proposed in this chapter acquires and analyses a low-resolution image of the entire microscope slide
to produce both a specimen scan map and an ordered list of focus candidates. The tile-based method
locates potential (i.e. yet to be acquired) high-resolution FOV images (tiles) of the specimen in the
low-resolution image, so that they can evaluated to determinate whether they contain cellur objects,
whether they are in focus, whether contain contaminations such as dusts, even possibly the amount
of cells in the FOV. In this way, these tiles can be classfied for whether they are included in the scan
map and be ranked to guide the selection of focus candidates. Therefore, the tile-based allows the
generation of scan maps and focus candidates simuoutenously.
In this thesis, we investigated and compared four different tile evaluation metrics measuring dis-
tinct property of an image for the proposed tile-based specimen delineation method. These metrics
are: threshold index (TI) that measures the percentage of foreground to background pixels in each
tile; normalised auto-correlation index (NACI) that measures spatial image similarity within each tile;
auto-phase correlation index (APCI) that measures the phase diversity of each tile; and entropy index
(EI) that measures the predictability of image intensities within each tile. Among them, the APCI is a
novel metric proposed in this thesis research. The four metrics are evaluated on forty pathology slides
including: 16 Thin-prep cervical cytology and 9 breast fine-needle aspiration (FNA) specimens, both
PAP stained, as well as 15 HE stained histology neuroanatomy slides.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section. 3.2 gives details the tile-based specimen delineation
method and the four tile evaluation metrics; Section. 3.3 describes the slides analysed and the exper-
imental methodology; Section 3.4 illustrates the results for both slide delineation and the evaluation
of focus candidates; Section. 3.5 discusses the results and compares the advantages and disadvantages
of each metric.
3.2 Methodology
The flow chart of the tile-based specimen delineation method is shown in Fig. 3.1. The tile-based
specimen delineation method includes five steps, namely, low-resolution acquisition of the whole
slide image, cover-slip boundary detection, tile evaluation, scanmap segmentation and focus candidate
selection.
3.2.1 Low-resolution Scan
The algorithm starts with image acquisition of the whole slide under low magnification. The ini-
tial low-resolution scan is relatively fast either from a stand-alone macro camera, used in most com-
mercially available whole slide scanners, or from a low magnification objective of motorised micro-
scope (Rojo et al. 2006). The low-resolution FOV images are then stitched together to form a single
image of the whole slide (Altinay and Bradley 2011).
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart (left) and example images of the tile-based specimen delineation method. A:
Low-resolution image of a slide; B: Detected lines (green); C: Cropped slide image without the cover-
slip; D: Tile allocation on the low-resolution slide(each blue box represents a high-resolution tile);
E: Tile matrix (showing the APCI metric); F: Tile matrix after morphological filtering; G: Scan map
(white is foreground); H: Ranked tiles across the scan map; I: Positions of 30 selected focus candidates
(blue points).
3.2.2 Cover-slip Boundary Detection
Normally, a cover-slip is glued on the top of the glass microscope slide to protect the specimen and
an identification label is put on the side. On the low-resolution slide image, the edges of the cover-
slip and the glass slide normally have clear and strong boundaries allowing relatively easy detection.
Therefore, the cover-slip boundary is detected and only the image area inside the cover-slip is pro-
cessed at the next step. This not only reduces the effects of artefacts such as cover-slip edges, glue and
labels, but also reduces the number of tiles to be analysed. First, we apply a Sobel edge detector (Gon-
zalez andWoods 2008) to the low-resolution image. Next, we apply a Hough transform (Gonzalez and
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Woods 2008) to the edge image and select the strongest peaks from the Houghmatrix. The locations of
lines corresponding to these peaks are found which, because these are the strongest lines in the image,
relate to the locations of the edges of the slide and cover-slip, e.g., as shown in Fig. 3.1.B. Finally, we
remove the image areas outside of these lines and process the image representing the enclosed area
(under the cover-slip).
3.2.3 Tile Evaluation
We first locate the tiles to be processed in the low-resolution image produced from above step. The size
of these tiles depends on the difference in magnification between the initially acquired low-resolution
image and the high-resolution image yet to be acquired. The tiles are positioned adjacent to each
other so that they form a mosaic of the whole low-resolution image, such as shown in Fig.3.1.D. The
positions of each tile are determinate based on the initial position of the first tile and any overlap (for
stitching) between tiles (Altinay and Bradley 2011).
After tile allocation, all of the tiles are evaluated individually by the proposed metrics, and their
values are placed into a tile matrix based on their position in the image, an example is shown in
Fig. 3.1.F. The tile matrix does not contain the actual positions of the tiles, rather they can be found
based on the geometry and physical position of the slide.
The following sub-sections describe the four tile evaluation metrics studied in this paper, namely
thresholding index (TI), normalised auto-correlation index (NACI), auto-phase correlation index (APCI)
and entropy index (EI). Among the equations below, we let I represent a low-resolution image tile,
which has dimensions of M by N , where normally M = N , I(m;n) represents a pixel intensity at
position (m;n) of the image I , where 0  m  M and 0  n  N . A number of cytology images,
their corresponding values given by the metrics and processing time are shown in Fig. 3.2 and Ta-
ble 3.3. In Table 3.3, the threshold index of images B, C and D is calculated using the threshold value
obtained over the whole low-resolution image of the specimen, e.g., A in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Sample cytology images at magnification of 40.
Thresholding Index (TI)
The most straight forward way to tell whether a tile is empty or contains cellular objects is by mea-
suring the image intensity. This is effectively the conventional approach to specimen delineation,
which assumes that darker pixels relate to specimen and brighter pixels to background. Therefore,
we initially apply the classical Otsu’s thresholding method (Otsu 1975) to the low-resolution image
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A B C D Average Time (s)
TI 0.1385 0.0737 0.0289 0 0.0025
NACI 0.9991 0.9984 0.9964 0.2082 0.4328
APCI 0.7569 0.6792 0.5300 0.1028 0.0362
EI 0.8190 0.8020 0.7450 0.6543 0.0031
Table 3.3: Evaluation of images in Fig. 3.2 and average computation time over 1000 512x512 images.
obtained from the previous step of the algorithm 3.2.2. This produces a binary image that, to a first
approximation, separates foreground from background. Next we calculate the threshold index of each
tile as the percentage of foreground pixels in the tile,
TI =
1
MN
M 1X
m=0
N 1X
n=0
(I(m;n) > t) (3.1)
Where t is a global threshold value found by Otsu’s method in order to distinguish specimen from
background. Due to its connection with the traditional specimen delineation methods, we treat the TI
as the baseline for comparison.
Normalised Auto-Correlation Index (NACI)
It is well known that cross correlation is able to find the similarity between two signals and to co-
register two images that have some degree of overlap (Lewis 1995). However, the method fails when
the two images contain objects with strong intensities or an uneven illumination gradient, because
these high intensity areas result in high correlationmeasurements as their signal power is strong (Lewis
1995). Therefore, normalised cross-correlation is typically implemented as it is more robust (Lewis
1995). We also know that the auto-correlation is able to highlight repeated or periodic signals. Thus,
if we correlate two images of the same scene but with different background noise, the auto-correlation
index will estimate the power of the signal with respect to the power of the (random) underlying
noise (Gonzalez andWoods 2008). Here, we acquire two low-resolution images I1 and I2 of each slide
with the same exposure and illumination settings, but with different realisations of the background
noise. Therefore, NACI can be used to directly compare and measure the amount of specimen in each
tile. As we only require the complete correlation of two tile images, NACI is as follows:
NACI =
1
MN
0BB@
M 1P
m=0
N 1P
n=0
(I1(m;n)  1)(I2(m;n)  2)
12 + 
1CCA (3.2)
Where 1, 2 are the mean value and 1, 2 are the standard deviation of the image I1, I1, and  is a
small constant to prevent division by zero.
As shown in Fig. 3.2 and Table. 3.3, the more cellular objects in an image, the higher NACI. In
contrast, if the tile is empty, such as image D in Fig. 3.2, a low NACI value is obtained.
Auto-Phase Correlation Index (APCI)
As an alternative to cross-correlation, phase correlation can be used for robust registration of im-
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ages (Kuglin and Hines 1975). Unlike cross-correlation, phase correlation considers the phase of the
images only, effectively equalising image spectral magnitudes (Kuglin and Hines 1975). The prin-
ciple of APCI can be explained in the same way as NACI. The two realisations of each image are
correlated in the phase domain and APCI reflects the degree of coherent phase of the specimen in the
tile compared to the incoherent phase of the background noise. For example, the cytology images in
Fig. 3.2 contain more cells and have more edges (of nuclei and cytoplasm) and hence are assigned
higher APCI values.
Unlike NACI, APCI is conveniently calculated in the phase domain by normalising the power
spectrum of the two images (Fan et al. 2014b):
APCI =
1
MN

M 1X
m=0
N 1X
n=0
 
I^1(m;n)I^2(m;n)

jI^1(m;n)I^2(m;n)j
! (3.3)
Where I^1 and I^2 are Fourier transforms of the image I1 and I2, and  indicates complex conjugate. To
minimise boundary effects we apply a Tukey window (Gonzalez and Woods 2008) with a radius of
95% ofM and N .
Entropy Index (EI)
The entropy of an grayscale image calculates the probability of occurrence for each intensity level
to reflect how unpredictable or random an image is, as shown in Eq. 3.4. In this way, an blank tile
or FOV has a low entropy value because the intensity is highly predicable, while a tile containing
cellular objects has larger entropy as it is more unpredictable. All three metrics proposed above have
an operating range of f0; 1g, and so we normalise entropy ( 3.4) in the same way, as shown in ( 3.5).
As shown in Fig. 3.2 and Table. 3.3, EI successfully ranks the four images based on the number of
cells, although the empty tile is given a value close to those with specimen.
Entropy =  
X
i
(pi log(pi)) (3.4)
EI = 1  1
Entropy + 1
(3.5)
Where pi is the probability of the intensity value i in image I . Here, image I has eight bits of precision
and so has 256 distinct grey levels.
3.2.4 Scan Map Segmentation
The tile matrix from the tile evaluation process above is processed with morphological filters and then
the filtered tile matrix is segmented to produce the final scan map.
Morphological Filtering
The morphological filters are used to increase the sensitivity of specimen delineation at the cost of
reduced specificity. In practice, an ideal scan map should consist of tiles that encompass the complete
specimen, with the minimum amount of background and other outliers. In this study, we assume the
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slides are prepared so that the specimens appear in one or two main areas, either as a tissue slice or
a contiguous deposition (smear) of cells. Therefore, the morphological filter may remove isolated
tiles containing isolated cells or small tissue fragments. However, we also believe that the scan map
should be efficient for the high-resolution scan. For example, for a system using a line scan sensor, it
is faster and easier for the sensor to scan over a small area of background, which means the scan map
should not contain small holes. To meet these goals, we apply a number of grey scale morphological
operators (image opening and image closing with a disk structure of size 3 followed by hole closing)
to the tile matrix (Gonzalez and Woods 2008). The combination of grey scale morphology followed
by a binary threshold has been shown to be preferable to the initial application of a threshold followed
by binary morphology (Bradley and Stentiford 2003).
Segmentation
After the application of the morphological filters, a threshold value needs to be found to distinguish
the tiles that contain foreground (specimen) from tiles that contain primarily background. The clas-
sical Otsu thresholding method is an effective way of automatically selecting a threshold value by
analysing the distribution of tile index values. The method assumes that each object distribution fol-
lows a Gaussian (normal) distribution. In this way, if the intensities of foreground and background
distributions overlap, the Otsu’s method picks a threshold value around the centre of the overlap (Gon-
zalez and Woods 2008). However, in our application, the foreground (specimen) distribution is both
more important and more variable than the background, as a user would prefer to acquire the entire
specimen and tolerate a degree of background. Therefore, we implemented a modified version of the
Otsu method to bias the threshold away from the specimen distribution in order to increase sensitivity.
First, the classical Otsu’s method is applied to the tile matrix and an initial threshold (k1) that
separates the two intensity classes (foreground and background) is found. We assume a bimodal
distribution because we want the metric to detect (foreground) specimen and additional classes may
represent artefacts. Next, we find the mean () and standard deviation () of the foreground class,
which is defined to have higher index. We place a biased threshold (k2) two standard deviations below
the mean of the foreground distribution (k2=-2). Assuming a Normal distribution, this assigns
97.5% of the foreground distribution to the foreground class. The two standard deviation distance is
obtained heuristically using a number of different slide types and metrics with the aim of maximising
sensitivity. The final threshold (k) is then taken as the minimum of k1 and k2. Finally, the scan map
is obtained using the threshold k as shown in Fig. 3.1.G.
3.2.5 Focus candidate selection
The tile matrix produced from Section 3.2.3 also provides a ranking of all tile indexes with regard to
the extent of objects in the tile. Obviously, in the Fig. 3.2, the image tile A is a good focus candidate
and should be selected with priority as a focus candidate, while the tile D is a poor focus candidate
and should not be selected.
Here we utilised a simple greedy search method to select a subset of focus candidates based on
their tile index value and spatial location. First, we ranked all tiles in the tile matrix in descending
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order. Next, we selected the highest valued tile as the first focus candidate, and iterated down through
the ranking. A tile is selected as a focus candidate if the tile belongs to the scan map (obtained from
Section 3.2.4) and if the position of the tile is a sufficient distance away from a previously selected
focus candidate. This process is repeated until the required number of focus candidate is found or the
list of tiles is exhausted.
3.3 Experimental Methodology
3.3.1 Experimental Slides
The experimental slides include sixteen cervical cytology slides, prepared using the Thin-prep mono-
layer slide preparation technique with PAP stain, nine slides consisting of PAP stained smears from
FNA for breast cancer diagnosis, and fifteen histology slides of HE stained neuroanatomy specimens.
To examine the robustness of the proposed method, we purposely selected slides with a range of con-
ditions that are seen in routine clinical practice, including a varying degree of stain intensity, age and
cell density. Particularly, some old slides are contaminated by dust and glue artefacts, which would
be digitized for archive and research. Some slides are from post-diagnosis and so contain ink mark-
ers from previous manual diagnosis (as may be scanned for quality assurance purposes). All slides
are standard microscope slides with dimensions of 75 by 25mm, thickness of around 1mm and with
cover-slips around 40 by 20mm. The sample slides are summarised in Table. 3.4.
Thin-prep FNA Histology Total
With Artefact 10 1 5 16
Without Artefact 6 8 10 24
Total 16 9 15 40
Table 3.4: The number of slides in each specimen type and condition.
3.3.2 Digital Slide Acquisition System
A fully functional digital slide acquisition platform is used in this study. The system consists of a
motorised stage, an Olympus BX40 microscope with 4 and 40 objective lens, and a four mega-
pixel SPOT Insight camera with a pixel size of 7:4 μm and 100% fill factor. The maximum resolution
produced by the system is 0:185 μm/pixel under the 40 objective.
3.3.3 Scan Map Ground truth
On the Thin-prep slides, the cellular objects are approximately evenly spaced inside a circular area,
which has a measured diameter of around 20mm. Therefore, a circle of diameter of 5400 pixels
(20,000/3.7 @ 3:70 μm/pixel image resolution) was manually placed to represent the specimen
ground truth. The FNA and Histology slides are arbitrarily shaped and so a simple linear polygon
was constructed around the cellular objects of interest as the ground truth. This was done manually
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Figure 3.3: Two low-resolution images of a Thin-prep slide (top left), a FNA slide (top middle) and a
Histology slide (top right) and their ground truth at bottom (white is foreground).
using the Photoshop software (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Examples of the scan map
ground truth can be seen in Fig. 3.3.
3.3.4 Experimental Settings
This section gives details of specific parameter settings for the proposed method.
Low-resolution Scan
All glass slides were imaged using the 4 objective so that the low-resolution FOV images had a
spatial resolution of 3:70 μm/pixel (as 2 pixel binning was used on the camera which effectively
gives a pixel size of 14:8 μm). Before acquisition, each slide was manually focused and the focal axis
of the stage was fixed during the scan. This is a plausible approach at low-resolution as the focal depth
under the 4 objective is larger than the thickness of our specimens (around 20 μm) and smaller than
the thickness of a slide.
In addition, for the calculations of NACI and APCI we require two images for each tile. Therefore,
during acquisition of low-resolution images, we acquired two images at each FOV with the same
exposure time and the illumination. As the number of images and the image exposure time are much
smaller than for high-resolution scan, the increase in scan time due to the acquisition of the second
image is insignificant. For example, with our system, each whole slide needs around 200 FOVs to be
acquired and each exposure takes around 0.2 seconds, so the total time due to the second acquisition
is around 40 seconds, which is acceptable and could be further reduced by utilising faster cameras.
Two images of the slide were then produced: both of them were used for calculating the NACI and
APCI, and the average image was used for calculating TI and EI.
Cover-slip Boundary Detection
To reduce processing time, we searched for lines only in the horizontal and vertical directions with a
five degree tolerance and a step size of 0.2 degree. We down-sampled the original image by a factor of
eight to further reduce processing time without sacrificing accuracy. The number of peaks examined
in Hough matrix was 50, while the minimum line length was 225 pixels, which is around one third
of the length of the short edges of the cover-slip in the down-sampled image. After all lines meeting
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these criteria were found, we extended them to intersect with the edge of the image. The four most
inward lines closest to the centre of the image then define the cover-slip. With the above parameters,
the cover-slip of all experimental slides (40) were successfully identified. The above parameters were
selected heuristically for the image resolution and the cover-slip sizes used in this study.
Tile Allocation
At high magnification, each high-resolution FOV captures a spatial area of 379 μm by 379 μm, so
the size of the tile projected on to the low-resolution image is 103 by 103 pixels (379/3.7). For
simplicity, we assume that no overlap is required between two high-resolution FOVs and hence the
tiles. We put the first tile at the top left corner of the low-resolution image. For calculation of the
APCI and NACI metrics, we tile the second slide image in the same way as the first image.
Morphological Filtering
The sizes of the structuring elements are first guided by the composition of the specimen such as cell
density and gaps between tissue parts. This information is then transferred to the final sizes based
on the image resolution, size of the FOV and overlap between tiles. Finally these parameters are
fine-tuned with experiments of sample slides to maximise the segmentation performance.
First, we smooth the tile matrix via a circular averaging filter with size of three tiles because the
values of tiles vary greatly even they all represent foreground, some may form distinct groups, which
makes classification challenging. Next, we applied an image opening on the tile matrix with a disk
structuring element (assuming the specimen is isotropic) of size three (tiles) in order to remove isolated
and small-valued tiles that are less likely to be specimen. Then, we applied an image closing on the
tile matrix with a disk structuring element of size five (tiles) to expand the potential specimen area
and fill small holes. The same set of morphological filters (proposed in 3.2.4) were applied to all four
tile evaluation metrics. Though the above filters were initially tuned to the Thin-prep slides, they all
showed good performance on processing the FNA and histology slides.
3.3.5 Scan Map Segmentation Evaluation
Wemeasure the Area Under of each Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) to estimate
the ranking performance of the four metrics (Bradley 1997). As area under of receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) measures the probability of correct ranking a foreground pixel higher than
a background pixel it is independent of the threshold chosen to delineate (segment) the specimen. For
all generated scan maps, we calculate the dice similarity index (DSI) (Gonzalez and Woods 2008)
which compares the obtained scan maps with the ground truth described in Section. 3.3.3 using the
formula below:
DSI =
2jA \Bj
jAj+ jBj (3.6)
where A and B are two binary vectors of ground truth and generated scan maps, with 1 to be the
specimen and 0 to be the background.
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3.3.6 Focus Map Evaluation
In order to evaluate the quality of the selected focus candidates, we attempt to construct the focus map
in the same way as in real digital slide acquisition. That is by interpolating the focus map across the
specimen area using a subset of selected focus candidates. Then, the focus maps are quantitatively
compared with the ground truth as the number of focus candidates used for focus map interpolation is
increased. This approach highlights the effectiveness of each metric at selecting focus candidates, i.e.
whether it produce a better ranking, and so fewer candidates are required to build an accurate focal
map.
Focus Map Ground-truth Generation
We first re-locate each tile from the tile allocation procedure at high magnification (40) and run a
gready focus searching algorithm to find the focal depths of all FOVs. To ensure these FOVs match
exactly the tiles found from processing low resolution slide images, the mechnical stage for the mi-
croscope needs to have high positional accuracy, i.e., close to the pixel resolution of low resolution
images. The focus metric used was normalised variance and for each tile, and the fast hill-climbing
search method for focusing, which samples a range of focal depths with progressively smaller focal
steps till a maximum focus value is found (Sun et al. 2004; Tello-Mijares et al. 2013). Next, we man-
ually classify inlier FOVs that had cervical cells and outlier FOVs that contained glue, ink marker
artefacts or were focused on the top of the cover-slip. The ground truth of the focus map excludes all
these outlier tiles and includes all inlier tiles containing specimen.
Focus Map Construction
After we obtain the raw focal positions and focus map ground truth for each slide, we interpolate
the focus map using the selected focus candidates and its focus information, and compare it with the
ground truth using mean square error (MSE). Specifically, we used a third order polynomial surface
fitting in both directions for generating the focus map, while minimising the effect of any remaining
outliers with the robust regression option enabled.
The optimal distance between two focus candidates depends on the topographic variation of the
specimen’s focal plane. For instance, in general, the histology slides are of a more uniform depth than
the cytology slides, hence it requires a smaller number of data points for accurate interpolation. In this
study, we set the minimum distance to be three FOVs, which may be a sub-optimal distance, but is
sufficiently small for all three slide-types. A smaller distance will result in an increase in the number
of focus candidates sampled, which may not be desirable in practice.
We also implement a benchmark focus candidate selection algorithm based on a random selection
of tiles (i.e. ignoring the tile evaluation metric) for comparison. Specifically, we randomly select a
tile as a candidate and feed it to the greedy search process rather than using an ordered tile list. The
ground truth scan map of the slide is used as the constrained map for the focus candidates in this case.
We run the random selection of focus candidates 200 times and present the averaged results.
Since acquisition of the full focus map and focus map interpolation are time consuming (may take
more than 30 hours), we selected eight slides and sampled a rectangle area of the slide containing a
combination of the specimen and artefacts.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Scan Map Segmentation
Post-processing Slide Type Area Under ROC CurveTI NACI APCI EI
Before
Thin-prep 0.818 0.903 0.832 0.836
FNA 0.875 0.955 0.919 0.950
Histology 0.993 0.989 0.985 0.991
Average 0.895 0.949 0.912 0.926
After
Thin-prep 0.958 0.970 0.963 0.947
FNA 0.955 0.983 0.978 0.990
Histology 0.997 0.996 0.996 0.996
Average 0.970 0.983 0.979 0.978
Before Artefacts 0.849 0.910 0.854 0.861No Artefacts 0.904 0.951 0.894 0.908
After Artefacts 0.942 0.961 0.943 0.928No Artefacts 0.970 0.993 0.977 0.977
Table 3.5: Area under the ROC curve before and after post-processing for the four tile evaluation
metrics. The highest value among the four is shown in bold.
The AUC of the four metrics are shown in Table 3.5. Averaged over all slide types NACI achieved
the highest AUC both before and after post-processing. Despite TI showing good performance when
processing histology slides, the metric has the lowest AUC on average. Overall, all four of metrics
achieved good overall performance with an average AUC of 0.97 after post-processing. When looking
at the AUC based on the existence of artefacts, NACI again achieves the best results, both with/without
artefacts and before/after post-processing. The performance of all four metrics are affected by the
presences of artefacts. In particular, there was a 3-4% improvement in AUC when processing slides
without artefacts.
Figure 3.4: Dice similarity index of Thin-prep slides (left), FNA slides (middle) and Histology slides.
The evaluation results of the scan map segmentation obtained after the tile matrices were thresh-
olded are illustrated in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. The TI metric achieved the poorest segmentation results
for Thin-prep and FNA specimens, as shown with the lowest median DSI and largest interquartile
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Figure 3.5: Dice similarity index of slides with artefacts (left) and without artefacts.
range (IQR). However, the same metric achieved a competitive DSI (0.9502) when processing the
Histology specimens, which is considerably better than that of Thin-prep (0.7782) and FNA (0.7854)
specimens. In contrast, the scan maps generated using the other three metrics showed consistent high
quality regardless of specimen type. Although the three metrics (APCI, NACI and EI) achieved sim-
ilar DSI scores, APCI received the lowest False Positive Rate (FPR): 3.94% (APCI), 6.51% (NACI)
and 6.02% (EI) for the Thin-prep slides; 0.97% (APCI), 3.21% (NACI) and 1.17% (EI) for the FNA
slides; and 1.40% (APCI), 3.58% (NACI) and 2.16% (EI) for the Histology slides.
When all slides are grouped as to the presence of slide artefacts, TI produces the worst performance
among the four metrics. Specifically, its performance is affected significantly by the existence of
artefacts, producing a decline in median DSI (from 0.9224 and an IQR 0.0043 without artefacts to a
DSI of 0.7854 and IQR 0.0904 with artefacts). However, the other three metrics are less affected by
the presence of artefacts, with their corresponding DSI values being maintained above 0.90.
False Negative Rate (%)
APCI NACI EI TI
Original 5.44 2.33 5.37 13.00
Modified 4.14 1.54 3.32 10.37
Dice Similarrity Index
APCI NACI EI TI
Original 0.9045 0.9139 0.8590 0.7123
Modified 0.9155 0.9170 0.9024 0.7790
Table 3.6: Segmentation results of the original and modified Otsu threshold.
The modified Otsu method also proved effective. Averaged across all experimental slides, the
FNR decreased consistently across all metrics while DSI also increased, this is shown in Table. 3.6.
Regarding the computational complexity of the four metrics, we estimated average computation
time of the tile evaluation process for all forty slides. All processing was performed in the MATLAB
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environment using a single Intel i7-3770 3.4GHz processor with 8 GB of RAM. The NACI takes
considerably longer than the of other three metrics, at 95.86 seconds compared with 14.35 seconds
for APCI, 0.98 seconds for EI and 0.43 seconds for TI. This result is consistent with the complexity
of each metric as defined in Section 3.2.3.
3.4.2 Focus Map Evaluation
Figure 3.6: Average ranking of MSE from the focus map evaluation of eight slides. Note: ranking
is relative to random selection (rank - 0) and so a negative rank means the MSE is better than that of
random selection.
In order to summarise the focus map evaluation results, we rank the MSE of the focus maps gener-
ated from the same number of focus candidates for each slide against random selection as the baseline.
As shown in Fig. 1- 8 (in Appendix), the MSE varies greatly between slides and metric and so aver-
aging the MSE may bias the results between different slides/metrics. Therefore, we present a ranking
that more directly compares the relative performance of selected focus candidates across each of the
slides. The averaged ranks from the eight slides are shown in Fig. 3.6. Here, a negative rank means
that theMSE of the focus map produced by a metric is smaller than that produced by random selection.
Remarkably, only APCI achieves average rankings that are consistently better than random selection.
Furthermore, according to the Sign Test (Dixon and Mood 1946), APCI is better than the three other
metrics (NACI, EI and TI) at a very high level of significance (p<0.005). The other three metrics
cross the random selection benchmark (rank 0) initially when the number of focus candidate being
used is small (<15), but the rankings of all four metrics reduce as more focus candidates are used for
the interpolation. In particular, TI requires more than 50 focus candidates before its performance is
better than random selection.
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Type Artefacts Sufficient No. Focus Candidates Sufficient MSERandom APCI NACI EI TI
FNA No 52 45 24 26 53 12.9
FNA Yes - 53 68 86 - 19.0
FNA Yes - 88 117 123 191 5.4
FNA Yes 113 67 126 96 105 95.6
Histology No 38 56 15 66 66 2.0
Histology No 30 16 47 31 45 3.4
Thin-prep Yes - 18 - - - 4.6
Thin-prep Yes - 80 - 125 - 24.6
Table 3.7: SNFC for each metric and slide. Note: a ‘-’ means that the focus map did not achieve a
sufficient MSE, the smallest number of sufficient focus candidates is shown in bold.
The ranking shown in Fig. 3.6, summarises the overall performance of the four metrics when the
same number of focus candidates is used for focus map interpolation. Table 3.7 shows the SNFC
and the corresponding sufficient MSE. Here, SNFC is broadly equivalent to settling or convergence
time, where SNFC is defined to be the number of focus candidates required to achieve at least 50%
of the globally minimum MSE observed from all four metrics, plus random selection, on each slide.
Therefore, SNFC shows information of how quickly a metric converges to with 50% of the minimum
MSE that can be expected on each slide.
Table 3.7 shows that overall APCI achieves the lowest SNFC on six out of the eight slides, which
means that on average the APCI focal map MSE converges most rapidly to the sufficient MSE. More-
over, among four focus-candidate selection metrics only APCI converge to the sufficient MSE on all
eight slides. In contrast, random selection achieved the sufficient MSE on only or four out of the eight
slides. The intensity based TI metric performed slightly better than random selection, but still failed
to converge on three of the slides.
Viewed from the presence of slide artefacts, APCI again showed dominant performance in the
presence of artefacts, with fastest convergence in all five artefact-affected slides. For the three slides
without artefacts, NACI produced the minimum SNFC on two slides, while APCI produced one min-
imum. In terms of the artefact type, the two Thin-prep slides contain glue and dirt artefacts, and APCI
showed a clear dominance. Particularly for the first Thin-prep slide in Table 3.7 (also illustrated in
Fig. 3.7), the MSE curve of APCI is considerably below (smaller) all of the other metrics at all points
(number of focus candidates) and the focus maps from all of the other metrics never reach an accept-
able quality. The Random selection and TI were the worst performers in processing these two slides,
both of them failed to converge. On the other hand, the FNA slides contain ink marker artefacts. Here
APCI also showed superior effectiveness, producing the smallest SNFC for all three of these slides.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Scan Map Segmentation
The results in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate that APCI, NACI and EI are all capable of correctly dis-
criminating specimen from background. Despite the experiment evaluating a modest number of slides
(40), these were chosen to be representative of three common specimen types containing commonly
observed artefacts. Further, the scan maps obtained using APCI achieved the lowest average FPR,
which implies that these scan maps contain fewer artefacts. Overall, the results show that the tile
based delineation method is effective and that APCI is capable of distinguishing between (glue and
ink related) artefacts and real specimen.
Ranks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
APCI 0.823 0.818 0.818 0.817 0.815 0.806 0.801 0.794 0.792
NACI 0.818 0.219 0.183 0.219 0.758 0.634 0.710 0.815 0.204
EI 0.219 0.351 0.190 0.256 0.183 0.217 0.270 0.787 0.239
TI 0.190 0.201 0.219 0.351 0.142 0.363 0.256 0.183 0.175
Figure 3.7: Top: Tile matrix of the four metrics for a Thin-prep slide (top row) and the corresponding
scan maps (bottom row). From left to right: TI, NACI, APCI and EI. Each pixel in the maps represents
a single tile, red colour indicates high values (close to 1), while the dark blue indicate small values
(close to 0). Middle and Bottom: The nine top ranked tiles by each of the four metrics, and in the
table the values of these tiles evaluated by APCI. The APCI values of (blurred) outlier tiles are shown
in bold.
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To further interpret these results we first examine a Thin-prep slide that contains glue artefacts,
the tile matrix and scan map of which are shown in Fig. 3.7. Compared with the low-resolution image
of the slide shown in Fig. 3.3(left), it can be seen that the tiles contaminated by glue artefacts (mainly
upper centre part of the slide) have a lower APCI value than those containing specimen (position of the
specimen refers to the ground truth of the slide in Fig. 3.3). In contrast, the other three metrics, NACI,
EI and TI all had some contaminated tiles highlighted, and hence these outlier tiles are included in the
final scan map. To verify this observation, the nine top ranked tiles from each of the four metrics were
found, as shown in Fig. 3.7. It is remarkable that the top ranked tiles byAPCI all contain real specimen,
while the top ranked tiles by TI all contain (out of focus) glue and dirt artefacts. By this measure EI
is the worst performer as it assigned eight out of nine outlier tiles the highest index, while the NACI
miss-identified four tiles. However, when all outlier tiles were evaluated by the APCI metrics, they all
obtained small (<0.351 compared to 0.7-0.8) values. Clearly, APCI is robust to glue artefacts because
these objects are on the surface of the cover-slip and so are out of focus in the low-resolution scan.
The glue deposition on top of the cover-slip is at least 0.16mm (the thickness of the cover-slip) away
from the specimen, which is larger than the focal depth of the objective lens (4x, around 100 μm)
used for low-resolution image acquisition. Thus, the glue and other contaiminations at top and around
it appear defocused, and hence produce a reduced phase diversity and a lower APCI value. On the
other hand, specimen is correctly focused at image acquisition: the nuclei and cytoplasm of individual
cells are clear and sharp, and so tiles containing these objects have a high APCI as shown in Fig. 3.7.
Similarly, the objects in the specimen focal plane, but directly below the glue also appear defocused,
because the transparent glue causes light to be diffracted and alters the pathway of the illumination.
The light of objects under the glue will focus on different points and so the objects appear defocused
and blurred, consequently, a smaller APCI value is obtained. However, the defocused dirt glue still
have low opacities and these tiles give high TI values as seen in Fig. 3.7. The EI also assigned these
tiles high values, because the light of the object will be unevenly distributed to more pixels when the
object is defocused, and so the randomness of the pixel intensities increases. The NACI, on the other
hand, is sensitive to objects with either strong edges or high intensity, which often yield tiles with high
contrast.
We next examine an FNA slide with ink marker artefacts. The tile matrix, scan map and nine
top ranked tiles by the four metrics are shown in Fig. 3.8, the low-resolution image and ground truth
can be found in Fig. 3.3 (centre). Again, it can be seen that all of the top ranked tiles by the APCI
metric contain specimen, while all tiles with high values of TI are fully occupied by the ink makers,
which have a TI index of 1. Therefore, in the TI tile matrix, the tiles associated with markers are
clearly visible and they have a strong influence on the scan map which has the largest FNR (34.62%
compared with 4.67% (APCI), 1.22% (NACI) and 2.15% (EI)). The top ranked tiles by NACI contain
edges from the ink markers, as these have the strongest contrast and so the highest correlation. The
tiles assigned high values by APCI and EI all have significant edges, but EI favours edges with high
contrast, which miss-identifies four tiles containing part of an ink marker (tiles ranked 3, 4, 7 and 8).
It worth noting that some outlier tiles are also assigned high APCI values, i.e. the tile ranked 8 by
NACI (0.637) and tiles ranked 3, 4, 7, 8 by EI (0.766, 0.785, 0.803 and 0.755 respectively), however
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Ranks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
APCI 0.847 0.847 0.847 0.846 0.843 0.842 0.841 0.840 0.840
NACI 0.414 0.358 0.557 0.488 0.509 0.423 0.290 0.637 0.502
EI 0.842 0.840 0.766 0.785 0.818 0.770 0.803 0.755 0.820
TI 0.526 0.385 0.476 0.285 0.319 0.271 0.419 0.362 0.257
Figure 3.8: Top: Tile matrix of the four metrics on an FNA slide (top row) and the corresponding scan
maps (bottom row). From left to right: TI, NACI, APCI and EI. Each pixel in the map represents a
tile, red colour indicates high values (close to 1), while the dark blue indicate small values (close to
0). Middle and Bottom: The nine top ranked tiles by each of the four metrics, and in the table the
values of these tiles evaluated by APCI. The APCI values of (blurred) outlier tiles are shown in bold.
these are not among the top ranked tiles by APCI. Interestingly, the top nine ranked tiles by TI have
APCI values not equal to zero. This is because the intensities in these tiles are not uniformly zero and
thus contain small phase variations.
The segmentation results in Fig. 3.5 show that NACI is able to distinguish tiles containing both
artefacts and specimens from background, but the above two examples illustrate that it cannot reliably
distinguish specimen from artefact. We can also observe from the example tile matrices above, that
NACI highlights tiles that contain dirt, glue, isolated cells and dust. This implies that the correlation
due to either specimen or artefact is both much stronger than the background noise and residual il-
lumination gradient. Figues 3.7 and 3.8 show that TI is not robust to glue and ink-marker artefacts,
particularly in segmentation of cytology specimens. However, Fig. 3.4 shows that TI is much more
effective at segmenting histology slides, producing results that are more competitive with other met-
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rics. The first reason for this is that the histology specimen contain tissue samples that have higher
and more uniform cell density than that of the cytology specimens. Secondly, the example slides
contain only minor glue artefacts without the significant artefacts seen in Thin-prep and FNA slides.
Therefore, TI is only suitable for tile-based delineation of Histology slides without any artefacts.
3.5.2 Focus Map Evaluation
The ranking results presented in Fig. 3.6 show that the MSE of focus maps produced using candidates
selected via the four metrics eventually surpass that of random selection. This demonstrates that the
selection of focus candidates based on information extracted from each individual tile is an effective
approach. However, TI is clearly the least effective as it produced results worse than random selection
even when a considerable numbers of focus candidate were used (around 50). As Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 il-
lustrate, the tiles most highly ranked by TI are primarily outliers, which must subsequently be detected
and handled via a robust interpolation scheme (as was done here (Hilsenstein 2005)). However, when
the number of outliers is large, they dominate and so no longer appear to be outliers and so will have
a significant effect on the focal depth estimated from the focal map. When this is the case even robust
regression methods are likely to fail. The other three metrics exhibit performance that is superior to
random selection once a reasonable number of focus candidates have been selected (around 15), but
only APCI was significantly better than random selection over the complete range of focus candidates
used (10 to 100).
Figure 3.9: The APCI has the minimum number of focus candidates that locate on top of the glue
artefacts. Notice: The minimum distance between two focus candidates was set to five tiles here for
better illustration.
Table 3.7 and Fig. 3.6 indicate that not only are the focus maps constructed from the focus candi-
dates selected by APCI consistently better (lower MSE) than the other three metrics (TI, NACI and
EI), but that APCI requires a smaller number of focus candidates to construct an acceptable focus map.
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The reasons for this are twofold: Firstly, the scan maps generated using APCI contain less artefacts.
For instance, the APCI scan map of the Thin-prep example, shown in Fig. 3.7, contains the minimum
number of artefacts and consequently far fewer “bad” focus candidates, as shown in Fig. 3.9. In con-
trast, the scan maps produced by NACI and EI cover the whole artefact area, and so contain more
outlier focus candidates contaminated by glue artefacts. Secondly, the artefact affected tiles included
in the scan maps, such as the ink markers in the FNA slide in Fig. 3.8, are given much lower rankings
by APCI and so are far less likely to be selected as focus candidates. In fact, as Fig. 3.9 shows, the
highest ranking tiles from APCI are almost exclusively “good” focus candidates that contain primarily
specimen. Therefore, based on these results we can conclude that APCI is the best metric considered
here for the selection of focus candidates due to its ability to rank in-focus specimen ahead of (out of
focus) artefacts.
Figure 3.10: Nine top ranked tiles by four metrics from a Histology slide.
On processing histology specimens having few slide artefacts, all four metrics had similar per-
formance in generation of scan maps. For example in Fig. 3.10 that shows the top ranked tiles from
a histology slide, all tiles from all metrics contain a variable degree of specimen that are likely to
give valid focal positions. As a result, the quality of focus candidates selected by all these metrics
are samilar to each other, shown by the fact that all focus maps by four metrics converged to almost
the same MSE, examples shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. However, Fig. 3.10 indicates that the NACI
metric tends to select tiles with high contrasts, i.e., on the edge of specimen and background, while
APCI and EI select tiles containing almost entirely specimen. From Table 3.7 it can be seen that APCI
produces the minimum SNFC on the majority of specimens. This means that APCI requires a smaller
number of focus candidates to construct an accurate focus map. In practice, this means that APCI will
minimise the amount of time spent on focusing on high-resolution FOVs, thus minimising scan times.
Furthermore, Table 3.7 shows that on the two Thin-prep slides APCI is the only metric that reliably
reaches the sufficient MSE criterion.
Obviously, the higher the resolution of the low-resolution image, the more information can be
extracted for tile analysis. However, increasing the resolution, increases both the number of FOVs
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acquired and the data to be processed. There is clearly a trade-off between the low-resolution scan
times and scan map and focal map accuracy. Here we have chosen to compromise on a 4 objective
and demonstrated that accurate scan and focusmaps can be produced. This not only saves considerable
amount of high-resolution scan time, but also avoids wasting time on a re-scan if the high resolution
images are found to be unsatisfactory. Particularly for APCI, which measures the phase diversity of
the tile, the size of cellular material will be smaller at lower magnifications and so the accuracy of the
method may be affected. Therefore, standalone macro camera with a unity (or lower) magnification
may not be suitable as the depth of field may be larger than the depth of the specimen.
Future work will improve the threshold selection criteria for the modified Otsu’s method. More-
over, the proposed modification of the Otsu’s method assumes that there are only two classes (fore-
ground and background), which could be further improved by using a Gaussian Mixture Model that
explicitly models multiple classes consisting of different types of cellular material (such as cytoplasm
and nucleus) and artefacts (such as ink markers) (Douglas 2009; Li et al. 2012). The method to
date, has only been tested on conventionally stained (PAP and HE) bright-field microscopy images.
However, in principle the technique would appear to be suitable for other types of specimens such as
those acquired in fluorescence mode. Therefore, more types of specimens would be used to refine the
proposed method.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented a novel tile-based algorithm capable of both delineating a microscopic speci-
men and selecting a subset of FOVs that are good candidates fromwhich to construct a high-resolution
focus map. In particular, we investigated four tile evaluation metrics for their suitability for both de-
tecting specimen and highlighting good focus candidates. The experimental results on a set of 40
real-world pathology specimens demonstrated that while the NACI, APCI and EI were superior to TI
at specimen delineation, only APCI was capable of selecting good focus candidates while ignoring
artefacts.
The proposed method provides the knowledge about lateral distribution of the specimen on the
slide as well as a list of focus candidates. The focus profile map is next estimated and the number
of focal planes to be scanned in the subsequent high resolution is decided, of course based on the
knowledge of topology and thickness of the specimen, which will be investigated in the next chapter.
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4
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CELL AND CELL
CLUMP THICKNESS IN CERVICAL CYTOLOGY
SLIDES
This chapter presents the work to attainAim 1.2, which is to quantitatively analyse the 3D distribution
of the cytology specimen in order to determinate the thickness of the cytology specimens, and hence
the optimal number of focal planes and the minimal scan time for scanning of these cytology spec-
imens. As mentioned in chapter 1, there are inevitable overlaps and thick cell clumps on the liquid
cytology preparation methods prepared slides, a method for the quantitative evaluation of the thick-
ness of cell and cell clumps in a LBC cervical cytology specimen is therefore proposed. The method
utilises an exhaustive high-resolution scan of the specimen, an over-complete wavelet transform for
detecting the focal depth of objects and a level set segmentation that distinguishes the foreground cer-
vical cell specimen from the background. The accuracy and effectiveness of the method is evaluated
with Thin-prep prepared cervical cytology specimens. Using the method, the distribution and cell
clump thickness, the topology of the specimen surface and the optimal number of focus candidates
can be determined, all of which are important in order to optimise the high resolution acquisition of
cervical cytology specimens.
Most of this chapter is included in a journal article that has been published on theMicron.
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4.1 Introduction
Cervical cancer screening is an important health issue among women world-wide that aims to detect
pre-cancerous and cancerous processes of the cervix. The development of liquid based cytology (LBC)
preparation methods and synthetic stains have provided clear and consistent cell preparations that are
essential for effective, large scale cervical cancer screening (Bentz 2005; Lahrmann et al. 2013; Lu
et al. 2015a). The introduction of WSI has been welcomed by pathologists because it enables remote
consultation, quality assurance and importantly the potential for computer aided diagnosis for cervical
cancer screening (Al-Janabi et al. 2012; Ameisen et al. 2013; El-Gabry et al. 2014). The diagnosis of
cervical specimens by human experts has been considered a challenging task, because there are a huge
number (10,000-20,000 in Pap smear slide) of cells that need to be examined and only a small fraction
of them may be visually abnormal (Malm et al. 2013). With WSI, the specimens are first scanned
as digital images and suspicious cells can be tirelessly and consistently detected by digital image
processing algorithms (Zhao et al. 2004). However, WSI faces some significant issues limiting its
adoption in clinical use, such as poor standardisation of image quality and resolution, large file size of
the digitised slides and slow acquisition speeds, especially whenmultiple focal planes are required (El-
Gabry et al. 2014; Wright et al. 2013). Among them, the scan speed is the main bottleneck, because
acquisition has be fast enough for clinical use, but improved image quality and acquisition of multiple
focal planes both result in significantly longer scan times.
Figure 4.1: The spatial distributions of a typical histology specimens (a) and a typical cervical cytolocy
specimen (b). Figure reproduced from (Lee et al. 2011) without permission.
For a digital slide scanners used to scan cytology specimens, the time-quality trade off is closely
related to the nature of the complex 3D distributions of the specimens. Unlike histology specimens,
which are prepared to be “continuous” and relatively flat, cytology cells are often sparsely and ran-
domly distributed both spatially and between the glass slide and the cover-slip, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
Even with the advent of LBC preparation techniques cells often overlap to form thick cell clumps that
span multiple focal planes (Lee et al. 2011). In addition, important diagnostic cells are often found
within these cell clumps, such as secretory cells from the endocervic and low-grade squamous intraep-
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ithelial lesions (Lee et al. 2011). Therefore, it is no surprise to see that the acquisition of multiple focal
planes achieves better diagnostic performances than acquiring only one or a few focal planes (Evered
and Dudding 2011; Wright et al. 2013). Additionally, interpreting cellular objects requires the micro-
scope to operate at high magnification (40), preferably at resolutions close to the diffraction limit
(0.2m/pixel), where the DOF is reduced to around one micron (Castleman 1996). This means that
even isolated cells can span multiple focal planes (El-Gabry et al. 2014). Given that scanning even
a single focal plane at high resolution acquires a considerable amount of data (in order of GB) and
can require significant acquisition times, the number of focal planes scanned should be minimised.
In this way, the WSI system minimises not only the acquisition time, but also the storage space and
subsequent image analysing time.
Figure 4.2: An illustration of potential relative positions of a microscope slide, cover-slip and spec-
imen. Two examples of two multiple focal-plane scans (A in blue and B in red) are shown, viewed
from the side and not in scale, their associated focus maps are shown as dash lines.
To achieve the minimum scan time, or to acquire a number of focal planes, the topology of the
specimen and thickness of the specimen is required. To illustrate this, Fig. 4.2 shows relative the
positions of a glass slide, cover-slip and a cytology specimen, the cells being deposited non-uniformly
in the space between the cover-slip and glass slide. When viewed in high magnification the specimen
is no longer a thin and flat mono layer. Rather, the specimen has finite thickness, which can also vary
spatially (in Fig. 4.2 we assume the variation is the same at the top and bottom). In addition, the glass
slide is unlikely to sit completely orthogonal to the optical axis and so the specimen appears to be
tilted at a (small) angle in either spatial direction. This further increases the optical depth variation of
the specimen.
The simplest scan strategy (Scan A in the Fig. 4.2) is to find the mean height of the specimen
(shown as dashed blue line in the figure), say by averaging the height of a number of focal points,
and then to scan an equal number of focal planes below and above that height. The number of focal
planes should be equal to the thickness of the specimen plus the elevation of the specimen due to the
tilt angle. It should be set high enough to be robust over all possible tilt angles. Unfortunately, as Scan
A in the Fig. 4.2 shows much of image data acquired relates to out of focus or non-specimen areas.
This approach is not only inefficient in scan time, but acquires unnecessary image data that then needs
to be stored and potentially processed.
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A better strategy is to attempt to estimate the topology of the specimen by fitting a plane through
a number of focal points (Fan et al. 2014a). For example, the red dashed line in the Fig. 4.2 represents
a focus map that better follows the topology of the specimen. The subsequent scan (B in Fig. 4.2) ac-
quires a smaller number of focal planes, this is both a more time-efficient scan and reduces the amount
of image data that needs to be stored (Fan et al. 2013). The quality of the focus map is determined
by the number of focus points, because more focal points and data result in a better estimate (Fan
et al. 2014a). If the specimen is assumed to have a consistent thickness, the minimum number of
focal planes is then the same as thickness of the specimen and the effect of the tilt angle is removed.
However, this approach may still be sub-optimal on specimens, such as those prepared with LBC, that
have an inconsistent (spatially varying) thickness distribution.
Many previous works, mainly focused on qualitative analysis, have attempted to determine the
optimal number of focal planes for scanning LBC cervical cytology specimens. For example, it was
first shown that digital cervical cytology slides with seven focal planes achieved higher diagnostic
accuracy than those of a single focal plane (both at 40), but both were outperformed by conventional
glass slides (Wright et al. 2013). Another study reported that cervical specimens scanned with 21 focal
planes at a 1.5m interval achieved better diagnostic accuracy than those scanned with 5 focal planes
at 1m interval (Evered and Dudding 2011). A more recent work argues that scanning only three focal
planes (with 1m interval) is able to achieve diagnostic performances close to that of a conventional
glass slide (Donnelly et al. 2013). However, a majority of pathologist participated in this work reported
that focusing over cell clusters were not as good as that in conventional microscope, and they did not
prefer to use the virtual microscopy for the future diagnosis. These qualitative analysis failed to reach
an agreement on the exact number of focal planes required to digitise the cervical cytology specimens
because they do not know the exact thickness of these specimens.
In this chapter, a method to quantitatively analyse cervical cytology specimens is proposed, which
estimates both the spatial location and thickness of every cell and cell clump. Specifically, the spec-
imens are first exhaustively imaged in 3D at high resolution and multiple focal planes, every cell
clump and nucleus is then segmented and an extended depth-of-field (EDF) algorithm, based on an
over-complete wavelet transform, is utilised to determine the depths of each pixel of cell/clump. We
purposely restrict our experimental slides to those with a normal diagnostic result so that we focus the
study more on a demonstration of the usefulness of the method rather than a comparison of quantita-
tive analysis between normal and abnormal slides. The usefulness of the method is demonstrated by
finding the optimal number of focal planes required to acquire a “glass-faithful quality” digital version
of these specimens. In this study, we quantitatively define the “glass-faithful quality” scan of cervical
specimen to include the 95% of all ceullar objects in focus. In addition, we propose a novel method
for focus map estimation that considers the thickness of the candidate focal points.
4.2 Methods
The proposed method is developed specifically for analysis of slides prepared in LBC as the cells are
made to distribute in mono-layer. However, in principal the framework can be used to process other
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types of cytology or histology specimens by selecting an appropriate imaging and cell segmentation
strategy. The specimens are initially exhaustively imaged at high spatial resolution, as per Scan A in
the Fig. 4.2, so as to image their full thickness with multiple focal planes. Each FOV, imaged at multi-
ple focal planes, is then converted into a composite imagewith extended depth-of-field (EDF) (Bradley
and Bamford 2004) prior to segmentation of cell clumps and nuclei (Lu et al. 2015a). The EDF algo-
rithm also produces a depth estimate for all pixels in the image, which when combined with output of
the cell segmentation results in a 3D map of all segmented objects (cells, clumps, nuclei). The main
steps of the proposed method are illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and described in detail below.
4.2.1 Specimen Image Acquisition
The first step aims to acquire a complete set of FOV images from the specimen for later processing. To
achieve high axial resolution, high magnification objectives are desired because the DOF is generally
small at high magnification. Here, we use the conventional FOV scan method, which samples FOV
images sequentially over the entire specimen (Fan et al. 2013), but other scan methods such as a line
scan could also be used. The scan is equivalent to implementing a complete 3D scan of the specimen
that aims to capture all cells at the greatest detail. Rather than building a focus map for faster scan
speeds, we initially perform an exhaustive scan of the entire specimen, so that the effect of different
focal maps and scan methods can be simulated.
The specimen image acquisition starts by generating the scan map of the slide and selecting one
focus candiate near the centre of the specimen as initial focal point for the focusing algorithm. The
scan map and focus candidate can be produced by the method proposed in the previous chapter. The
selected focal point is then focused, which gives the rough height of the specimen and is used as the
starting search height for the later focusing algorithm tominimize the search time. The entire specimen
is then sampled FOV by FOV following a raster scan pattern with a small amount of overlap, the same
as the FOV scan method as described in Chapter 2. Each FOV is focused and central focal plane is
found as the best single focal plane (BSFP) to acquire the image of current field, i.e., the image that
would be acquired if only a single focal plane of the specimen is to be sampled.
We again used normalized variance as focus metric and fast hill-climbing search as autofocus
algorithm (Sun et al. 2004; Tello-Mijares et al. 2013). The algorithm searches a depth range with
progressively smaller steps (here 20m, 5m and 1m). To improve focusing accuracy, 15 focal
steps were sampled in the last search interval and the one with the maximum normalised variance was
selected as the BSFP . To avoid focusing on the top of the cover-slip, the search range was limited
to be smaller than the height of the cover-slip from the specimen. Specifically, the focus algorithm
searched between 100m above and 100m below the initial focus point previously found, given the
height of the cover-slip was found to be around 150-170m and the slide is approximately flat on the
slide holder. When the slide is slanted, on the other hand, an approximate map associated with the
center of the slide could be used to guide the acquisition.
Once the FOV was focused, a Z-stack of images (equal number above and below the BSFP ) were
acquired at an interval of 1m, which is the same as the DOF of the imaging system. The height of
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Figure 4.3: The cervical cytology slide (a) is first extensively scanned into 3D image stacks (b). Each
3D stack is processed to produce an extended depth-of-field image (c) and a depth map (d) showing
which layer each pixel in the EDF image came from. The EDF image is then segmented for cells,
clumps and nuclei (e). The segmented maps of FOVs are finally stitched together (f) for quantitative
analysis of the entire specimen, such as the distribution of FOV thickness estimates (g).
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the 3D stack was selected to be high enough to include all focal planes even from the thickest part of
the specimen. In addition, an empty FOV threshold was calculated (in normalised variance) from an
existing empty FOV images so that empty FOVs could be detected and acquisition terminated once
a single empty FOV was acquired rather than wasting time on acquiring a Z-stack of empty FOVs.
Sampling blank FOVs for image background correction was repeated every 30 minutes to cater for
fluctuations in illumination experienced during these long scans (up to 60hrs per slide).
4.2.2 Extended Depth-of-Field Image and Depth Map Generation
Each 3D image stack containing cells at multiple focal planes was then converted into a single EDF
image with all objects in focus (c. in Fig. 4.3). The generation of an EDF image simplifies the cell
segmentation process to a 2D space so that existing 2D segmentations algorithm could be applied,
given that only the overall thickness of the cell and cell clump are interested rather than the exact
3D location of each cell. Many EDF algorithms have been developed to work in both the spatial
and frequency domains such as in wavelets. Here, we used an algorithm, based on an over-sampled
wavelet transform, previously developed for there analysis of cervical specimens (Bradley and Bam-
ford 2004). The wavelet transform provides an effective method for detection of in-focus objects
because these objects produce the large wavelet coefficients (Valdecasas et al. 2001). A seven level
wavelet transform was performed, with lowest five levels being over-sampled to provide approximate
shift invariance (Mallat 1989). The largest coefficients across the stack at each level were then selected
within a 3x3 window and an inverse transform applied to return these largest wavelet coefficient to the
image domain producing a composite image with all objects in-focus (Bradley and Bamford 2004).
While the largest coefficients are selected to produce the EDF image, the z position of these co-
efficients in the focal plane stack can also be used to estimate a depth map representing the focal
positions of the selected in-focus objects. To avoid missing layers by spatial averaging, only the first
three levels of the wavelet deposition were used to construct the depth map. As the first two levels
had been down-sampled, the depth maps associated to these levels were up-sampled using the nearest
neighbour interpolation. The lower bounds were first selected by finding the lowest layer. A median
filter of size 8x8 was then used to smooth out any noise. To reduce edge effect, the boundaries of the
image stacks were extended, using pixel reflection, by 10% of the original image size. The final depth
map contains the height of each pixel with respected to the height of the stack. An example of depth
map is shown in Fig. 4.3 (c), where the height of the stack was 41 layers. The EDF images and depth
maps were produced concurrently with image acquisition in order to minimise overall processing time.
4.2.3 Cell Clumps and Nuclei Segmentation
The EDF images were next used for segmentation of cell clumps and nuclei by an previously proposed
algorithm specially developed for the same task (Lu et al. 2015a). While the method is capable of
segmenting individual overlapping cells, only the cell clumps and nuclei segmentation (the first two
steps of the algorithm) are utilised here as this information is adequate to find the thickness of the
specimen and the location and number of nuclei in each clump.
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In outline, the clump segmentation first groups pixels that have similar grey values and spatially
location using the quick shift algorithm (Vedaldi and Soatto 2008). The pixels in each group are
then assigned to the mode value of all pixels in the group. An edge detector is used to find the the
most prominent edges as rough boundaries of each cell clump. These boundaries are next refined by
learning an unsupervised binary classification. The grey values of foreground and background pixels
from this initial estimate are then fitted to a Gaussian mixture model, and the maximum likelihood
estimate is used to re-classify each pixel as foreground or background. This refinement was repeated
several (20) times, and a minimum area constraint imposed to remove small fragments that may not
be cervical cells (such as the blood cells on the right side of Fig. 4.3(b)).
Figure 4.4: A FOV contained large proportion of cell clumps (a) was outlier when segemented with
the complex method (b) but can be sucessfully segmented by the simple intensity thresholding method
(c). The foreground is denoted as white in the binary map.
For FOV images that contained large proportion of cell clumps, the algorithm (Lu et al. 2015a)
sometimes failed because it would classify cytoplasm as background as shown in Fig. 4.4.b. Therefore,
these cases were detected by comparing the mean intensity of the segmented background to that of
six previous FOVs and where appropriate this mean threshold was used to segment these images as
shown in Fig.. 4.4.c.
Using the segmented cell clumps as the initial search area, candidate nuclei with stable connected
components were detected by the maximally stable extremal regions algorithm (Matas et al. 2004).
Nuclei that did not meet a minimum size constraint or had an eccentricity larger than 0.9 were treated
as artefacts and not analysed.
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4.2.4 Image Stitch and Specimen Measurements
The segmented FOV images and depth maps were next stitched together into larger images so that cell
clumps spanning over multiple FOVs were as complete as possible. The FOV images can be aligned
by various methods, such as image correlation and stage positional readings such as from the encoders
fitted to the each axis of the stage. In stitching the depth maps, the heights of cells with respect to the
height of the stack needs to be converted into absolute heights with respect to the stage origin. The
binary (segmentation) map of cell clumps was next associated with the depth maps for extraction of
various specimen measurements.
Connected regions with sufficient size were considered as foreground specimens. The depths of
each pixel of the specimen were extracted from the depth map and the maximum differences between
the heights of each cellular object were used to define the specimen thickness. The cell clumps without
detected nuclei were excluded, while the number of nuclei per cell clumps was recorded. Additionally,
the thickness of each FOV was also calculated by calculating the maximum height difference of all
foreground material in each FOV.
4.3 Experiments
4.3.1 Specimen Preparation and Imaging
Cervical cytology slides classified within normal limits by cytopathologists were scanned to evaluate
the usefulness of the proposed algorithm. Specifically, ten slides were selected to contain cells in both
sparse and dense distributions that would be “difficult” to scan. The slides were PAP stained and made
from a automated mono-layer slide preparation system (ThinPrep 2000 Processor).
A motorized bright-field microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager.M1) was used to acquire the specimen
images, whichwas fittedwith an infinity-corrected 40/0.75 NAobjective lenswith a 1:2 projection
lens. The effective depth-of-field of the system was around 1 m. A charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (Kodak KAI-2020-OM) with 1600x1200 pixels and 7.4m square pixel size was used, with a
binning factor of 2, resulting a pixel resolution of 0.3m on all images. Notice the imaging system is
not the same as that used in the previous chapter.
The XY stage of the microscope has a positional accuracy of < 1m and is fitted with encoders
in both axis with a resolution of 0.2m. The Z stage has a better positional accuracy at 0.025m. As
the resolution of the XY encoders are higher than that of the images (0.2 vs 0.3m), the FOV images
and depth maps were stitched based on the stage positional readings only, giving a misalignment error
of around one pixel. A stack of 41 images (20 above and below the BSFP ) were acquired at interval
of 1m for every non-empty FOV. The 41m sampled depth range range was believed to be larger
than the reported thickness of the specimens (15-20m) (Evered and Dudding 2011). To exclude
any outlier FOVs, the segmentation results and depths maps were manually examined for quality,
especially where the specimen was thick.
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4.3.2 Evaluation of Specimen Thickness Estimation
The key to estimating the local thickness of the specimen is to accurately identify the heights of the
top and the bottom of the specimen in each FOV stack. The thickness is then found by calculating the
height difference between the top and bottom layers containing in-focus material. Once the thickness
of the specimen at each FOV is known and a scan interval less than the depth of field is used to acquire
the image stack, the specimen is effectively fully sampled. That is, the virtual image stack includes
all the focal plane information that a cytopathologist would have had access to in the original glass
slide when viewed under the microscope. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that they will be able
to come to an equivalent diagnostic decision using a virtual slide acquired in this way.
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, 238 (FOV) image stacks were randomly selected
from the ten experimental slides. We then manually inspected individual stacks sequentially from the
top slice to the bottom slice in order to find the slices that contain the top and bottom layers of the
cervical cells. The heights of these slices were hence the groundtruth of the stack and used to compare
with the height obtained from the proposed method.
4.3.3 Quantitative Specimen Measurements
As a demonstration of the usefulness of the proposed methodology, ten specimens are quantitatively
analysed, with particular emphasis on their Z-dimensional thickness distribution. In particular, we
measure properties of the scan, such as the number of FOVs and FOV layers that contained in-
focus cells, the mean height and range of acquired FOVs. Properties of the scan once the tilt of the
slide/specimen was removed by fitting a linear polynomial focal map, such as interquartile range of
the specimen and the interquartile range of the top and bottom layer of the specimen to enable a com-
parison of topological complexity. Finally, we also present summary statistics of the final cell clump
segmentation, such as the number of clumps, number of detected nuclei, the percentage of clumps
with more than three nuclei and the median thickness of each clump.
As discussed in the introduction, the number of focal planes to acquire is minimised when the
scan trajectory follows the centre of the specimen. With the positions of all cell clumps and FOV
images known, the centre of the specimen can be estimated by fitting a polynomial surface through
the BSFP. Here we used the fit function in MATLAB to produce a focal map with a predefined
smoothness. The first experiment was to find best focus map by varying the degree of polynomial
surface. Specifically, with all FOVs treated as focus points, the order of polynomial surface was
increased from zero (constant Z) to fifth order (quintic). As the specimens are deposited inside a
circular area, the same degree of polynomial were used for both lateral axes (XY ). The zero order
polynomial implies that the focus map is a plane parallel to the horizontal of the stage, as in Scan
A of Fig. 4.2. A polynomial surface of order one effectively estimates the tilt of the slide. Higher
order polynomial surfaces are then able to produce a focal map that estimates the varying deposition
of cellular material over the slide.
With knowledge of the exact positions of all cells, the focus map can be evaluated quantitatively.
In this way, the positions of the FOVs estimated during the specimen image acquisition (step 1 of the
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proposed method) can be used to estimate the distance of all FOV images containing cells from the
estimated focus map. Hence the total number of focal planes required can be estimated. Obviously, the
smaller the number of focal planes required, the more representative the focus map is of the specimen
and the faster the acquisition time will be. Therefore, we need a metric to indicate how much of the
specimen is required to be scanned. Here, we propose that a slide is fully sampled and its digital slide
is in “glass-faithful quality” if at least 95% of the cellular material in both spatial XY and lateral Z
directions are imaged at, or below, the diffraction limit of the optics. As the experimental slides were
imaged at z-interval equal to the DOF of the optics, this criterion translates to the acquisition of at least
95% of all FOV images containing in-focus cellular material. The 95% threshold, while arbitrary, is
large enough to ensure that the vast majority of all in-focus cellular material is scanned. It is also low
enough to avoid the time consuming and often unnecessary acquisition of FOV images of the outer
areas of the specimen that are unlikely to contain diagnostic material. However, the exact value of
this threshold requires further validation through a diagnostic trial on a large set of clinical specimens.
This is future work, beyond the scope of the current paper.
4.3.4 Focus Map Estimation using Thickness
Conventionally, only the BSFP from each FOV, found by the focus algorithm, is used to estimate the
focusmap. In this study, we propose to consider multiple focal planes from each FOVwhen estimating
the focus map. In this way, we explicitly consider the thickness of specimen and so thicker parts of
the specimen have a greater contribution to the focus map. Specifically, if an FOV has a thickness of
at least 5m (estimated using the proposed method), then two focal planes on either side of the SBFP
are included as focal points when estimating the focal map. For example, if a specimen is located
between 151-155m with a BSFP at 153m, then all five focal depths from 151m to 155m are
used to estimate the focus map rather than just BSFP at depth of 153m. In this way, an FOV from a
cell clump has more focal points contributing to the mean squared error fitting procedure of the focus
map.
The data collected from the ten slides enables us to quantitatively evaluate this idea by constructing
a focus map for each specimen and then comparing how many focal planes are required to scan the
whole specimen. First a given number of FOVs are selected as focus points and then used to estimate
the focus map (fit a polynomial surface) utilising the method proposed in section 4.3.3. Focus maps
estimated in the conventional way that uses only the height of BSFP was used as the benchmark. In
particular, the number of focal planes required for critical sampling of the specimen were compared as
well as the number of focus points required such that the quality of the focal map map stays unchanged
when more focus points are added. At this point we refer to the focus map as being settled. Based
on our previous work in Chapter 3, the maximum number of focus points tested was 45, while the
minimum number of that was 6, with an interval of 3. The best degree of polynomial surface found
in the above experiment was used here.
As candidate focal points are selected stochastically, the experiments were repeated 100 times and
the average and maximum number of focus planes calculated. Specifically, the selection of FOVs was
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done so as to maintain a minimum spacing between focal points. This minimum spacing is directly
related to the number of focal points required.
Given the deposition area of the specimen is nearly a perfect circle, we found this problem is
almost identical to how many small circles (with the same size) can be fitted into a larger circle (a unit
circle). If the circular specimen deposition area is treated as a large circle, the diameter of the small
circle is hence the minimum distance between center of circle (positions of focus points) when certain
number of these fully fill the large circle. The problems have been well studied such as in (Graham
et al. 1998), (Lubachevsky and Graham 1997) and (Grosso et al. 2010), a collection of results from
these works documented on (Herzlich 2015) was used in this study.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Effectiveness of Specimen Thickness Detection
Absolute Error Top Bottom
0m 173 163
1m 58 47
2m 6 11
3m 0 7
4m 0 3
5m 1 1
>5m 0 6
Table 4.2: The absolute error of detections of specimen top and bottom layer of 238 stacks.
In Table. 4.2, we present the difference between ground truth and the proposed algorithms on
detecting the positions of top and bottom layers of each FOV that contain in-focus material. It can be
seen from this data that the positions of the top layers was more accurately estimated than the depth
of the bottom layers, shown by more FOVs with small errors. The specimen top layers of 173 (73%)
image stacks had been accurately located, combined with another 58 (24%) stacks with acceptable
error of just 1m. On the other hand, slightly smaller number of image stacks had the same accuracy,
with 163 (68%) for no errors and 47 (20%) for an error of 1m. Furthermore, more numbers of stacks
had larger errors (>1m) for detecting the bottom layer. From observations, image stacks with large
errors (>3m) contained folded cell boundaries that span multiple layers.
4.4.2 Quantitative Measurements of Slides
Some general statistics of ten sample slides are shown in Table 4.3. Specifically, there are between
7406-8785 FOVs (or image stacks) acquired from each slide that contained cellular objects. Around
79,000-112,000 image slices were found to contain in-focus cells, which are required to be sampled
in order to completely digitize these specimens. The mean heights of FOVs with respect to the stage
origin which represents the center of the specimens (in Z) had a maximum difference of 93m. The
range of the heights of FOVs varied between 13-30m across the ten slides, which was the distance
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between the maximum andminimum height of the FOV. The distribution of the specimen can be better
measured by the IQR, which reflects the height range of 50% of the middle of FOVs. The median
IQR was 4m, while Slide No.2, 4 and 5 had both high IQR and high ranges the height of FOVs. It is
seen that slide No.2 had the highest range of the heights of FOVs and IQR, indicating the slide has the
largest tilt angle. To eliminate the effect of glass tilt, the IQRs of height of FOVs were also calculated
with a one degree polynomial surface (a linear estimation of slide tilt) as an reference. The IQRs were
subsequently reduced (1.84-2.71m). Interestingly, the IQR of heights of specimen top layers were
much smaller (almost half) than that of bottom layers. The mean IQR was 1.95m for specimen top
layer and 4.32m for specimen bottom layer.
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Slide Slide No. AverageStatistic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Valid FOVs 7563 7552 7947 7406 7825 8785 8242 7715 8136 8191 7936
Number of FOV Layers 93406 83707 100186 95081 105673 125014 101816 96969 112067 79504 99342
Relative Height of Specimen
(mean height of FOVs) (m) 28 25 82 42 0 3 49 41 40 93 -
Range of Height of FOVs
(m) 13 30 16 25 25 18 16 14 19 16 19
Interquartile Range of The
Heights of FOVs (m) 4 12 3 8 8 4 4 4 4 4 5.5
Interquartile Range of The
Heights of FOVs Relative to
Poly11 (m)
1.84 1.84 2.71 1.91 2.32 2.52 2.57 2.45 2.60 2.44 2.32
Interquartile Range of Top
Layer Relative to Poly11
(m)
1.39 1.78 2.20 1.72 2.34 2.01 1.91 1.92 2.18 2.26 1.97
Interquartile Range of
Bottom Layer Relative to
Poly11 (m)
2.65 4.83 5.41 4.34 4.50 3.60 4.49 2.97 4.30 4.64 4.17
Number of Nuclei 49873 75315 47919 64156 62749 56532 65527 50194 74138 68398 61480
Number of Clumps 12572 12927 12238 14179 8458 15186 9941 16796 16099 13514 13191
Number of clumps with less
than or equal to 3 nuclei
8916 8070 9031 10292 4833 11277 6107 13172 11431 8021 9115
(71%) (62%) (74%) (73%) (57%) (74%) (61%) (78%) (71%) (59%) (69%)
Number of clumps with more
than 3 nuclei
3656 4857 3207 3881 3625 3909 3834 3624 4668 5493 4075
(29%) (38%) (26%) (27%) (43%) (26%) (39%) (22%) (29%) (41%) (31%)
Median Clump thickness m 10 9 9 10 11 12 11 9 11 9 10
Table 4.3: Statistics of ten cervical cytology slides prepared in Thin-prep.
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Figure 4.5: Histogram of Thickness of Cell Clumps from All Ten Slides.
From the perspective of the cells, there were between 8458 to 16796 cell clumps per slide, and the
total number of cells counted by the number of nuclei were estimated at between 47919 to 75315 per
slide. Around 22-43% of cell clumps have more than 3 nucleus, or consist of three cells. In addition,
the distribution of thickness of all cell clumps in the ten slides is shown in Fig. 4.5. The IQR of the
thickness of all cell clumps was 6m spanning from 7m to 13m. Further more, the median thickness
of cell clumps was 9m, and 95% of cell clumps had thickness smaller than 19m.
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Polynomial Slide No. AverageOrder 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 21(19.0) 35(33.0) 25(23.0) 27(25.0) 29(27.0) 23(23.0) 24(22.0) 22(20.0) 25(23.0) 23(21.0) 25.4(23.6)
1 19(17.6) 23(21.0) 24(22.0) 21(18.3) 24(22.4) 23(20.6) 24(22.2) 20(18.2) 23(20.8) 20(18.2) 22.1(20.1)
2 19(17.5) 23(20.5) 23(21.2) 19(17.6) 24(21.9) 21(19.6) 22(20.6) 20(18.0) 23(21.0) 20(17.9) 21.4(19.6)
3 19(17.5) 22(20.1) 23(20.9) 19(17.6) 24(22.1) 21(19.6) 24(21.1) 20(18.1) 22(21.0) 20(17.9) 21.4(19.6)
4 19(17.6) 23(20.9) 23(21.1) 20(17.8) 25(22.5) 22(19.9) 23(20.9) 20(18.2) 23(21.1) 20(17.8) 21.8(19.8)
5 19(17.7) 23(20.5) 23(21.1) 20(17.8) 25(22.4) 21(19.7) 24(21.0) 20(18.3) 23(21.3) 20(17.8) 21.8(19.8)
Table 4.4: The number of focal planes (maximum of 100 simulations) required to sample 95% of the in-focus FOVs from the ten slides. The height range
of these in-focus FOVs, in m, is shown in brackets.
Focal Slide No. AverageMap 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
BSFP Only 21(27) 24(15) 25(15) 21(24) 25(21) 22(45) 24(39) 21(18) 24(30) 21(9) 22.8(24.3)
FOV Thickness 17(21) 19(30) 19(33) 19(15) 21(15) 19(24) 19(33) 17(18) 19(21) 17(24) 18.6(23.4)
Table 4.5: The number of focal planes and settling number of focus points (in brackets) used to acquire 95% of the in focusmaterial from the ten experiment
slides in the worst case scenario (maximum number of focal planes required in 100 simulations).
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The specimen complexity can also be illustrated by results shown in Table. 4.4, which shows
the number of focal planes required to critically sample each specimen. Unsurprisingly, using the
polynomial surface with zero degree as the focus map required the most number of focal planes to
be scanned (Scan A in Fig. 4.2). The number of focal planes required dropped sharply if first order
(planar) focus maps were used. Accounting primarily for the tilt of the slide. However, the number of
focal planes required only decreased marginally when the order of the focal map was increased above
third order. This is shown by slight reduction in the range of focal planes required to acquire 95%
of the in-focus material and the insignificant reduction in the numbers of focal planes. Overall, the
number of focal planes required varied between 19 and 23 over the ten slides. It is worth noting that
the estimation of focus maps used all valid FOV and the height of FOV layers containing in-focus
specimens as focus points.
Figure 4.6: An example that shows the relationship between the number of focus points used for
estimation of focus map and the mean number of focal planes required to acquire 95% of the in-focus
material. Here we compare three focus map generating strategy: considering only the height of BSFP
of the focus points (the origin focus map), considering the thickness of focus points and lowering the
origin focus map by 3m. The numbers of focal planes required are the maximum of 100 simulations.
4.4.3 Estimation of Focus Map Considering Specimen Thickness
The number of focal planes required for critical sampling of the ten experimental slides is further
reduced by almost 20% from 22.8 to 18.6 when the thickness of the specimen inside the focus points
is considered, as shown in Table 4. The relationship between the number of focal planes required
for critical sampling of an example slide (NO.6) and the number of focus points used for focus map
estimation using three different strategy is shown in Fig. 4.6. It can be seen that the required number
of focal planes decreased quickly and remained the same after a small number of focus points (called
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Figure 4.7: Ranks of the quality of estimated focus maps that consider only the height of BSFP of the
focus points (the origin map), consider the thickness of focus points and are lowered from the origin
focus map (by 3m). The origin focus maps are used as the benchmark (with rank of zero) and the
ranks are the mean of 100 simulations.
the settling number of focus points) being used. Specifically, the settling number of focus points for
the slide was 18 if only using the height of BSFP for focus map estimation (the origin focus map),
which was larger than that considering the FOV thickness (13). On the other hand, the numbers of
focal planes required with the origin focus map were consistently larger than that considering the
specimen thickness regardless how many focus points were used. Alternatively, the number of focal
planes can also be reduced if the origin focus map were lowered, such as the one shown in the Fig. 4.6.
The comparison of the three different strategy with all ten slides can be better illustrated by ranking
them according to the required number of focal planes, shown in Fig. 4.7. With the focus map from
considering only the height of BSFP as the benchmark, a negative rank means that the number of focal
planes required by the method is smaller. Again, the focus maps constructed considering the thickness
of the specimen achieved consistently superior quality regardless of the number of focus points used.
And the lowered origin focus maps had even better performances.
4.5 Discussion
The evaluation results in Table. 4.2 showed that the proposed method is effective and accurate for
estimating the thickness of the cervical cytology specimen thickness based on generated depth maps.
The data obtained from the ten experiment slides hence enables a quantitative analysis of specimen,
which can then be utilised to improve the focus map required for rapid whole slide digital acquisition.
The result in Fig. 4.7 is a demonstration of the usage of this quantitative data that demonstrates that
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generating a focal map based on specimen thickness was effective. Specifically, the evaluation results
in Table. 4.2 show that the depths of the top and bottom layer of over 90% of the fields of view can
be detected with of an error of less than 1m (equivalent to the depth-of-field of the objective). It
was also observed that image stacks with large errors contained poorly defined cell boundaries that
spanned multiple focal planes and were difficult to distinguish even manually. In particular, as the
EDF algorithm selects the maximum coefficient throughout the image stack, only one focal plane can
be selected as the focal plane containing in-focus objects. In addition, these poorly defined layers did
not contain cell nuclei, so they can be considered less critical for the subsequent diagnostic analysis of
the acquired digital slide. Therefore, the estimation of the thickness of the cervical cytology specimens
by the proposed method is sufficient for the later analysis.
The quantitative analysis of the ten specimens found that the median thickness of cell clumps was
10m whilst the median thickness of the overall FOV was larger (12m) as a whole FOV typically
contains multiple clumps. From the perspective of the geometry of individual cells or acquiring fields
of view, the specimens are considerably thicker than the DOF of the optics (which is around 1m).
This confirms the necessity of acquiring multiple focal planes during the digitisation of even “mono-
layer” cytology specimens. More specifically, the simplistic flat scan map (as per Scan A in Fig. 4.2)
required the largest number of focal planes (an average of 25.4). The inherent tilt angle of the slide has
a significant effect on this, shown by a significant reduction in the number of focal planes required,
as well as the IQRs of the height of FOVs, once a focal map that considers slide tilt is utilised. Not
surprisingly, the number of focal planes required reduced as the complexity of the focus map was
increased. This shows that increasing the order of the polynomial focal map allowed for a more
complex surface that more closely matched the topology of the specimen. However, Table. 4.4 shows
that focus maps above second order do not always show superior performance and are worse in some
cases. This demonstrates that overall, on average, the surface complexity of the specimen surface
is relatively smooth. Quantitatively, the average IQR of the height of FOVs (relative to first order
polynomial surface) were around 2.3 m. This shows that more than half of all cellular material is
contained within a relatively narrow (focal) space, i.e., 4 m of the single best focal plane. Further, the
difference between the slide with highest IQR (2.57m) and smallest IQR (1.84m) was smaller than
one micron (0.81m). However, as Fig. 4.6 shows, significantly more (around 18) focal planes must
be acquired to ensure that 95% of all in focus material is properly imaged. On the ten experimental
specimens analysed here, the cubic polynomial surface was demonstrated to be sufficient to form a
good focus map and is suitable as the basis for a rapid multi-focal plane scan.
The fact that cubic polynomial surfaces are sufficient for cytological scans does not necessary
mean that the surface complexity of the specimens are in fact cubic. According to IQRs in Table. 4.3,
the top of the specimen is relatively more flat (averaging 1.97m compared to 2.32m for the height
of FOV), while the bottom of the specimen is less flat (averaging 4.17m). This can most likely
be explained by the placement of the cover-slip such that the specimen is compressed against the
underlying glass slide. To further investigate this phenomena, the exact distributions of cell clumps
and nuclei in different heights in the stack reflected in terms of areas were calculated. The distribution
of the thickest slide (No.7) and the thinnest slide (No.10) are shown in Fig. 4.8. It can be seen that the
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Figure 4.8: The height distribution of cell clumps and nuclei in the acquired image stack. The axis
right is the direction of cover-slip.
overall distribution of the cells is skewed towards the cover-slip (which is on the right hand side of
the graph). Specifically, there were almost no in-focus cells at layers acquired beyond 4m from the
central layer (the single best focal plane), shown as 0.13% of cell clumps for slide No.7 and 0.43%
of cell clumps for slide No.10. In contrast, 5.02% and 9.62% of cell clumps from slide No.7 and
No.10 respectively were located 4m below the central layer. This is probably explained by the slide
preparation protocol, particularly how the cover-slip interacts with the underlying sedimentation.
Similarly, the distribution of the cell clumps and nuclei across the entire slide showed the same
trend, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9. The height of specimens weremeasured with respect to the “best” focus
map (cubic surface) estimated using all FOVs as focus points. The overall shape of the distribution are
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Figure 4.9: The height distribution of cell clumps and nuclei respect to the ground truth focus map in
cubic polynomial. The axis right is the direction of cover-slip.
also skewed toward the cover-slip. Firstly, this confirms that the entire specimen top is flatter than the
bottom of the specimen. Secondly, this similarity demonstrates that a knowledge of the distribution of
the cells from a limited number of FOVs is capable of predicting cell distribution across the entire slide.
This further justifies the effectiveness of considering the thickness of the specimen when estimating
a focal map for cytological specimens.
It can also be seen in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 that the nuclei were contained within a narrower distri-
bution than that of the overall cell clumps. This can be simply explained by the fact that the nuclei are
located at the centre of cell and will always be surrounded by other cellular material such a cytoplasm.
Specifically, for the thinnest slide of the ten (No.10) scanned, 66% of cell clumps and 79% of nuclei
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were located within a distance of 1m of the focus map (in Fig. 4.9). Therefore, sampling only 3 lay-
ers at an interval of 1m can capture sharp images of most of cells. This echoes the work by Bernd etl
who claimed that it is possible to find and scan one “master” scan layer through the specimen where
most of objects are in focus (Lahrmann et al. 2013). However, for slides thicker than slide No.10,
significantly more than one layer is required to sample even just the nuclei.
The skewed distribution of the specimen also affects the estimation of the focus map for scans
with multiple focal planes. The experimental results in Fig. 4.7 demonstrate the superior performance
of estimation of focus maps when the thickness of focus points was taken into account in the fitting
procedure. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the BSFP (layer 21) is not always located at the centre of the specimen
in terms of its overall thickness. Instead, it is located at the “centre of mass” of the specimen (the centre
of mass not being equal to the arithmetic mean due to the skewed distribution of the specimen between
slide and coverslip). Therefore, the estimated focus map requires more focal planes to be scanned to
adequately sample all focal planes of interest. On the other hand, considering the thickness of focus
points (proposed in 4.4.3) eliminates the skewness distribution of specimens and is shown to be a better
estimate of the true centre of the specimen. Alternatively, it is also possible to identify the amount
of bias and correct the estimated focus maps. For instance, it was shown in Fig. 4.7 that focus maps
lowered by 3m from the origin focus maps (considering only the height of BSFP as the focus point)
achieved even better performances as that considering the thickness of focus points.
The utility of the proposedmethod is not only limited to guiding the acquisition of cervical cytology
specimens, it could also be used as a tool for quality assurance in slide preparation. Conventionally,
the automatic slide preparation machines (e.g. ThinPrep 2000 Processor) do not have the ability to
automatically evaluate the quality of the slides; this has to be performed by the cytotechnologists after
the slide has been prepared. The proposed method enables the evaluation of the thickness of the slide
so that the slide preparation machine can make another slide immediately if the cervical cell clumps
are too thick. Alternatively, the method could also be used to quantitatively optimize the settings of
the slide preparation machines (e.g. air pressures, spin speeds/times etc).
It is worth noting that all potential “outlier” focus points found during the estimation of focus map
in this studyweremanually detected and excluded. In practice, dust and inkmarker on top of the cover-
slip may result in outliers giving incorrect focal points that bias the focus map as evidence showed in
last Chapter. However, specific methods can be developed to detect and remove these outliers such as
that proposed in the last chapter and by the work in (Lahrmann et al. 2013) using machine learning
techniques. Future directions for this work would include a more detailed analysis of the distribution
of individual cervical cells from the development of fully 3D segmentation techniques, such as initial
attempts outlined in (Lu et al. 2015b). In addition, the experiment for estimating the focus map, and
in particular the selection of the 95% “glass-faithful quality” criterion should be extended to include
a diagnostic comparison with the involvement of cytopathologists.
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4.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented a novel method that enables the quantitative analysis of both the spatial distri-
bution and thickness of cervical cytology specimens. The method relies on an over-complete wavelet
transform to estimate the depth distributions of in-focus regions of the specimen and was accessed
to be effective on over 90% of the acquired FOVs. The usability of the method was demonstrated
by extensively analysing ten Pap stained Thin-prep slides. It was found that the majority of cells are
located above the single best focus plane found using normalised variance as the focus metric. It was
also demonstrated that knowledge of the thickness of the specimen is able to increase the quality of
the estimated focus maps. Subsequently, it was shown that 95% of all in-focus cellular material can
be imaged provided that a focal depth of 9m on either side of the focal map is acquired, thus saving
over 25% of raw image data and hence scan time.
When the proposed method is combined with the specimen delineation method proposed in the
previous chapter, a focus profile map of the specimen including the optimal number of focal planes
can be produced, having great potentials to reduce the overall scan time of cervical cytology specimen.
The thickness distribution of the cells in the specimen is also useful in determining the optimal slide
slant angle when the fast slanted scan method is utilised, which is to be investigated in the next chapter.
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5
A METHOD TO CORRECT THE OPTICAL
ABERRATION INDUCED BY SLIDE SLANT
This chapter presents the work to attainAim 2, which is to investigate optical aberrations in the slanted
scan method and to develop a method to correct these aberrations. For the fast slanted scan method
to be accepted in clinics, digital slides produced by the slanted scan method must be in “glass-faithful
quality”, that is, containing multiple focal planes, at high resolution and are free of optical aberrations.
However, the slide slant induces optical aberrations as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. To remove the effects of
these aberrations, a two-stage method is proposed which would initially correct the bending artefacts
of the optical aberration and then improve the contrast and resolution of the image in the second stage.
This method is used in the generation of the digital slide after the scanning system has acquired the
images via the slanted scan method.
Most of this chapter is included in a journal article that has been published on the journalMicron.
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5.1 Introduction
As introduced in Chapter 1, whole slide imaging (WSI) based on bright-field light microscopy is be-
coming an important tool for research, education and clinical diagnosis (Al-Janabi et al. 2012; Ghaz-
navi et al. 2013). However, conventional digital slide acquisition methods for WSI are slow when
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digitising thick specimens, such as cervical cytology specimens, as to acquire a (3D) multiple focal
plane image the stage has to complete multiple passes over the specimen (El-Gabry et al. 2014; Fan
and Bradley 2016a; Rojo et al. 2006). This is particularly problematic when imaging at high resolu-
tion (say 40) where the depth of field of the optics is narrow (1 micron). Specifically, the data
throughput rate of the popular FOV scanning approach is limited by the time consuming mechanical
movements (stop-go-stop) of the microscope stage (Fan et al. 2013). Scan systems that utilise line
scan cameras are capable of scanning faster than the FOV approach because the stage moves contin-
uously and the line scan camera runs at a much higher frame rate (up to 70kHz). Recently, a novel
slanted (specimen) scan method has been specifically designed to scan cytology specimens in 3D that
has the potential to significantly improve data-throughput rates and hence scan speeds (Bamford and
Mayer 2009; Fan et al. 2013). The slanted scan method purposely slants the microscope slide at a
small angle (of 3-5 degrees) to the optical axis so that lines from multiple focal planes can be imaged
simultaneously using a single area scan sensor or multiple line scan cameras. However, the slanted
slide induces optical aberrations that resemble lens coma. The main artefacts include movement of
objects in the image between different focal planes (due to bending of the optical point spread func-
tion) and a reduction in both image resolution and contrast compared to images acquired from the
conventional flat scan (Arimoto and Murray 2004; Bamford and Mayer 2009). An example of this
aberration is illustrated in Chapter 2 Fig. 2.5. Therefore, for the slanted scan approach to be practi-
cable, and produce images of an equivalent quality to a conventional flat scan, methods need to be
developed to ameliorate these artefacts.
Similar aberrations to those shown in Fig. 2.5 have been reported in fluorescence microscopy
when using a water-immersion objective when the slide is slanted unintentionally (Arimoto and Mur-
ray 2004). Interestingly, the oil-immersion objective lens does not suffer from this type of aberra-
tion (Arimoto and Murray 2004) as the refractive index of oil is closely matched to that of the cover-
slip. Specifically, when water is used as the immersion medium, the light refracts as it travels out from
the cover-slip and into the immersion medium because the refractive index of the water (1.333) is
smaller that that of the cover-slip (1.518). These refraction phenomena lead to optical path length
differences and consequently cause wave-front aberrations in the final image. When oil is used as
the immersion medium for high NA lenses, the immersion oil typically has the same refractive index
as the cover-slip, and so the light does not refract when it enters the different medium. Consequently
there is no optical path length differences and aberrations are not apparent. However, the vast majority
of BF microscopes and WSI systems, in particular, use air as the immersion medium, which has an
even lower refractive index than water (1.0) and so slide slant is particularly problematic. Not using
an immersion medium does, however, significantly simplify the use of WSI systems, especially when
lower magnification (20) objectives provide sufficient image resolution.
Despite limited attention in the field of microscopy, generalisations of slide slant, such as tilted
plane parallel plate (PPP), and the optical characteristics of light rays passing through them, have
been widely investigated (Braat 1997), (Stallinga 2005) and (Sheppard 2013). In some high speed
cameras, tilted PPP are intentionally included to split the light to different sensors (Zhong et al. 2015).
In optical disk recording systems (such as CD-ROM andDVD) the optical disk can tilt unintentionally,
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due to rotation, when it vibrates during operation. Here, the substrate of the disk acts as the PPP and
limits the reading accuracy of the system (Goodwin 2007). These aberrations have been analysed by
calculating the optical path differences of light rays passing through a tilted PPP as compared to an
un-tilted PPP. It was found that the optical aberrations consist not only of coma distortion, but also
spherical, astigmatism and other aberrations (Braat 1997). Among these aberrations, the lowest order
piston, coma and spherical aberration dominate (Stallinga 2005). Piston aberration is a linear phase
shift and hence does not affect the quality of the image. Given that most modern objectives for BF
microscopy are specifically designed to compensate for the spherical aberration caused by the cover-
slip, coma aberration dominates in the slanted scan approach and so is the primarily aberration that
needs to be corrected. It was also found that the magnitude of these aberrations are proportional to the
NA of the lens, tilt angle and the thickness of the PPP (in our case the cover-slip) (Braat 1997). This
partially explains why the aberrations are noticeable in the high NA water-immersion objective lenses
used in fluorescence microscopy and less apparent in the relatively low NA (air-immersion) objective
lens commonly used in BF microscopes and WSI systems in particular.
To correct for the aberrations caused by tilted PPPs, various methods have been proposed, but
these have mainly been concerned with the addition of corrective hardware, such as a PPP tilted in
the opposite direction (Zhong et al. 2015) (Gerber and Mansuripur 1996). Here, we aim to develop a
digital image processing approach to correct for these aberrations. This approach, simplifies the optical
set-up and minimises any hardware modifications required to the microscope, so that the slanted scan
methodology can be easily adopted and applied on existing BF microscopes.
In this chapter, we propose a novel two-stage deconvolution method designed specifically to cor-
rect the aberrations induced by slanted slides in high resolution BF microscopy. Specifically, we
initially apply a phase deconvolution step to correct (only) the dominating coma aberration that is the
primary cause the bending of the observed PSF. In the second stage we then apply a more conventional
semi-blind deconvolution approach to correct the other aberrations and further improve image qual-
ity. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of this two-stage approach we compare it with a conventional
semi-blind deconvolution method on both simulated and real data.
The remaining chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we briefly reviews the imaging
model of BF microscopy and describe phase deconvolution. Section 5.3 describes the procedures for
the improved estimation of the coma aberration and the novel two-stage method for correcting the
aberrations due to the slanted scan. In Section 5.4, we describe our experimental set-ups with both
simulated and real cytological image data.
5.2 Image Formation and Phase Deconvolution
5.2.1 Image Formation Model of Incoherent Imaging System
It is well known that the microscope image formation process can be modelled as is a convolution be-
tween the microscope optics (including illumination, glass slide, objective lens and imaging recording
devices) and the physical specimen (object). And like most existing WSI systems, the slanted scan
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system is based on a motorised BF microscope that has spatially incoherent (Kohler) Illumination.
The 3D image formation process can be described as:
g(x; y; z) = o(x; y; z)
 h(x; y; z) + e (5.1)
where the observed image g is the result of a convolution of the 3D specimen object o with the
point-spread-function (PSF, the impulse response) of the system h, (x; y; z) are the spatial coordinates
and e is acquisition (shot) noise. Within a BF microscope, h is the incoherent intensity PSF which
is the squared magnitude of the complex-valued amplitude PSF, PSFa, which is also known as the
coherent PSF (Goodman 2005).
h(x; y; z) = jPSFa(x; y; z)j2 (5.2)
The 3D psfa can be found using the following equations:
PSFa(x; y; z) =
ZZ
P (kx; ky) exp(2i(kxx+ kyy)) exp(2ikz(kx; kz)z)dkxdky (5.3)
kz(kx; ky) =
q
(n/)2   (k2x + k2y) (5.4)
where kx and ky are spatial frequency, P (kx; ky) is the so-called pupil function in 2D, kz(kx; ky)
is the defocus factor, n is the refractive index and  is the illumination wavelength. The size of the
pupil is defined as
p
k2x + k
2
y  NA/, where NA is the numerical aperture as the objective lens.
As the convolution is in general implemented as a multiplication in the frequency domain for
faster computational speed, the Fourier transform of the PSF is often utilised and is called optical
transfer function (OTF). The 3D OTF of a bright field microscope is typically non-zero only within
a toroid shape with dimensions dependent upon the sampling frequency and the NA of the objective
lens (Hanser et al. 2004). In the Fourier domain the convolution operation in equation ( 5.1) becomes:
G(kx; ky; kz) = O(kx; ky; kz)H(kx; ky; kz) (5.5)
where, G, O and H are the Fourier transforms of g, o and h respectively.
From the above equations, it can be seen that the full response of the BF microscope can be de-
scribed by the 2D pupil function. The 2D pupil function is complex valued with unit amplitude and a
phase shift of zero when the system is ideal and free of aberrations. When the microscope comprises
of aberrations, such as the coma aberration induced by a slanted specimen, then the phase shift of
the system results in a deformation of the objects in the spatial domain. If the object is 3D, which it
typically is, the phase shift in 3D is shown by a defocused phase shift within a defocused 2D pupil
plane.
In optics, the phase and amplitude of the pupil function are normally described as Zernike polyno-
mials (Hanser et al. 2004; Sheppard 2013). Specifically, coma aberration is the 8-th term in the Noll
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index (Noll 1976). As the Zernike polynomials are orthogonal, the phase shifts generated for different
coefficients can be combined to describe the pupil plane of any objective lens.
5.2.2 Phase Deconvolution
A deconvolution process can then be used to reverse (or invert) the image formation process in an
attempt to recover the ideal image (O^) of the physical specimen (object), hence removing the effects
of the optical aberrations. In microscopy, 3D deconvolution has been widely implemented for fluores-
cence microscopy, especially in wide-field microscopes, to recover the high-resolution 3D structure
of specimens affected by out-of-focus blur (Sarder and Nehorai 2006). Here, the aim with a slanted
specimen is not to remove all of the out-of-focus blur, but primarily to correct for the additional blur
introduced by the slanted scan, e.g., the coma aberration, so that the resultant image is equivalent to
an image scanned from a flat specimen. However, it may also be beneficial to remove some of the
out-of-focus blur in order to improve contrast and resolution. By doing this, the end user of the digital
slide, either a pathologists or a computer aided diagnostics (CAD) system, will be able to observe the
same image quality and object features they are used to observing when making a diagnosis.
According to equation (5.5), the simplest way of recovering (O^) is to apply an inverse filter in the
frequency domain. That is:
O^(kx; ky; kz) =
G(kx; ky; kz)
H(kx; ky; kz)
(5.6)
Unfortunately, the direct inverse filtering approach is problematic because a typical imaging sys-
tem (H) is low-pass in nature and so the inverted system response (1/H) may be unstable, is high-pass
and amplifies high frequency noise. To better understand this problem, the OTF (H) can be treated
as the combination of two parts, namely the amplitude component, the modulation transfer function
(MTF), and the phase component, called the phase transfer function (PTF). The MTF describes the
contrast reduction effect of the imaging system at each spatial frequency, which approaches zero near
the maximum passing frequency of the objective lens, as defined by the radius of the pupil. The noise
amplification is a direct result of the inversion of the MTF, which amplifies high frequencies regard-
less of whether they are signal or noise. The PTF, on the other hand, describes the spatial shift of
each frequency as they traverse along the optical path. Coma aberration, as an example, is primar-
ily caused by a phase shift in the pupil plane, which eventually produces an optical aberration in the
spatial (x; y; z) domain.
Although dedicated filters have been designed to reduce the effect of noise amplification of inverse
filters, such as the Wiener filter and Tikhonov regularisation. These techniques specifically attenuate
the noisy high frequencies, but are dependent upon an accurate estimate of the noise in the real imaging
system, which is often difficult to obtain (Sarder and Nehorai 2006). An alternate approach, which
seems particular suitable to removing coma aberrations, is to inverse filter only the phase component
of the OTF, i.e., the PTF. By doing this, the amplitude of the observed image is completely preserved
(effectively a unity MTF is assumed) and so noise is not amplified and the resolution is not degraded
which is beneficial when processing high-resolution images. Importantly, an inverse filter of only the
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phase delay is equivalent to introducing an equal but opposite phase shift to that which caused the
coma distortion, i.e., the slanted slide. This approach is a digital equivalent of the correction method
proposed in (Gerber and Mansuripur 1996), where a PPP tilted in the opposite direction is inserted
into the optical path. We name this deconvolution with direct filtering using only the PTF phase
deconvolution. The direct implementation of phase deconvolution is:
O^(kx; ky; kz) = jG(kx; ky; kz)j exp(i(G(kx;ky;kz)   H(kx;ky;kz))) (5.7)
To distinguish phase deconvolution with the conventional deconvolution using the complete OTF,
we refer the conventional deconvolution as intensity deconvolution in this chapter.
5.3 The Proposed Methods
As previously described phase deconvolution, on its own, does not correct for aberrations described
by the MTF of the optical system. Therefore, we propose a two-stage method to correct all of the
aberrations introduced by slide slant. Stage-1 aims to correct the distortion due to the dominating coma
aberration by introducing an opposite phase shift using phase deconvolution. Only the coma aberration
is corrected in the first step, but it is the largest aberration induced by the slide slant which causes the
main visual distortion (the skewed PSF). As mentioned before, phase deconvolution does not amplify
noise in the image, but neither does it improve the resolution of the image. Therefore, the output
image from stage-1 is further processed in stage-2 utilising a conventional intensity deconvolution
approach that removes the remaining aberrations (such as spherical distortion and astigmatism) and
so improves image resolution and quality. Importantly, if it is assumed that different slides are slanted
at the same angle, one can obtain an improved estimate of the coma aberration coefficient (Zcoma)
from multiple specimens/slides, but this calibration step is only required for a particular slant angle,
type of specimen and imaging system. In addition, as stage-1 removes the most significant aberration
(coma), the intensity deconvolution of stage-2 can utilise a conventional PSF estimation technique by
imaging a non-tilted (i.e., flat) specimen (PSFflat).
5.3.1 Estimation of Coma Aberration
One complicating factor in BF microscopy is that 3D deconvolution is perhaps even more challenging
than in fluorescence microscopy. This is because gaining an accurate estimate of the overall optical
PSF is complicated by low signal-to-noise and the light reflected and refracted between the optics and
the specimens (Tadrous 2010). Methods for estimating the PSF can be classified into three categories,
namely analytical, experimental and computational (Markham and Conchello 1999). First, if the ex-
act parameters of the imaging system parameters (e.g., NA, refractive index and the distance between
optics and specimen) are known, the PSF of the system can be calculated using a suitable imaging
model, such as the classical diffraction based Gibson and Lanni model (Gibson and Lanni 1991) (Kir-
shner et al. 2013). However, this method suffers when the system is used in non-design conditions,
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such as when the slide is slanted, or when the compound lenses themselves contain intrinsic aberra-
tions. In these cases, a better method is to estimate the PSF directly by imaging a small spherical
bead having a size just below the resolution of the objective. The advantage of this approach is that
the measured PSF contains both the intrinsic and extrinsic aberrations. However, the images acquired
from sub-resolution beads have a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which limits their applicability to
high resolution deconvolution (Tadrous 2010). A further problem with this approach is that the PSF
obtained from a sub-resolution sphere may differ from the effective PSF when imaging real specimens
due to differences in the thickness and refractive index of the slide, cover-slip or specimen. However,
recently a non iterative deconvolution method has been developed that estimates the PSF directly from
real specimens (Tadrous 2010). The third and most general approach is to use blind deconvolution that
estimates the PSF and the (deconvolved) image of the object simultaneously (Holmes and O’connor
2000; Kim and Naemura 2015).
Figure 5.1: The slanted scan image stacks are deconvolved with the estimated OTF and compared
with the flat scanned image stacks to find the optimal OTF that caused the amount of coma aberration
induced by the slant of the slide.
The estimation of coma aberration in this study adapts the third approach, which is to use the
phase deconvolution method and real specimens to find an optimal coma coefficient that minimises
the degree of bending of the PSF. The principle of the calibration procedures is based on the assumption
that when the correct amount of phase shift is introduced to the slanted scan images, the bending in
the PSF will be minimised so that the shape of the PSF will then be the same as the PSF observed
without coma aberration (i.e., specimen imaged flat). Specifically, the difference between the PSF
estimated via the phase deconvolution of a slanted specimen and directly from a flat scanned image
is minimised when the coma aberration is correctly estimated for that particular slant angle. This idea
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is further illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and described in detail in the following.
To recover an accurate estimate of the coma coefficient, real specimens are used as the imaging
target. Specifically, thin and free-lying (squamous) cervical cytology cells are selected. The main rea-
son to select a thin object is because it is necessary for estimating PSFflat utilised in the second stage
intensity deconvolution (described later). To avoid artefacts due to the image edges when performing
Fourier Transforms, the selected cells were all free-lying with no other cellular objects visible in the
image edges.
The method for finding the optimal coma coefficient of a particular slant angle is described as
follows:
(a) Image Acquisition and Pre-processing: The specimen cells are first imaged flat and then im-
aged slanted, utilising a slide holder specifically designed and constructed to slant the slides. For the
acquisition of each cell, the in-focus depth of the nucleus is used as the midpoint of the acquired im-
age stack and the same number of image slices are imaged above and below this central plane. The
in-focus depth is found using standard auto-focusing method that greedily searches for a focal depth
that maximises the normalised variance of the image (Sun et al. 2004). The distance between the
slices (z-interval) is set to be the same as the lateral pixel size so that the final volumetric (3D) data
is isotropic. The height of the stack is not strictly limited, but in the bottom and top slices the cell
image is completely out-of-focus. When the specimen was slanted, the cell will naturally occupy a
larger focal depth than when imaged flat, and so the image stacks for the slanted scan are higher in
number. To reduce the background noise, multiple images (20-30) are acquired at each focal depth
and averaged (Tadrous 2010). We also band-limited each acquired image by setting the frequency
components outside the pupil plane to zero to further reduce the noise. In addition, the rotational an-
gle between the camera and the microscope stage needs to be pre-calibrated and corrected after the
image acquisition so that the image axis aligns with that of stage axis. This is an important proce-
dure as the coma aberration is directional, in the same direction as the slant angle. Other standard
pre-processing techniques applied include flat-field correction for uneven background illumination
and intensity correction between slices due to illumination fluctuations (Holmes and O’connor 2000).
To reduce computational burden, the image stacks are cropped into smaller images, around 512x512
pixels in size, with the individual cells located in the centre of the image and no other objects in the
image. The intensity of the whole 3D stack is finally inverted by plusing the maximum intensity of
the stack prior to deconvolution (Holmes and O’connor 2000).
(b) Phase Deconvolution: We first build the pupil plane containing only the estimated coma aber-
ration:
P (kx; ky) = Aexp(i  Zcoma Wcoma(kx; ky)) (5.8)
whereZcoma is the estimated coma aberration coefficient,A is the circular pupil with unit amplitude
(assuming no aberration so cut-off at maximum resolving frequency of the objective), and theWcoma
is the phase map of the lowest-order coma aberration as described in Zernike polynomials (Noll 1976).
The pupil is used to construct an OTF using equation (5.2) for phase deconvolution (5.7). The phase
deconvolution is performed in the frequency domain and finally transformed back in to spatial domain
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in order to compare it with the flat image stack.
(c) Post-processing: Asmentioned before, the specimen cells are slanted with the slide at an angle,
the stacks from the above step have to be corrected so that the origin of the specimen is the same as
the flat scan. Here, we use simple cubic resampling in spatial domain to rotate the orientation of the
slanted slides. First, we resample along the Z (optical) axis to remove the tilt from the specimen. Then,
we resample the specimen along the direction of the tilt, as the projection of the slanted specimen is
shortened.
The resampled stacks are then aligned with the flat stack in 3D before the comparison. The in-
focus slices of both the resampled slanted stack and the flat stack are first found by again finding the
slice in the whole stack that has the maximum normalised variance (Sun et al. 2004). The translation
between the two in-focus slices is then used to align these two stacks laterally (using normalised cross
correlation (Lewis 1995)). As the two in-focus slices are pointing towards the centre of the same
specimen, the axial positions of these two slices can be used to align the stack axially. Finally, the
intensities of both the processed slanted scan stack and the flat scan stack are normalised.
The optimal coma coefficient for this particular slide slant angle is found when the root mean
square error (RMSE) between the resampled stack and the flat stack is minimized. This RMSE func-
tion is convex and we apply a generalized pattern search algorithm to find the optimal coefficient
value (Audet and Dennis Jr 2002). This calibration operation only need to be done once for one
particular slide slant angle and the imaging set-up.
5.3.2 Two-stage Algorithm for Aberration Correction
The specimens are first imagedwith the slide slanted and pre-processed using in sameway as described
in Section (a) above (5.3.1) except now only a single image is acquired at each focal depth (no image
averaging is performed).
Stage-1: The first stage of the algorithm aims to remove the phase distortion due to the coma
aberration using phase deconvolution. After the optimal coma aberration coefficient (Zcoma) for an
particular angle is found, the coefficient is used to generate the OTF using the equations (5.2) and (5.8).
The OTF is then used for phase deconvolution of the input image as per equation ( 5.7). Note, no
frequency constraints are required because the magnitudes of the signal is not modified.
Stage-2: As previously mentioned, the phase deconvolution only corrects the phase distortion
introduced by the coma aberration, but the magnitude of the signal is not changed, hence the image
contrast may still be poorer than that of a flat scanned image. The second stage of the algorithm applies
an intensity deconvolution algorithm to further improve the contrast of the image stack.
The 3D deconvolution technique is generally used in fluorescence microscopy in order to remove
the out-of-focus blur and improve the contrast and resolution of the weak fluorescence signals. If the
deconvolution is carefully implemented (a suitable method is used and an accurate PSF is estimated),
the out-of-focus blur can be significantly removed resulting in superior image quality and higher res-
olution, that are comparable to images acquired on a confocal microscope (Sarder and Nehorai 2006;
Soulez et al. 2012). However, our aim here is to improve the image contrast to the level where the
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images are equivalent to those acquired from a BF microscope and a perfectly flat specimen. So, we
decided to use iterative intensity deconvolution methods for the stage-2, so that we can control the
amount of deconvolution applied and hence avoid the noise to be amplified to unacceptable levels. In
other words, the extent of image contrast improvement is controlled by the number of iterations the
deconvolution algorithm performs.
Conventional deconvolution methods require an accurate estimate of the PSF of the imaging sys-
tem to produce high quality results. However, here in the proposed two-stage method the PSF is not
directly accessible because the PSF after the initial phase deconvolution is an unknown intermediate
state. Here, we use the PSF of the original microscope (PSFflat) as the initial estimate of this interme-
diate PSF and utilize the Lucy-Richardson method to update it after each iteration of deconvolution.
An estimation of the microscope PSF is used because it contains intrinsic aberrations of the objective
lens, which is more accurate than a theoretically estimated one. In this study, we use the well-known
Lucy-Richardson deconvolution method because the method was previously demonstrated to work
well in bright field microscopy (Holmes et al. 1995). For comparison, the regularised deconvolu-
tion method based on total variation was also utilized (as discussed in the last section) but the overall
effectiveness of the two-step method is initially evaluated with the Lucy-Richardson algorithm. In
this way, the proposed two-stage method is directly compared with a well known and competitive
one-stage algorithm that performs the deconvolution directly from the estimated PSF with slide slant.
The equations for updating the image and the PSF are:
fj+1(x; y; z) = fj(x; y; z)[hj( x; y; z)
 g(x; y; z)
fj(x; y; z)
 hj(x; y; z) ] (5.9)
hj+1(x; y; z) = fj(x; y; z)[fj( x; y; z)
 g(x; y; z)
hj(x; y; z)
 fj(x; y; z) ] (5.10)
where, f(x; y; z) is the estimated 3D specimen image, g(x; y; z) is the observed blurred image, h
is the PSF and the j is the iteration number.
The PSFflat is obtained from method proposed in (Tadrous 2010), in which the in-focus slice of
a thin-flat object and its blurred 3D images are used to generate the PSF via a one step least-squares
deconvolution. To achieve good quality images, the target specimen has to be thin and flat so that
the central image can be equivalently used as the ideal in-focus image. To reduce noise, several such
specimens are used and the generated PSFs are averaged. In this study we utilise squamous cervical
cells, which because of their thickness does meet the assumption that the central image approximates
the ideal in-focus image. Therefore, we create an extended-depth-of field (EDF) image to approximate
the ideal in-focus image (Bradley and Bamford 2004). The final PSFflat is used as the initial value
of h, i.e., h0 in the intensity deconvolution.
To enforce convergence, the PSF in equation (5.10) is constrained in the spatial domain based
on the shape of a bright field PSF, and the image f(x; y; z) is band-limited by the maximum passing
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frequency of the imaging system at each iteration (Holmes and O’connor 2000) Due to the size of the
3D data, all the deconvolution operations were implemented in the frequency domain.
Post-processing: The post processing resamples the stack against the slant angle of the slide in
order to correct the orientation of the specimen into the flat position. This resampling process is the
same as described in (c) of Section 5.3.1). As the intensity deconvolution increases the contrast and
dynamic range of the image, the intensity of the foreground specimen is scaled so that its maximum
intensity is the same as that in flat scanned images, or alternatively to an pre-defined intensity level.
5.4 Experimental Methodology
5.4.1 Simulation Data
Figure 5.2: (a) shows the central XY (top row) and XZ (bottom row) slice of the original synthetic
nucleus. The diffraction limited nucleus image data (b) is then blurred by an ideal PSF (c) and a PSF
with aberrations induced by slide slant (d). Assuming the slide slant is in the XZ plane and the optical
axis is Z. All images are normalised to have a maximum intensity of 1.0.
To evaluate the performance of proposed 3D deconvolution method, a synthetic 3D nucleus (Hela
Cell) generated for 3D deconvolution of fluorescence microscopy was used. The original dataset and
generation parameters can be found at (Keuper et al. 2012; Svoboda et al. 2009). The dimension of the
data stack is 328x328x328, and each voxel is assumed to be a square of size of 0.15m. Next, assuming
the data stack was imaged by a diffraction limited microscope, which has a sampling resolution of
0.15m, a numerical aperture of 0.75 and illuminated by light with wavelength of 525nm (which is
the same as our experimental microscope described later), we impose a constraint on the frequency
domain of the 3D data so that the maximum passing frequency is below the diffraction limit of our
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synthetic microscope. Cross-sections of the high resolution nucleus and the diffraction limited nucleus
are shown in Fig. 5.2.
In practice, the 3D cell nuclei can not be directly imaged with a BF microscope because the out-
of-focus blur can be seen across all slices in the stack. In contrast, the diffraction limited cell nucleus
could be imaged with an confocal microscope or indirectly estimated by deconvolution of a wide-field
fluorescence microscope (with equivalent resolution power, assuming the same objective is used in
the BF microscope). So, the original data stack containing the diffraction limited cell nucleus ((b) in
Fig. 5.2) was used as ground-truth (Sgroundtruth) to evaluate the ability of the deconvolution methods
to recover the 3D structure of the object. The ground-truth of a BF microscope, on the other hand,
is generated by applying convolution between the 3D nucleus with an ideal PSF of the microscope,
noted as Sflat, which is necessary to test the outputs on recovering the specimen to the point equivalent
to a conventional flat scan.
PPP Tilt Angle Primary Astigmatism Primary Coma Trefoil Secondary Coma
Zernike Coe Order 6 8 10 16
3.2 0.0237 -0.2558 -0.0002 -0.0169
4.2 0.0409 -0.3360 -0.0005 -0.0221
5.3 0.0652 -0.4244 -0.0010 -0.0279
Table 5.2: The estimated aberration coefficients.
To simulate the effect of aberrations induced by the slide slant at various angles we used the for-
mulas proposed in (Sheppard 2013) to calculate the estimated aberrations when the slide is slanted at
three angles, namely, 3.2 degrees, 4.2 degrees and 5.3 degrees. These are same angle as the experi-
mental slanted slide holders described later. Then, we constructed a PSF containing these aberrations
and convoluted them with the Sgroundtruth to obtain a data set Sslant simulating the nucleus imaged in
a slanted scan at each slant angle. The nucleus images that estimate the slide slant of 4.2 degrees are
shown in Fig. 5.2 (d). In all simulations, the slide slant is assumed to be in the XZ direction, where Z
is the optical axis and a negative coma corresponds to a slide slant in an anti-clockwise direction from
the X axis. The analytical aberrations of all three angles are listed in Table 5.2 assuming the same
imaging system as described above and a cover-slip thickness of 145m. Equations ( 5.2), ( 5.3),
( 5.4), and ( 5.8) were used to generate the PSFs containing these aberrations.
The first experiment with the simulation data aims to test the effectiveness of proposed calibration
method and to explore the objective function. The three datasets estimating the slanted scan of the
nucleus are used to recover the true coma aberration using the proposed method described in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. Specifically, a list of coma coefficients spanning 0.12 above and below the true coma
coefficient and spaced at 0.02 were tested. For example, if the true coma was -0.32 for a slant angle
4.2 degrees, the testing range was -0.32-0.12 to -0.32+0.12 at an interval of 0.12. With the simulation
data, the intensity normalisation was not required to be implemented and the numerical metric for
comparison was peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is effectively RMSE in dB. For the phase
deconvolution, the estimated OTFs contained only the coma aberration. Zero mean Gaussian noise of
power 15dB was added to the Sslant stack in order to verify the effect of noise on the deconvolution
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methods. The PSNR was calculated as:
PSNR = 20log10
0@ MAXS(x;y;z)q
1
mnd
Pmnd
x=1 [S(x; y; z)  f(x; y; z)]2
1A (5.11)
where the S(x; y; z) is the ground-truth and f(x; y; z) is the processed 3D image.
The second experiment with the simulation data aims to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
two-stage method in comparison with the conventional intensity deconvolution method. The conven-
tional method is a single stage of the standard deconvolution performed with the PSF estimated from
a slanted scan. For the proposed two-stage method, stage-1 uses the OTF containing only the coma
aberration, and stage-2 uses the actual PSF used to generate Sflat. For the standard deconvolution,
the PSF used was the actual PSF used to generate Sslant and containing all of the aberrations listed
in Table. 5.2. As the actual PSFs were used, the full deconvolution only estimated the object at each
iteration running only equation (5.9) and omitting equation (5.10). In order to judge the effectiveness
of the method at recovering both the flat stack and the ground-truth, the output images were quantita-
tively compared by calculating the PSNR against the flat stack Sflat and the ground truth (Sgroundtruth).
Zero mean Gaussian noise of power 15dB was added to the Sslant datasets in order to verify the effect
of noise on the methods.
5.4.2 Cytology Specimens
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm on processing real specimens, several cervical
cytology specimens were used in this study. The specimens were PAP stained and cover-slipped (# 1
coverslip 130-160 m in thickness) using an automated mono-layer slide preparation system (Thin-
Prep 2000 Processor). All scanned slides were classified as normal by an experienced cytopathologist.
The specimens were imaged by a motorized BF microscope (Zeiss Imager M.1) with a Plan fluo
40 objective (NA = 0.75). The light from halogen lamp was band-pass filtered by a green light filter
(52525nm) to achieve the highest contrast on imaging PAP stained specimen. An Abbe condenser
with the same numerical aperture of the objective was used to ensure the illumination was fully spa-
tially incoherent. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Kodak KAI-2020-OM sensor from SPOT
Imaging) having a size of 1600x1200 pixels was used to acquire all specimen images. The pixel size
of the imaging sensor is 7.4 m, and a 1.2 relay lens was installed before the sensor to ensure the
Rayleigh sampling criterion was met. The final image sampling resolution was at 0.15m (giving an
effective image resolution of 0.25m) and all acquired images were in grayscale in this study.
Several slide holders, as shown in Fig. 5.3, were made to slant the slide at three different angles:
3, 4 and 5 degrees. The actual slant angle of each slide holder was measured before the acquisitions
by calculating the angle between two cell nuclei. Specifically, let (x1; y1; z1) and (x2; y2; z2) be the
positions of the stage when the two in-focus cell nuclei locating at the middle of the FOV, the angle
between the line passing two cell with respect to the stage horizontal can be found by  = tan 1(z1 
z2; x1 x2), assuming the slant direction is along the x axis and the y1 and y2 are approximately equal
by selecting two cells along the same line y. If flat is the angle of the line passing the two cells when
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Figure 5.3: Top: Custom made slide holders for slanting the slide along the short side at a small angle.
Bottom: The slide holders on the slide tray of the experimental microscope.
the slide is flat and slant is the angle of the line passing the same two cells when the slide is slanted
by one of the three slide slant holders, then the slide slant angle of the slide holder can be calculated
from slant flat. Three slides and three pairs of cells on each of the slide were used to calibrate each
slant slide holder, and the measured average angles for the three slide holders were 3.2, 4.2 and 5.3
degrees respectively. Given the size of the imaging sensor, the range of focal depths can be seen on
each FOV were 13m, 15m and 22m respectively. According to the study in Chapter 4, the median
thickness of this type of specimen is 9m and 95% of cell clumps had thickness less than 19 m, so
these slide holders were sufficient to image most of thick cell clusters.
To calibrate the coma aberration coefficient at the three slant angles for the stage-1 and the PSFs
for stage-2, twenty free-lying and non-folded squamous cells from three LBC Thin-prep slides were
selected and imaged. Specifically, 30 images with the same exposure time were acquired at each focal
depth and averaged as an single image to reduce the image acquisition noise, and the FOV size of the
image stacks containing free-lying cells were 512512 pixels. The height of the flat stacks was 181
slices (spanning 27.15m) ensuring the cell nuclei were sufficiently (out-of-focus) blurred at the top
and bottom slices, and all the stacks were sampled with a Z-interval of 0.15 m to ensure they were
isotropic. The search ranges of the estimated Zcoma for each slide slant angle was bounded by the
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analytical results presented in Table. 5.2. Those squamous cells were also used to obtain the PSFflat
and PSFslant, where the slant PSFs (PSFslant) were generated for each slide slant angle using the
same method as that for producing the PSFflat.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage algorithm for aberration correction, images
of the twenty squamous cells used above and an additional thick cell cluster were processed by the
proposed method. As the phase deconvolution step is based on the pre-calibrated procedure described
in Section 5.3.1 the images of these cells did not require averaging and so contain the native noise
level of the acquisition system. The 3D data was also isotropic at spatial resolution of 0.15m. The
output images from the proposed method were qualitatively evaluated by visual examination.
5.4.3 Effect of Down-sampling the Z-axis
In 3D deconvolution of fluorescence stained specimens, the specimens are generally acquired in
isotropic fashion to ensure their maximum continuity and hence the best 3D reconstruction results.
However, in BF based slide scanners for WSI, it is extremely slow and hence not practical to acquire
images at spacing close to optical resolution limit (0.25m), because hundreds of images are required
for thick specimens like cytology specimens. The distance between the slices are normally set to be
approximately equal to the DOF of the optics, which is around 1 micron for the experimental micro-
scope system, because within this range the cellular objects are in clear and sharp (Donnelly et al.
2013). The effects of increasing the distance between the 3D stack slices on the proposed correction
method are investigated by down-sampling the stack along the Z-axis to be multiples of the DOF.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Simulation Data
Fig. 5.4 shows the numerical results of the evaluation of the calibrationmethod. Clearly, when accurate
coma coefficient Zcoma were used, the corresponding PSNRs were the highest among all estimated
Zcoma for all three slide slant angles. From the side images showed in the bottom of the Fig. 5.4, the
blur of the nucleus after the phase deconvolution using the true Zcoma had nearly no bend and the side
image (in the middle) was the closest to the Sflat showed in Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.5 shows the experiments with simulation data comparing the performance of two methods.
When the output data stacks were compared with the flat stack, the outputs from the stage-1 achieved
the highest PSNR (iteration zero in left two graphs of Fig. 5.5), both with and without noise. Although
the PSNRs then gradually decreased once stage-2 was applied, the outputs from the both methods are
closer to the ground-truth shown by an increasing PSNR (in the right column of Fig. 5.5). Importantly,
the outputs from the proposed method achieved higher PSNR than from applying the conventional
method at all iterations.
The above comparisons can be better illustrated by visualisation of output images as the deconvo-
lution went on, shown in Fig. 5.6. It can be clearly seen that the bending of the PSF due to the coma
aberration (as shown in Fig. 5.2) is almost entirely removed by the stage-1 phase deconvolution. On
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Figure 5.4: Top: The experimental results for calibrating the three estimating slide slant angles (3.2,
4.2 and 5.3 degrees). The PSNR is the highest when correct coma aberration coefficients Zcom were
used. Bottom: The side image (XZ) of the slanted scanned nucleus (4.2 degree) after the phase decon-
volution with various amount of coma aberrations (magnitude in Zernike coefficient labelled at the
top of each image).
the other hand, the intensity deconvolution removes the blur and increases the contrast as expected,
and the more iterations the closer the outputs to the ground-truth. However, the remaining blur is
asymmetric along the Z-axis with the conventional method, while the blur is far more symmetric and
close to that of flat scanned with the proposed method. In other words, the skew of the PSF due to the
coma aberration was gradually removed using the conventional method, but the skew was completely
removed with a single application of phase deconvolution.
5.5.2 Cytology Specimens
Fig. 5.7 shows the box plot of the calibrated coma coefficient Zcoma for the three slanted slide holders
using the 20 cytology cells and the proposed method. The median coma aberrations Zcoma was -0.33
for 3.2 degree slide holder, -0.42 for 4.2 degree slide holder and -0.52 for 5.3 degree holder. The IQR
for the three angles were 0.04 (3.2 degrees), 0.07 (4.2 degrees) and 0.08 (5.3 degrees) respectively.
Fig. 5.8 shows results of stage-1 phase deconvolution of an example thin specimen. It can be
clearly seen that the bending of the nucleus at all three angles have been effectively removed and the
shape of the blurred nuclei were almost identical to that of free of coma aberration (imaged flat).
Fig. 5.9 shows the result of stage-1 phase deconvolution on a thick cell cluster. From the side
image (XZ) crossing the nucleus of two cells, the skewed blurs of nuclei were almost completely
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Figure 5.5: Both the outputs of stage-1 (zero iteration) and stage-2 (iterations 1 to 21) outperform
the conventional method when compared with the flat stack (left-column) and ground-truth (right-
column). The original stack simulated slide slant at 4.2 degrees. The evaluation using the original
stack is shown in top row, and with addictive 15dB white Gaussian noise at bottom row. The zeroth
iteration of the deconvolution means the implementation of the stage-1 phase deconvolution only.
corrected for the cells at different depths (and hence different aberrations).
Fig. 5.10 shows output of intensity deconvolution of the same cell showed in Fig. 5.8. The input
images were the cell imaged on a slanted slide holder of 3.2 degrees. It can be seen that the contrast of
the cell after phase deconvolution was poor. However, it improved with further iterations of stage-2
intensity deconvolution, as seen by richer details in cytoplasm texture. Interestingly, after a sufficient
number of iterations (around 20), the contrast of the cytoplasm is even better than that scanned flat.
In terms of the skewed PSF caused by the coma aberration, the skew was almost completely removed
by the phase deconvolution while the bending is still visible after 20 iterations using the conventional
deconvolution. It worth to noting that the images in the Fig. 5.10 were re-sampled to correct the ori-
entation of the specimen, so the shape of the blur of the nucleus is closer to the flat scanned compared
to that shown in Fig. 5.8.
To show the performance stage-2 intensity deconvolution when improving the image contrast for
different slide slant angles, the final output data stacks after 20 iterations of intensity deconvolution
are shown in Fig. 5.11. The 3D stacks were processed into a single image in EDF, where the single
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Figure 5.6: The middle (no. 164) XY (top row) and XZ (bottom row) slices of the outputs of the
simulation data (blurred by the slant PSF) in Fig. 5.2 from the proposed two-stage method (a, b and c)
and the conventional intensity deconvolution method (d and e). The actual PSFs were used to process
the synthetic data. The data stacks was normalised and the dimension of these stacks were 328328.
Figure 5.7: The box plot of recovered coma coefficients in Zernike (Z8) of 20 cells scanned at three
different angles (3.2, 4.2 and 5.3 degrees).
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Figure 5.8: Phase deconvolution is able to effectively remove the bending of the PSF induced by slide
slant at various angles. The first row of images show theXZ andXY slice of the image stack at different
slide slant angles and the second row shows the the same slices after Stage-1 phase deconvolution.
The dimension of the XZ slices were 512161 and XY slices were 512512 with resolution of 0.15m
in all three dimensions.
Figure 5.9: The XY image (a) and XZ side image (b) of a cervical cytology cell cluster acquired when
the slide was slanted at 4.2 degrees, and the side image (marked by the dark line in (a)) after Stage-1
phase deconvolution (c). The Zcoma used for phase deconvolution was -0.41. The dimension of the
original image stack was 10241024291 with resolution of 0.15m in all three dimensions.
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Figure 5.10: The middle slices XY (top row) and XZ (bottom row) of the same specimen as in Fig. 5.8
imaged flat are shown in (a). The central slices of the same cell processed by the proposed 2-stage
method (d, c and d) and the conventional intensity deconvolution method (g and h). The PSFs used
to for the intensity deconvolution are show in (e) and (f). To better visualise the PSF, the PSF stack
was normalised and the square root of the values shown. The cell was imaged on the slide holder
slanted by 3.2 degrees. The dimension of the stacks were 512512161, and both the lateral and
axial resolution were 0.15m.
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Figure 5.11: The slanted scan cell images after phase deconvolution of stage-1 (top row) and 20
iterations of stage-2 intensity deconvolution (bottom row). The cell is the same as showed in Fig. 5.8,
but the images are generated as an extended depth-of-field (EDF) image so as to show all objects in
focus objects in a single image. The size of the FOVs was 512512 pixels.
image shows every detail of the cell in the stack. It can be seen that the contrast of the cytoplasm were
improved in all cases and the cell edges and cytoplasm can be clearly distinguished even better than
the flat scanned images.
5.5.3 Down-sampling the Z-axis
Fig. 5.12 shows the same slices of an experimental specimen with and without down-sampling in
the Z (axial) direction after stage-1 and stage-2 (20 iterations) of the deconvolution. It is hard to
directly visualise the differences between the slices at the same depths. Therefore, to highlight subtle
differences, we set the image stack without down-sampling as the ground-truth and find the maximum
differences compared to the down-sampled stack. The maximum differences for the slice pairs after
the stage-1 phase deconvolution were 2.8% (-4.8m slice), 2.5% (mid slice) and 3.0% (+4.8m slice).
There were smaller errors for slices after the stage-2 intensity deconvolution, namely 1.7% (-4.8m
slice), 2.5% (mid slice) and 2.0% (+4.8m slice). If these images are finally saved as 8-bit images
(with 256 grey levels), these errors are equivalent to only 4-8 gray levels, i.e., less than the 3 least
significant bits. This is why they were hardly noticeable through human inspection. On the other hand,
the processing time was dramatically reduced when the data was down-sampled along the Z-axis. The
processing times for stage-1 was 13.7 seconds for original data stack and only 1.7 seconds for stack
down-sampled by factor of 8. The stage-2 took longer, at 402.5 seconds and 46.7 seconds for original
and down-sampled image stacks respectively. These times were recorded with a desktop computer
having 16GB of memory and an Intel i7-3770 CPU on a programming environment of Matalab2015b.
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Figure 5.12: There are no noticeable artefacts after the stack was down-sampled by a factor of 8
(bottom row) compared with the original (isotropic) resolution (top row) with the proposed two-stage
method. The axial distance between the slices were 0.15m in the first row, and 1.2m in the second
row, i.e., approximately equal to the depth of field of the optics. Here, the 3D stacks were normalised
to have the same dynamic range.
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Figure 5.13: The effects of down-sampling on the both proposed method and conventional deconvo-
lution method with the simulation data. Dz is the downsampling factor in the axial direction.
The effect of the downsampling on the deconvolution can be quantitatively evaluated using the
simulation data as shown in Fig. 5.13. The downsampling factors were again one (no down-sampling)
and 8 times down-sampling. The downsampling along the Z-axis had similar adverse effects on both
the proposed two-stage method and the conventional method shown by decreased PSNR values at
the same number of deconvolution iterations. However, the proposed method still outperformed the
conventional method at all deconvolution iterations and down-sampling factors.
5.6 Discussion
The results with simulation data showed in Fig. 5.4 first demonstrated that introducing an opposite
phase shift is capable of “correcting” the primary bending distortion due to the coma aberration. This
also suggested the phase deconvolution could be used to search the actual coma coefficient (Zcoma) by
minimising the differences between the flat and the corrected slanted PSF. The following experiments
with cytology data presented in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 then confirmed the hypothesis and demonstrated
the effectiveness of the phase deconvolution and the proposed calibration method for correcting the
coma aberration and for calibrating the coma coefficient due to the slide slant. Although the shape
of the cell nucleus after the correction did not match exactly that scanned without slide slant, the
movements of objects between different focal planes were greatly reduced. This was also caused by
the changes of orientation of the cell due to the slide slant, where the nuclei (having a length of around
10m or 68 pixels) were blurred at different focal depths.
Compared to the analytical data shown in Table. 5.2, these recoveredZcoma coefficients were larger
(in magnitude), which can be explained by the fact that the mediums on the two sides of the cover-
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slip were different. The mediums are both air on the two sides of the PPP for deriving the proposed
analytical functions in (Sheppard 2013), however with our experimental imaging system (and with
most bright-fieldmicroscopes), themedium is air on one side of the cover-slip and ismountingmedium
on the other side. Thus, the conditions for the equations developed in (Sheppard 2013) no long hold.
Even though, these analytical Zcoma coefficients are close to those found with the calibration method,
so in practice they can be used to determine the search range for the optimal coefficient value. It is
worth to noticing that the IQR of calibrated coma coefficients for the two smallest angles (3.2 and 4.2)
were smaller than that for the slant angle of 5.3 degrees. This can be associated to the greater image
contrast and resolution loss at larger angles, so the errors between the coma corrected stacks and the
flat stacks were larger and hence it was more difficult to find the minima. The same phenomenon
was indeed predicted by using the simulation data, shown in Fig. 5.4, where the phase deconvolution
corrected images estimating the 5.3 degree slide slant angle had the smallest PSNR, indicating the
poorest restored image quality.
The performance of the proposed two-sage method in improving the image resolution was first
compared to the conventional one-stage method with the simulation data (Fig. 5.5). The proposed
method outperformed the conventional method at almost every attempted iterations, because the dom-
inating bending artefacts were corrected at the early stage (with the phase deconvolution). This was
further demonstrated with the cytology specimens, where the reconstructed images were closer to that
without slide slant. In contrast, the conventional method was inefficient not only in recovering the
resolution but also in removing the bending artefacts, meaning a slower convergent speed.
Experimental results with both simulation data and real specimen data demonstrated that the effects
of the aberrations are progressively corrected, making it a robust method for correcting asymmetry
aberrations. Specifically, one can implement only the deterministic stage-1 phase deconvolution to
obtain images without bending PSF artefacts, while the image resolution is left unchanged requiring
less computing power, which may be sufficient for small slide slant angles with limited image contrast
losses. On the other hand, the iterative deconvolution method used in stage-2 of the proposed method
enables control of the trade-off between the final image quality and the expenditure of the computing
power. In contrast, although the bending artefact is removed progressively when only the conventional
deconvolution is used, and after the same number of iterations (20), the bending was still visible as
shown in Fig. 5.10. Therefore, the proposed method is more suitable for correcting the asymmetry
aberrations such as that induced by the slide slant.
While the effectiveness of the two-stage aberration correction method was successfully demon-
strated with the standard Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithm, other deconvolution methods can
also be utilised in stage-2. Therefore, as an example, we also applied the total variation (TV) regu-
lator in the stage-2 deconvolution (Kim and Naemura 2015; Soulez et al. 2012), with results shown
in Fig. 5.14. It can be seen that the TV regulator has advantages of preventing and over emphasis of
strong edges, such as nucleus cytoplasm boundary. However as a trade-off, it smoothed out details
of cytoplasm texture, reducing some image contrast, which may not be preferred when the image res-
olution is critical. In addition, the TV regulator has a parameter that needs to be manually selected,
depending on the amount of noises in acquired images and the image contrast.
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Figure 5.14: Strongest edges are smoothed with the use of total variation regulator, noticing the edges
of nucleus in (a) and (b), but the regulator does not help correct the bending artefacts with the use of
conventional one stage method (c).
The unnoticeable differences between resultant images with and without downsampling the Z-axis
shown in Fig. 5.13 implied that increasing the distance between slices (up to the same as the DOF) in
the proposed aberration correction method had limited effects . This can be explained by the fact that
the axial resolving power of the BF microscopes is poor and not much focal information was lost with
down-samplings. So, the Z interval between the adjunct focal planes equivalent to theDOF can be used
to reduce the number of focal planes to be acquired while the proposed aberration correction method
is still effective. In terms of performance, processing the down-sampled stack is obviously faster, but
post-processing of a 512x512x21 stack containing only one cervical cell takes around 50 seconds,
which is not acceptable given that some Thin-prep slides have more than 50,000 cells (as shown in
last chapter). The optimal Z interval should also be decided by the requirements for data storage space
and the need of end users (e.g. the pathologists) in terms of diagnostic performance (Donnelly et al.
2013).
The optimal slide slant angle depends on the final image quality, scan time, computing power,
and storage space as well as the thickness of the specimen, illustrated in Fig. 5.15. Specifically, the
greater the slide slant angle, the worse the aberrations are caused by the slide slant, and hence the
poorer the image contrast and image resolution. Then, more deconvolution iterations are required in
order to correct the adverse effects of the aberration. More available computing power means that the
digital slide can be obtained more quickly. However, larger slide slant angles allow more focal planes
to be acquired, assuming that the camera runs at a consistent frame rate, thus producing a better scan
quality. Therefore, the optimal slide slant angle should be determined by taking into consideration the
specifications of both the hardware and software available.
Future works for the research presented in this chapter would mainly include enhancements of the
proposed aberration correction method. First, as mentioned before, regularised deconvolution meth-
ods should be investigated to further improve the image quality. In addition, faster deconvolution
methods should be developed in order to reduce the processing time into acceptable levels. Moreover,
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Figure 5.15: The optimal slide slant angle depends on the requirements for final image quality, acqui-
sition time and scan quality.
given cervical cytology cells are sparsely distributed over the slide, deconvolution could only process
FOVs or sub-images with an FOV containing cells in order to minimize the processing time. Fur-
thermore, the calibration method should be further developed to estimate the other slide slant induced
aberrations such as the spherical and astigmatic so that they can be at least partially corrected by the
stage-1 phase deconvolution step. This may also have the potential to improve image quality and
reconstruction speed of stage-2. A further potential improvement to the calibration process could be
based on phase retrieval which has been demonstrated to be capable of recovering microscope pupil
function under coherent illumination Hanser et al. (2004); Zheng et al. (2013b).
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented a novel two-stage method for correcting the aberrations induced by slide slant
in BF microscopes, which is required for the slanted scan method. Experiments with both simulated
and real cervical cytology specimens demonstrated that phase deconvolution (stage-1) can effectively
correct the main artefacts, the bending of the PSF, while the subsequent stage-2 intensity deconvolu-
tion was able to improve the losses in image contrast and resolution. The resultant image quality of the
cervical cytology specimen acquired using the proposed method was comparable to that scanned us-
ing the conventional (flat) method. Moreover, the proposed method was superior to the conventional
method utilising only intensity deconvolution, especially in removing the bending artefact.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Digitalising the entire glass slides into digital images enabling whole slide imaging is increasing used
in pathology, research and education thanks to the advances of the technology. In particular, the use
of WSI can improve work-flow efficiency of pathology tests as the digital slide can be easily and effi-
ciently stored, distributed and managed utilising modern computer technologies like digital databases
and computer networks. More importantly, the digital slide enables computer aided diagnosis that has
great potentials to further improve the productivity of pathology tests.
For WSI to be accepted in the clinics, the digital slide first must be “glass-faithful” and equivalent
to the glass slide so that the same diagnosis as could be made using the original glass slide. Secondly,
the digital slide acquisition systems for WSI must be fast enough in order to really improve produc-
tivity. However, the digitalisation of cytology specimens in “glass-faithful quality”, such as cervical
cytology specimens for cervical cytology screening, is slow with the conventional scan techniques
and existing slide scanners due to the requirements to acquire specimens at multiple focal planes and
at high spatial resolution.
This thesis presents a series of novel research in order to improve the scan efficiency for the acqui-
sition of cervical cytology specimen in “glass-faithful quality”. This following chapter summarizes
the contributions, findings and implications of the work conducted in this thesis. The limitations of
research in this thesis is then discussed as well as the directions that deserve further investigation.
6.1 Key Contributions and Findings
This thesis has primarily focused on two main research aims:
1. To develop methods for generating accurate scan maps and focus profile maps of the specimens
as well as for determining the thickness of cytology specimens.
2. To investigate and correct the optical aberrations that occur due to the slide slant in the fast
slanted scan method that is specifically designed to scan cytology specimens.
The above two aims were accomplished with the following key contributions:
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• Chapter 2 proposed methods to quantitatively evaluate and compare the performance of three
existing scan method, the FOV scan, the line scan and the slanted scan in terms of scan speed
and hardware requirements.
• Chapter 3 developed a tile-based specimen delineation method that not only generates an ac-
curate scan map of a specimen but also provides a ranked list of FOVs as focus candidates,
required for estimating the focus profile map of the specimen. (Aim 1.1)
• Chapter 4 proposed a method for quantitative evaluation of the 3D distribution in LBC prepared
cervical cytology specimens. (Aim 1.2)
• Chapter 5 developed a two-stage method that can effectively correct the optical aberrations in-
duced by the slide slant in the slanted scan method. (Aim 2)
The main findings are summarised below:
• The performance analysis (Chapter 2) of three scan methods found that the stop-and-go scan
strategy is limiting the scan speed of conventional FOV scan method. This can be overcome
by moving the stage continuously and utilising line scan cameras as adopted by the line scan
and slanted scan method, or using a pulsed illumination source. When the cameras are run at
the same frame rates with constraints in the illumination intensity, the slanted scan system is
capable of achieving larger data throughput rates than the line scan systems because multiple
depths of the specimen can be acquired simultaneously when the specimen is slanted. So, the
slanted scan is the most efficient method among the three analysed scan methods for digitising
specimens in multiple focal planes.
• The proposed specimen delineation method (Chapter 3) proved an effective and robust achiev-
ing good segmentations of specimen deposition area as well selections of focus candidates from
lower resolution specimen images. The experimental results with both histology and cytology
slides indicated that when the APCI, NACI and TI were used as the tile evaluating metric, the
proposedmethodwas effective and robust to slide artefacts (e.g. cover-slip glue and inkmarker).
But when these metrics were used to select the focus candidates, only the APCI produced supe-
rior quality focus candidates, because the APCI is able to distinguish the out-of-focus artefacts
by measuring phase diversity.
• The algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 demonstrated that it is feasible to accurately evaluate the
3D distribution of cell and cell clumps of cervical cytology specimens. In terms of accuracy,
the experimental results showed that the proposed method achieved an accuracy of one micron
more than 90% of the time. It was also demonstrated by ten experimental Thin-prep slides that
the thickness of cell clumps, the size of cell clumps and the number of cells in the cell clumps
of these slides could be extracted with the proposed method, and more importantly to be used to
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optimise the scan parameters for minimising the overall scan time. Specifically, the cell clumps
were found to be closely distributed towards the cover-slip, and this led to the development of a
new method for generating the focus profile map that considers the thickness of the specimen.
The method was shown to be effective in saving approximately 14% of scan time, and with the
method average 19 focal planes and 23 focus candidates were sufficient for acquiring 95% of
cellular objects in focus. Moreover, it was suggested that the focus profile maps with low-order
(2nd or 3rd) polynomials are sufficient to direct the high resolution scan of ten experimental
slides.
• An investigation of the optical aberrations occurring in images acquired when the slides was
slanted (Chapter 5) found that the dominating effects of these aberration were the skew of the
PSF and the loss of image contrast and resolution. The extent of these optical aberrations is re-
lated to the thickness of the cover-slip, the numerical aperture of the objective lens and the slide
slant angle. To reduce the effects of these aberrations, a novel two-stage method was developed
incorporating phase deconvolution as the initial step for removing the bending artefacts and
conventional intensity deconvolution as the second step for improving the lost image contrast.
The proposed phase deconvolution method successfully remove the PSF bending artefact and
was also used to calibrate the coma coefficients for different slide slant angle. The experimental
results indicated the effectiveness of the second step deconvolution method on improving the
image contrast as shown by the recovery of fine cell clump textures. The proposed two-stage
method was also compared with one step method that used only conventional intensity decon-
volution, and it was shown that the proposed method was superior in removing the bending
artefact because it was effectively mitigated in the stage-1 process the phase deconvolution. It
was also found that the optimal slide slant angle is dependent upon the thickness of the speci-
men, the number of focal planes to be scanned, the available computing power, the processing
time constraint as well as the final image quality. The experimental results also indicated that
the scanning distance in axial direction (between image slices) can be as large as the DOF of
the microscope without any noticeable image artefacts with the proposed correction method.
6.2 Implications of the Findings
The novel methods presented in this thesis provide a number of ways to improve the scan efficiency
and scan quality of slide scanners for WSI for the acquisition of digital slides of cytology specimens,
so these methods are anticipated to be used in both existing and future slide scanners.
The performance analysis of three scan methods first demonstrated the feasibility to estimate the
scan times and hence quantitatively evaluate and compare scan methods for WSI. The findings with
the proposedmethod indicated that the slanted scanmethod should be used among the three comparing
methods for digitising the cervical cytology specimens at high spatial resolution and at multiple focal
planes in order to achieve scan times less that ten minutes. Rather than slanting specimens (and slides),
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an earlier method achieve multiple focal plane scanning by keeping the specimen flat but utilising a
series of line scan cameras (9) positioned (via optical fibres) at different focal planes in the microscope
image plane (where the camera is placed) (Price and Bravo-Zanoguera 2003). In principle, the systems
using this method will have the same scan speed and scan times as that using the slanted scan, if the
cameras are run at the same frame rates because they both do line scan and require only one pass
of the stage because they acquire images at multiple focal planes simultaneously. But that system is
much more complex and difficult to construct and would cost more, and the method is not readily
applicable to existing microscopes. Therefore, in order to achieve a scan time of less than ten minutes
in digitising cervical cytology specimens at multiple focal planes and at high spatial resolution, the
slanted scan method is the most effective method.
The development of the specimen delineation method proposed in Chapter 3 provided a novel
frame-work for selecting focus candidates in the initial scan stage from a lower resolution image of
the slide. As the method had been demonstrated to be effective and robust to both histology and
cytology specimens when the slides are contaminated, the method should be used by slide scanners
when slide artefacts, namely ink marker, excessive glue and dust, exist. The ink maker artefacts, in
particular, are common when a pathology lab undergo transition from glass based into WSI based
diagnosis, where early diagnosed slides are required to be converted into digital slides so that they
can be digitally stored. Specifically, the APCI metric should be used when these artefacts are present
because it was shown to be the most robust metric. As the APCI uses the depth clue to distinguish
the foreground from background and artefacts, the lens used to acquire low resolution image of the
slide should have suitable DOF as demonstrated in this thesis. Even when the slides do not have slides
artefacts, the proposed method should be used on scanning cytology specimens, because the cytology
cells are spatially distributed and the method is capable of rejecting blank FOVs as focus candidates.
Moreover, if the focus candidates have fewer or no outliers (artefacts), fewer focus candidates would
be required, thus resulting in a further saving in the overall scan time. The high quality focus candi-
dates lay a good foundation for the subsequent estimation of the focus profile map as well as for the
high resolution scan. In addition, the mechanical stage used to move the slide should have sufficient
positional accuracy in order to allow these focus candidates found from the low resolution image to
be revisited at high resolution. Therefore, the proposed method should be adopted by existing slide
scanners that have sufficient positional accuracy.
In regards to the usage of the proposed cell clump 3D distribution evaluation method, an example
has been demonstrated with LBC prepared cervical cytology specimens in Chapter 4. In details, the
evaluations of ten experimental slides found that the cell clumps distributed more closely to the cover-
slip, and therefore, a new method for estimating the focus profile map, which considers the thickness
of the focus candidates, was proposed and proved to be more effective than the conventional method.
Consequently, this new focus profile map construction method should be adopted by the existing slide
scanners to minimise the scanning time of cervical cytology specimens. Apart from this, the shape
of the focus profile map, the optimal number of focus candidates, the optimal number of focal planes
could also be quantitatively determined with the proposed method. In addition, similar studies could
also be conducted on other types of specimens in order to study their 3D distribution, thickness profile
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and hence optimise scan strategy. Furthermore, as already mentioned in the Chapter 4, the cell clump
distribution evaluation method can be used to quantitatively study the slide preparation method, for
example, to find out how long the cells should be centrifuged. Therefore, the proposed method can
prove extremely useful for optimising the scan strategy of slide scanners for WSI.
The effectiveness of the proposed method for removing the optical aberration induced by the slide
slant clearly indicates that those aberrations can be digitally corrected, and therefore, the slanted scan
method could be applied to existing scan systems with minimal hardware modifications. Given the
performance potential of the slanted scan method, this correction method ensures that the digital slides
scanned by the slanted scan are free of optical aberrations, and hence the slanted scan method can be
used for rapid acquisition of “glass-faithful” digital slides of thick cytology specimens. In addition, the
relationships between the slide slant angle, the image quality and the computational power require-
ments found in this study would guide the development and usage of future slanted scan systems.
Moreover, this work provided a unique tool for correcting the optical aberrations induced by the tilted
plane parallel plate, which could be utilised in fluorescent microscopy and optical recording systems
where similar aberrations had been reported.
6.3 Limitations of the Study
The limitations associated with this study are as follows:
• For the specimen delineation method proposed in Chapter 3, morphological filterings followed
by a simple modification of the classic Ostu’s thresholding method were used to distinguish
the foreground FOV scan map from the background, which is not robust because the filter-
ing sizes and the thresholding parameter were empirically selected despite the fact that the ex-
perimental slides were effectively segmented. method was demonstrated to be effective. The
method should be further automated by utilising advanced classification methods such as Gaus-
sian mixture model for both the specimen delineation and the selection of the focus candidates,
probably with one or more proposed evaluating metric (image intensity, phase, and entropy) as
features (Douglas 2009). In addition, the proposed method was only evaluated to be effective
with a 4 objective lens used for low resolution image acquisition, more magnifications and
objectives should be test the potential and suitability of the method.
• The experiment in Chapter 4 was conducted using only one type of LBC preparation method
for the Pap test, the Thin-prep method, and another popular preparation method, SurePath, was
not included. But the method can be readily applied to the SurePath prepared slides, because
cervical cells are also prepared to deposit as a mono-layer on the slide, which can be processed
with the selected segmentation method. A potential difference could be in the distribution den-
sity of cell clumps given that the deposition areas of SurePath slides are smaller (a diameter
of 13mm for SurePath slides versus 20mm for Thin-prep slides). Nevertheless, the proposed
method offers an effective stool to quantitatively evaluate such differences and to optimise their
acquisitions.
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• In experiments of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, a limited number of slides were used to eval-
uate the specimen delineation method and even fewer for the analysis of the 3D distribution of
cells and the estimation of the focus profile maps, primarily due to the lack of high-throughput
digital slide acquisition systems. Though the experimental samples were purposely selected as
representative and the size of the data-set was sufficient to prove the effectiveness of the pro-
posed methods, more data should be acquired and processed to comprehensively evaluate the
method and study the specimens, e.g. cervical cytology specimens. Moreover, specimens and
slides diagnosed as normal were used throughout experiments in order to focus the study on the
effectiveness evaluation of proposed methods, abnormal slides should be specifically studied to
investigate any potential impacts of these methods on the diagnostic performance.
• The images acquired for the development of aberration correction method in Chapter 5 were not
acquired using the slanted scan method due to the lack of hardware. But, the slide slant induced
aberrations were adequately sampled as the slides were slanted and specimens were imaged in
isotropic, enabling the development and validation of the correction method. In this way, the
future integration of the correction method into slanted scan systems only need limited evalua-
tions, such as the effects of line scan artefacts.
• The effects of the optical aberrations due to the slide slant were not quantitatively studied
such as the reduction in the resolution, because conventional resolution calibration targets (pre-
measured lines and dots) do not have a cover-slip, which is the primary cause of the optical
aberrations. In addition, the effectiveness of the correction method has been evaluated quantita-
tively with synthetic data and qualitatively by real data, but the method has not yet been assessed
qualitative with real specimen.
6.4 Future Directions
The future work of this research mainly includes further enhancements of the aberration correction
method for the slanted scan method. First, in order to quantitatively evaluate the optical aberrations
due to the slide slant, the cover-slip could be added to the top of the calibration slide in the same way
as the specimen slide is prepared. The effectiveness of the proposed method should also be quantita-
tively evaluated with real cytology specimen, which could be achieved by measuring the geometrical
features of cervical cells such as the area and shape. Secondly, the proposed aberration correction
method should be extended to process a full digital slide of the specimen and to work on the slanted
scan systems. As processing a large FOV using a 3D deconvolution based correction method may
require a large amount of computer memory, acquired images could be cropped into smaller FOVs
and processed individually and then stitched together to form final digital slide. The effects of cells at
FOV boundaries on the deconvolution should also be considered, which is necessary to create mon-
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tage digital slides. Thirdly, it was found that existing deconvolution methods are too slow to process
the entire slide within a acceptable time, so faster deconvolution methods as well as more effective
computing frameworks like graphic processing units (GPUs) based programming could be selected
to further reduce the processing time (Domanski et al. 2009). Alternative to developing faster de-
convolution methods, hardware solutions such as employing an additional optic lens could also be
developed to eliminate the need for the digital post-processing.
6.5 Conclusion
In summary, this thesis presented several novel methods developed for rapid and high quality acqui-
sition of cervial cytology specimens for WSI. Specifically, a tile-based specimen delineation method
and a novel tile evaluation metric (APCI) were demonstrated capable of not only generating a minimal
scan map for the slide scanner but also a ranked list of FOVs required for interpolating a high quality
focus profile map of the specimen. The proposed algorithm for thickness analysis of the specimen
could be utilised to quantitatively investigate the thickness of cytology specimens for determining the
optimal number of focal planes to be acquired and hence the minimal scan time. The high throughput
slanted scan method has also been extensively investigated in this thesis, and for the first time, a cor-
rection method was proposed for effectively ameliorating the aberrations induced by the slide slant
in this novel scan method. The combination of these proposed methods in this thesis have the poten-
tial to increase both overall scan efficiency and scan quality of whole slide scanners when acquiring
“glass-faithful quality” images of cervical cytology specimens.
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APPENDIX
The low resolution images of the slides used for evluation of
quality of focus candidates in Chapter 3
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Figure 1: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 1 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 2: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 2 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 3: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 3 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 4: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 4 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 5: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 5 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 6: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 6 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 7: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 7 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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Figure 8: Top: low-resolution of a sample slide (Row 8 in Table. 3.7) and the blue box shows the part
of the slide used for focus map evaluation. Bottom; The mean square error of the interpolated focus
maps compared with the ground truth as the number of the sampled focus candidate increase.
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